
Jeffrey Dicks

 

 

        Jeffrey Dicks, the son of an impoverished  Tennessee Mother, languishes on death row for a  robbery he didn't commit and a murder  he didn't even 
see.  They're Going To Kill My Son, by  Jeff's mother Shirley is the tense, personal and highly moving true  story of the bloody crime of which eighteen 
year old Jeffrey was accused of. His  family was unable to afford a competent legal defense. 

At the trial, they watched in horror as VITAL evidence was never presented to the jury. Jeff, who had no history of violent or criminal behavior was 
convicted of a murder and sentenced to die in Tennessee's electric chair.  His mother is fervently pursuing an appeal, but TIME is running out  Strong 
bonds between   mothers and their children, especially their sons, is the emotion that  grabs the READER, and  squeezes him in a stranglehold  read on in 
a crescendo of  heartbreaking pain until the bitter end   And a bitter end it is for the  author, fighting to save her innocent  son in any way she can, as the 
legal clock ticks toward the  final hour. 

       Jeffrey Dicks is one of the many victims of our legal system who  became trapped in the over  burdened and insensitive cracks of our time.   Without 
the weapons of MONEY, Savvy, or  Connections, Jeff was defenselessly  slaughtered by an obsessed  police inspector and a judge who disallowed pertinent 
testimony that  would have proven him innocent.  A poor but law abiding  family, the mother was forced to break the law to raise money  for her son's 
defense, but was again   lied to by an attorney she  hired for her son's defense, but he didn't. 

Fighting the system while running from the law, living on the lam, and trying to keep mind and  family together, Shirley Dicks own  story is as heart 
piercing as the  one she tells of her son. Shirley continues to fight for the  abolishment of capital punishment. Her warning of  petty crime and getting 
involved with the wrong people is something   every young person should  read. 

     To order an autograph copy:    Send $23.00 plus  $4.00 shipping
     Shirley Dicks,  PO Box 342, Beechgrove, Tennessee 37018
  

Editorial Reviews
From Publishers Weekly
Dicks's son Jeff has been on death row in the Tennessee state penitentiary since 1982, when he was sentenced for participating in a 1978 holdup-murder. That he sat in the 
getaway car while an acquaintance committed the slaying is verified, but according to the law, he is guilty nonetheless. As portrayed here by his mother, Jeff was a naive, 
overprotected youth who was deeply compassionate toward the dispossessed; in her view, that helps to explain his association with the killer and with the orphan he married, who 
turned out to be a troubled wife and mother. Dicks ( Death Row ) chides herself for bungling every effort she made to help her son's defense, and his lawyer is presented as having 
been more interested in his fee than in his client. Although she diminishes the book's emotional impact by writing in the third person, Dicks makes her case convincingly, and 
readers are likely to agree that Jeff's death sentence is not just. 20,000 first printing.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal

The sheer weight of reasonable doubt in this case makes one wonder at the trial and appeals process in death penalty cases where the accused lack the financial resources for 
competent legal representation. Jeff Dicks is down to his last appeal. This book, written by his mother, shockingly brings home the best argument against capital punishment--that 
even after a "fair" trial an innocent person might be put to death. Dicks's account is both a cry of anguish and a testimony to the lengths a... read more 

“A Mother’s Torment” by Shirley Dicks

By C.W. Gortner 

 Heart-breaking, and at times infuriating, in its depiction of the ruthless machinery of our courts, “A Mother’s Torment” by Shirley Dicks is both a mother’s impassioned plea for a 

fallen son and a scathing commentary on the terrifying vulnerability that so many people without means in this country suffer while enmeshed in the criminal justice system.

 Jeff Dicks, the twenty-two year old son of an impoverished Tennessee mother, was convicted of murder and sentenced to die, despite an overwhelming lack of evidence to 

support the claim that he did not participate in a store robbery that resulted in the death of the storeowner. His mother Shirley’s desperate fight to exonerate him and her 

unrelenting crusade against the men, and the system, that she believes unjustly condemned her son, is the basis of “A Mother’s Torment”. The book takes the reader on a journey 

from Ms. Dick’s poverty-stricken youth and struggles to raise her children to the fateful day that Jeff Dicks was arrested for murder; but it could be, in truth, any mother’s story – 

and it is this fact that makes Ms. Dick’s account so powerful.

 Though the often grinding pace of her narrative might lead an impartial reader to wish for less, Ms. Dick’s drive to save her son can, in the end, only humble even the most 

rational. Having experienced a lifetime of penury and hardship, Ms. Dicks did not spare her own self from confronting, and breaking, the law in order to keep Jeff alive. Her daily 

invectives and demands for justice are, at moments, difficult to read—until one remembers that every day, somewhere, someone in the nation rails with equal rage for a loved one 

to no avail. Ms. Dick’s most gripping legacy in the book indeed arises from the contemplation that while Jeff sat in prison and his trial turned into an unbelievable travesty with 

only one possible outcome, it is a scenario that has no doubt played countless times throughout the United States, exacting as its toll the anguish of countless mothers and sons like 

Ms. Dicks and Jeff.

 The loss of Ms. Dicks and her family is unimaginable. Yet from the devastation, she has had the courage and strength to pen this tremendously candid and passionate account, in 

the hope of saving others. Her book is one every parent, and every person working in the criminal justice system, should read—a testament to the unbreakable bonds between a 

mother and a son, and to the indomitable will of the human spirit.  

C.W. Gortner is the author of The Secret Lion, an historical novel set in the Tudor Court. He can be visited at: www.leonibus.com

Heartbreaking, August 31, 2002
Reviewer: A reader from usa
This book was a heartbreaking book to read and knowing it was a true account made it even more so. The reader is grabbed from the first page to the last as they wait 
breathtaking to the very end, hoping against hope for a happy ending. It's hard to believe such things happen today in America but we are hearing of it more and more. 
My heart goes out to the author who did a great job of putting her story down and a breathtaking story it was. It read like fiction and was wonderfully done 
  

Read An Excerpt 

Greeneville, Tennessee Courthouse 1979

I had just been allowed back in the courtroom during my son’s murder trial, and as I listened to the lies the Prosecution was saying, I jumped up in my 
seat and screamed,

""He’s innocent and you know it. You lie. You know he didn’t do it. He wouldn’t have come back if he were guilty."

THE COURT: Sheriff, take the Jurors out

Again I screamed as Nelson’s hands were trying to keep my mouth shut, with Donald on the other side of me trying to make me sit down.

"They’re lying. He didn’t –"

THE COURT: During the course of this trial and pre trial hearings and during the course of the trial of the companion case, a gun was taken from this 
lady who just made this outburst in the companion case while she was in the courthouse during pre trail hearing, as I left the courtroom, this lady yelled, 

"Your prejudiced: after I had granted a motion to change venue in the case. The court is—

I pulled Nelson’s hands from my mouth. "Your Honor, I gave that gun to them, they didn’t confiscate that gun from me.

The Court has ignored all of these matters up to this point understanding that this lady is the mother of the Defendant.

" They didn’t take the gun from me."

THE COURT: For this outburst, the court finds this woman, Mrs. Dicks, in contempt of Court and sentences her to ten days in jail and to a fifty dollar 
fine. Execute the sentence, Sheriff’

"You know he’s innocent. They didn’t confiscate the gun, I gave it to them.

THE COURT: Any further outburst during the course of this trail will result in the punishment—after the trial, the results of identical punishment to any 
other person. Further, all parties should be advised that it is a felony crime punishable by the penitentiary sentence in the State of Tennessee to threaten a 

witness, court officials, jurors, or any person involved in a civil or criminal proceedings.

That’s a lie. He’s not guilty." I

 

I gasped for breath. My lungs were full of air and yet, I couldn't breathe. My son reached out his hands, and the look in his tear-filled eyes pierced my soul. 
Every passing second, I felt his terror and heard his silent screams, though not a sound came from his lips.

Those beautiful green eyes first touched my heart so many years ago: it seemed like only yesterday I held him in my arms and promised him the world. I 
swore to protect him from all the evil in the world, and to love him unconditionally, as every mother should. So many plans for him when he grew up, and 
now they were gone. Now, in his darkest hour, his eyes cried out for help. I felt his fear, confusion, disbelief, and desperation. A mothers love stood up! My 

loud voice echoed throughout the courtroom.

My protest burst forth in a huge breath, "No-o-o! No-o-o! My son is not guilty! You’re not hearing the truth!" My gaze went to the jury and settled on the 
twelve faces who would decide my son's fate. All eyes turned to me, and I searched desperately for help. I wanted them to know that Donald "Chief" 

Strouth was the one who murdered Jimmy Keegan. I wanted them to know Jeff had no knowledge of the crime being committed inside the store that day, 
and Jeff hadn’t taken any of the robbery money.

The fact he’d been outside waiting in the car did not make him a participant in a murder or robbery he didn’t know was happening. I wanted the jurors to 
know what happened in Strouth’s trial, the testimony that showed he alone committed the crime.

Judge Calhoun turned to the jury box. "You are to go to the jury room and disregard anything you may have heard from any spectator." I watched the 
jurors as they were led out of the room, my legs became unsteady, and I couldn't breathe. Jeff turned to reached out, but four guards standing with him, 

seemed ready to pounce if he made a wrong move.

"Sheriff!" Judge Calhoun yelled. "Take this woman, and lock her up for contempt of court!"

I didn’t care what they did to me. They wanted to kill my son for a crime he never committed, a crime he never saw. I had to save him. I was his mother 
and it was up to me to protect my child. We weren’t criminals. We had been a normal everyday family until this happened to us. We’d had a new home, 

four kids, two dogs and a mortgage. We went to church on the Sabbath day and tried to bring out children up right.

My ex-husband, Nelson was standing now, his hand tightly over my mouth. I fought to take it off. My husband Donald stood and pushed me back on the 
bench, but I wouldn’t sit down. I knew they were trying to keep me out of trouble with the judge, but I was consumed with hatred and rage. The 

prosecutor had lied, and worse, he knew it. Judge Calhoun continued as Mike and Roger, my two brothers stood beside me.

"What are you doing?" Calhoun yelled at them.

"We’re going to walk with her to the Sheriff’s office to make sure she gets there in one piece," Mike said to the judge. Both of them were only looking out 
for me because we’d heard what went on in Southern jails.

"I want a warrant for these two men, Sheriff." Calhoun rapped his gavel as the deputies stood on either side and escorted me out of the courtroom. I heard 
whispering as I was being led away, but I didn’t care. I turned back to the judge once more.

"But judge," I protested. "My son is not guilty. You know he’s not." My voice raised, I tried to pull away. Their hands tightened and dug around my arms.

I gazed at Jeff as they led me away. He had a look of utter helplessness and terror on his face. He seemed so young, dark curly hair, green eyes that once 
sparkled, but now were dull after a year in jail awaiting trial. I stumbled as fear overcame me. Fear of what they were going to do to my child. His gray 

suit fit him perfectly, his short curly hair was combed neatly and he looked more like the attorney than they did.

The guards surrounded him, as if he could escape with chains on his waist and feet. They pulled on his chains like they would a wild beast that had to be 
forced into submission. I wanted to hurt them as they were hurting my son. I wanted to scream that he was not an animal they could abuse, but I knew it 

would be worse for Jeff if I did.

I saw the shocked looks of my parents as they sat silently behind Jeff, along with his wife, Betty, Nelson, and Donald.

Downstairs they took my purse, and walked me out the back door of the courtroom, across the back yard and into the jail. The jailhouse was directly 
behind the courthouse in Greenville, Tennessee. The guards led me up the stairs to a room on the top floor. This was a nightmare, and soon I’d wake up. 

Our attorney’s words echoed in my ears as I sat on the wooden chair in the cell room.

As I stood in the small room that housed two other girls, I couldn't stop thinking about my son. I gazed around at the cold steel and empty block walls that 
rendered me powerless to help him. The sounds of laughter caught my attention and I felt anger that anyone was laughing at this time. Puzzled, I peered 

through my bars and into a small room across the way. I saw people jotting about, smiling, and laughing.

I remember thinking that this was a strange place to have a party, especially with a murder trial going on. That's when it hit me. I recognized one of the 
faces, then two. I was looking into the deliberating room. The jurors were in there deciding if my son would live or die.

I felt instant rage! I felt it surging through every vein in my body. I grasped the bars testing them to see if I could rip them from their concrete foundation. 
My knuckles turned white and filled with pain, but I wanted vengeance.

I wanted those jurors to know the truth. I felt rage, helplessness and hatred. I wanted to hold on to this new hatred that now possessed me, because it felt 
better than helplessness, but I could not. Jeff was at their mercy and I could not save him.

The jury only knew the story the Prosecutor portrayed to them. They didn’t know about the stockpile of evidence that proved my son’s innocence. They 
didn't know about the altered testimony or of the lies. Deep inside beneath the rage, I wanted to plead with them. Beg them if necessary to save my son's 

life. But the time for pleading was over. I realized they had already read their verdict. And this is why they were celebrating. It was over.

Time stood still as I gazed down and saw my daughter, Tina standing outside. Her long brown hair hung around her face. She looked lost and scared. At 
seventeen, she looked about twelve standing there outside the back door of the courthouse.

"Tina," I screamed." What happened? What did they do?"

She looked up at me, and I saw the pain and anguish on her young face. I knew in that instant my worst nightmare was coming true. They were going to 
kill my son.

Tina turned and ran without a word, and I heard the distant screams. My knees buckled, as if a ton of steel rested on my shoulders, and I realized the 
screams I heard were my own. The screams kept coming. My knees stung as I collapsed to the floor. I felt as if God had forsaken me and I cried out. "God 

please don't take my son.... Please don't take my baby." God had deserted us, and I hated Him.

"Noooo," I screamed again as I clutched the bars.

"You can't kill my son. Noooo" the screams went on and I couldn’t stop. I threw back my head and looked up at the once beautiful sky, pleading with a 
God I couldn’t see. Why had he let this happen to us? I couldn't see below in the courtyard any longer because tears blinded me. The world had stopped. 
Numb, I hung on to the bars. I was vaguely aware of the other girls in the room, but I didn’t care about them. My mind felt as if it had left my body and I 

wanted to punch the wall, jump to the ground below.

I wanted to get Jeff and run away where no one could hurt him. He hadn't done anything wrong, yet they were going to put him in the electric chair, strap 
him in, and pull the switch. They were going to burn him from the inside out.

What kind of monsters were they? I wanted my unbearable pain to stop. I wanted to take his place. Life wouldn’t be worth living if they murdered my son. 
The room spun, and through the fog I heard my mother's voice reach out to me, like a beacon of light.

I looked down and saw my mother and father standing there in the courtyard where Tina had stood just minutes before. I saw my father, with his snow-
white hair look up at the window where I stood. Tears were streaming down his face... his shoulders were slumped down from the pain.

He didn't say a word, but turned away. He’d suffered from heart trouble and I knew this was not doing him any good, but I was powerless to stop. I saw 
my mother standing there, yelling up at me. Tears were streaming down her face and she tried to comfort me..

"We'll fight this thing, Shirley. Please stop. Your father can’t take this, Please Shirley...it's not over...we've just begun."

My Mother was right. This Mothers Torment had just begun.

My nightmare was only beginning, and for the next twenty years I would be living it. I vaguely remember the nurse and my mother coming in and giving 
me a shot to quiet me down and let me sleep. I wanted to die, just go to sleep and never wake up again. As darkness overtook me, I thought back to when it 

all began.
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About Shirley dicks

shirley dicks 

67, FemaleUnited States

Hometown:

Originally from Concord NH...living in TN now

About Me:

I moved to Tn when my oldest son was wrongly convicted and sent to death row. I started writing at this time and wrote our story and then went on to write other books. My life story was the third one published 

after Death Row, and Victims by New Horizon Press called, They're Going To Kill My Son.

Then I wrote From Vietnam To Hell, Congregation of the Condemned, Young Blood, Road Angels, Long Journey Home, The Choice Is Yours and finally redid my life story, brought it up to date the past twenty 

years, and changed the title to A Mothers Torment and published it myself. www.amotherstorment.com

I wrote articles that were published in magazines and was on Geraldo, Maury, Sally, Jerry Springer, Rolonda and The Shirley SHow in Canada. The BBC then did a documentary on my life that was play ed 

overseas.

My youngest son Trevor Dicks and I spoke out on the Journey of Hope each year in a different state. www.trevordicks.com That's two weeks of speaking out against the death penalty and more violence, 

creating more victims.

Sister Helen Prejean, author of Dead Man Walking also speaks out on the Journey as does Sam Shepperd who is the son of Dr Sam Shepherd convicted of killing his mother and sentenced to die. Sam has 

spent his whole life trying to prove his innocence. The movie, THe Fugitive is based on his story.

I also went on TN death row and five of the guys came out to do a DVD called The Choice Is Yours where they talk to the kids about the dangers of doing drugs, alcohol and hanging in gangs, and with the 

wrong kind of people. The video I take to schools and speak to the kids to try and stop them before they end up in prison, or death row. www.thechoiceisyours.org

When my oldest son Jeff Dicks was killed in 99, due to medical neglect, I started the Jeff Dicks Coalition, www.jeffdicks.org to save prisoners from medical neglect, and to stop the murdering of these prisoners 

by being denied their medication.

Trevor and I fought for over twenty years to prove Jeff's innocence to no avail. I have a letter from a minister who says that he knew Jeff was innocent because Strouth told him so, and that he did the crime, but 

he called it privilege information and said he could not tell anyone and would let Jeff die unless Strouth were to die first and then he could tell the truth.

This is so wrong, but I knew of a case in Texas where an attorney did the same thing. Let an innocent man be executed when he knew the man's brother killed the officer. This should not be allowed to happen 

if someone's life is in danger.

Last year I lost my youngest and only son left, and since then I haven't been able to speak out. I'm hoping soon I'll be able to do so again.

In the meantime I'm writing a fun book about ladies fifty and older. Anyone who fits in this category and would like to be included, contact me at sdicks@blomand.net. It's called, There IS Life After Fifty.

Website:

www.shirleydicks.net

Books And Authors I Like:

I like many different books, true crime, romance, true stories, humor and westerns. I like Ann Rule, Nora Roberts and many others.

Movies And TV Shows I Like:

I don't watch many, but like stories on Lifetime which are mostly true, Lost, Dallas when it was on, Survivor. Movies I like humorous and true stories.
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Shirley dicks's Blog

Rules
.If anyone reading this on Crime Space, got my notice about my newest book, A Mothers Torment, I shouldn't have sent it on this place. I've gotten quite a few nasty answers back, but since I'd gotten a lot of book 

notices sent to me on Book Network and the other network, Book Marketing, I thought the rules were the same on Crime Space. However, I found out quickly that it wasn't. You aren't allowed to send any info on 

your books on this group, so I want to apologise to those people tha…

Continue Reading…

Posted by shirley dicks on June 28th, 2007 at 5:04am — 8 Comments (Add) 

  

Prologue of A Mothers Torment
Greeneville, Tennessee Courthouse 1979

I had just been allowed back in the courtroom during my son’s murder trial, and as I listened to the lies the Prosecution was saying, I jumped up in my seat and screamed, ""He’s innocent and you know it. You lie. 

You know he didn’t do it. He wouldn’t have come back if he were guilty."

THE COURT: Sheriff, take the Jurors out Again I screamed as Nelson’s hands were trying to keep my mouth…

Continue Reading…

Posted by shirley dicks on May 6th, 2007 at 10:54am — No Comments (Add) 

  

A Mothers Torment -- True Crime
How far would you go to save your child’s life? Would you write hot checks to pay attorney fees, sell your home, attempt a-jail break as a last resort and, - be on the run for a year with two young 

children? This mother did. 

Fighting the system w… 

Continue Reading…

Posted by shirley dicks on May 6th, 2007 at 10:52am — No Comments (Add) 

  

A Long Road Home by Trevor Dicks

"I was eleven years old when I heard the judge exclaim, "Jeffrey Dicks, you are to be executed by electrocution until you are pronounced Dead, Dead, Dead!" It was at that moment life as I knew it 

would never be the same..." 

My fir

…

Continue Reading…
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At 10:06pm on February 14th, 2008, Lutz Barz said…

shirley, thank you for the invite. I'm surprised that in this cybafog reality one gets noticed at all. I belong in the `nearly there' school of writing. My agent doesn't answer emails 

probably because she's out at lunch with publishers who don't talk to authors. A great industry to be in! Well I got my delusions to stop me going sane! then there'd be nothing 

worth writing about. Well I'm over fifty and no lady. -so can't help you with your project.Not in this incarnation, can't remember the other ones! And like you I don't watch much TV 

either if only because it BLEW UP, it had had enough! [don't blame it] In one way it's great, I actually READ more now. Into history [not the text book variety]. Just reading a new 

recent book on the Spanish Civil War. What a mess. Anyway I want to thank you for adding me to your repertoire of `heads', live ones I hope [though sometimes I wonder what 

goes on in mine....]

Lutz 

At 8:41pm on February 14th, 2008, Earl Merkel said…

Best wishes to you, Shirley. 

At 3:41pm on February 14th, 2008, Laura L. Cooper said…

Shirely,

You've certainly been through a lot. Thanks for the invite.

--Laura 

At 6:34am on February 14th, 2008, Karen Allingham said…

Hi Shirley, nice to meet you and to hear your amazing story. Keep fighting! 

At 6:04am on February 14th, 2008, Ron Adams said…

The pleasure and honor is mine Shirley. Thanks for the invitation. 

At 3:57am on February 14th, 2008, John Boundy said…

Hi Shirley...Thanks for the invite. Always like to meet new people! 

At 3:50am on February 14th, 2008, Lynette Rees said…

Thanks for the add, Shirley. 

At 2:55am on February 14th, 2008, Gayle Wigglesworth said…

Shirley, Thanks for asking. 

At 10:24am on December 24th, 2007, Amanda le Bas de Plumetot said…

CLICK HERE FOR 
CHRISTMAS GRAPHICS

SANTAS CHRISTMAS LOUNGE 

At 11:31pm on August 15th, 2007, Marcia Moore said…

Hello Shirley,

Thank you for inviting me. You truly have a lot of courage. 
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Shirleys News -- This and That

 

Saturday, September 22, 2007

The Choice Is Yours 

The Choice Is Yours is a stark video containing stories from the five death row inmates. These men on TN death row talk about life, death and mistakes they've made. 
Their days as carefree youths have ended. They are facing death or, if they are lucky, a long period of isolation. They know it. Their families know it. They know why 
they are there and they want to help other youngsters from facing the same bleak future they face, day in and day out. On Sale Now It was filmed on Tennessee’s 
death row by Shirley Dicks, author, speaker and the mother of Jeff Dicks who was wrongly convicted and sentenced to die. 

One of the chapters in the book by a prison inmate.

William Todd - Death Row Georgia

Hello, Future Of The World. That's exactly who you are.

Think about that for a minute. How do you like the shape the world is in today? Well, think about it. We need your help. Your younger brothers and sisters need your 
help. That's a pretty radical thought isn't it? What are you going to do about it? Without you...there is no future.

My name is William Todd. I'm sitting here on death row and I'm thinking about you. I'm afraid for you. Just look at the problems many of you are facing right now. 
Many of you have it worse than I do. I've got it made. I get fed regularly and I get clothes and shelter. I have all a man needs to survive. I even know when I'll die give 
or take a five years.

Of course my life has its downfalls, also. I've lost all my choices and rights as a citizen in your world. I don't choose what I eat. I don't choose what I wear, I don't even 
have any say as to how long or short my hair is and I'm not allowed to feel green grass beneath my feet. My world is concrete and iron bars. I'm not a career criminal. I 
have no long list of crimes. In fact I've never been in prison before. What has my being here got to do with you being here? What has my word got to do with you 
shaping the future of your world? Simple every day choices.

Choices
Monday May 15, 1989 I arrived on Georgia's death row. I didn't' think much about it. Three days later a man walked past me with all his personal belongings in a 
basket. I didn't know where he was going but I learned the next day he was executed in the electric chair. Then it hit me. I was told 2,000 volts of electricity does to 
a human body. All your internal organs sizzle like bacon in a skillet. Your lungs and brain disintegrate. You urinate and your bowls excrete in your clothing. Your eyes 
pop out and the jolt hits you so hard that your muscles contract and break many of your bones. You bleed from every organ in your body.

CHOICES
How did I end up here? Through many small choices that resulted in my leaving your world. Simple choices. I chose to be cocky and got thrown out of home at 15. No 
problem...I had a good job. I always had good jobs. I didn't have to steal. I chose to smoke refer. Hey, no problem.... I never worried about anything. I was always 
high. I got bored with pot so I chose to do speed and then cocaine. I was a junkie for there years. Hey, no problem...I beat it. I got straight and started my own 
remodeling business.

CHOICES

I chose to get married...three times. I had a son and daughter from two sets of wives. I survived two suicide attempts, and several attempts on my life by other 
junkies. I witnessed the death of my sister and I was still sane and in one piece. Hey, no problem.

I figured all my problems were behind me. All these wrong choices didn't seem to be hurting me now. I never got busted, I wasn't a crook. I made it through high 
school and I went to college. I worked hard and overcame heavy obstacles. 

I could not see what I was doing to myself until one day the 17 year old woman I was in love with got hooked on crack cocaine. She fell apart right in front of my eyes. 
She got so strung out that she began trading sex for a piece of rock. Crack cocaine, I was totally devastated.

I tried talking to her, but that didn't work so I finally had to let her go. She completely fell apart. I was so broken hearted that I began to fall apart as well. One day 
she phoned and said, "William, I want to quit. I want to give up drugs." 

I went to pick her up from a motel room. I couldn't believe my eyes. She was skinny, filthy and she had holes in her hands and arms from shooting drugs. I found her in 
bed with another junkie. All I care about was helping this once beautiful friend of mine to escape the grasp of drugs. After I picked her up she went into withdrawals 
that were so bad she cussed me up one side and down the other. She told me if I didn't do something quick she was going back to the motel and I would know what 
she would be doing.

UNCONSCIOUS CHOICES
Let me explain if I can. During the course of that particular day, I had been smoking pot and drinking. As the day grew longer, my girlfriend went further into 
withdrawal, caused by her drug addiction. I chose to believe that I could handle the situation. My desire for her was so strong that I lost my ability for rational 
thought. My mind was wrenched with pain. Marijuana, alcohol and fear added to my confusion.

My girlfriend gave me an ultimatum: get a car and drive her or allow her to walk back to the motel to join the junkies who were there. "Now. Now or I'll leave!" she 
screamed.

I pleaded with her to wait while I asked my friend if I could borrow his car. By the time I entered my friend's house, I was so frantic with fear and out of my mind on 
drugs that I lost all control. I walked around in circles for a few minutes, trying to collect my thoughts. I glanced out the window and saw her leave.

Her threats, the scenes at the motel, the drugs, and the fear all flashed through my mind. Everything I had hoped for was going with her. My mind exploded. The next 
thing I knew, my friend lay dead at my feet and I stood there with a bloody hammer in my hand. It took days before reality sunk in. Please don't wait until you get to 
my world to make a decision.

Help to make the world a better place with a brighter future. Set the example for others to follow. Make the right choices. Say NO to drugs. If you choose to drink and 
do drugs, I'll be waiting to welcome you...when you end up in my world.

Posted by shirley Dicks at 8:12 AM 0 comments  
Labels: choices, death row, Teen violence 

Monday, September 17, 2007

The Injustice of The Death Penalty 

I first became aware of the death penalty when my oldest son Jeff Dicks was sentenced to die for a crime he didn't commit and wasn't even in the store when it 
happened. He'd been out with a friend of his and Jeff was driving him to the Salvation Army when Strouth asked him to pull over in front of a small used clothing 
store. Jeff pulled over and parked the car and it was then that Strouth told him he was going to rip the store off.

Jeff just laughed as he didn't believe his friend was really going to do that and thought he was only telling stories again like in the past. However this time it was true. 
STrouth went in and killed the shopkeeper and stole a couple of hundred dollars.

He asked Jeff if he wanted some of the money but Jeff refused, only wanting to get away from him. Jeff did that and called me. He turned himself in because he was 
not guilty but he'd given a statement without an attorney present and told the whole truth. That hed been in the car.

During the trials, they separated the two and each had a separate one. In that way the prosecution was able to change testimony in the way the victim had been 
killed. The jurors also weren't allowed to hear all the evidence at Jeff's trial which is the way the prosecutor planned it. It was called heresay evidence at Jeff's trial 
and the jurors weren't allowed to see Strouth or hear his girlfriends testimony that would have changed the outcome of the trial.

This is done all over the country. This is to ensure both of them went to death row even though they knew that Jeff hadn't taken part in the crime and they also knew 
he hadn't taken any of the money as they knew Strouth had bought a used car with the money taken.

They lied on the stand, changed testimony to murder an innocent person. And it's not the only case. In the Thin Blue Line it showed where the whole police 
department lied to convict Randal Adams when they knew who the murderer was. But because he was a good old Texas boy, and under age so he couldn't get the 
death penalty, they chose someone who was just passing through their town and arrested him.

After serving thirteen years on death row and almost being executed, a Movie producer came upon the evidence at the police department that showed who the real 
killer had been. And he'd gone on to murder someone else. Someone else who wouldn't have been murdered had the police not convicted an innocent person of the 
crime.

This is our justice in the US. This is why the death penalty doesn't work. It's only used for revenge, not justice. When a life without parole is a better, and a cheaper 
sentence for those who commit murder, they would then be alive when they were able to prove their innocence.

Over a hundred people now have been freed from death row after proven their innocence. People like to say they don't want to pay taxes for these killers to spend 
time in prison, but what they don't know is, it cost much more to go through a death penalty trial then to keep someone locked away for fifty years.

How is it right for the police department to lie to convict someone they know to be innocent and how is it right for a prosecutor to lie in order to convict someone he 
also knows is innocent. This amounts to murder. Plain and simple, they are guilty of murder when that innocent person is killed.

I have a letter from a minister in Nashville who says he knows Jeff is innocent because Strouth told him so. But he would not come forward with that information. He 
called it privilege information.

What is that? A person guilty of slitting the throat of an old man can tell a minister or his attorney what he did and they let someone else die rather than speaking 
out. This is Justice? This is the American Way?

Money talks. Poor innocent people will die because they can not afford a dream team. And I already know and have heard that it's all right to kill some innocent 
people in order to get the guilty. I hate to disagree but I will. When you can donate one of your family members to be one of those few innocent ones who can be 
killed in order to get a few guilty, then I will believe it. It's always all right when it's someone else who is paying the price.

The death penalty is wrong. Killing is wrong no matter who is doing the killing. You can't call one an act of murder and the other an act of justice. They are both 
murder. My son's story is A Mothers Torment. www.amotherstorment.com www.jeffdicks.net

Posted by shirley Dicks at 5:13 PM 0 comments  
Labels: death penalty, death row, wrongly convicted 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007

Poison Foods and Toys 

Americans Are Being Poisoned

In the past two weeks we’ve seen millions of Mattel toys being recalled because of lead paint being used which is very dangerous to our children. It seems as if 
everything lately coming out of China is poisoned from the food we’re eating to the toys our children are playing with.

What is the answer? Perhaps the answer lies in our government testing and checking everything coming into our country and to stop buying products from China. They 
are trying to kill us while pretending they are all accidents. And we keep on buying these products. Another answer may lie in these multi billion dollar companies to 
open up factories in the United States, put our own people to work and make all toys right here and start to grow more of our own food.

Go back to what we did back in the fifties and that was we grew big gardens and our mothers canned the vegetables that would last us through the winter months. 
We picked berries and made our own jelly and jams and canned them along with the vegetables. Our mothers also made and canned apple sauce, fruits like peaches, 
cherries and other fruits that we liked. We grew enough potatoes to last many months in the cellar, and made our own donuts, breads, cakes and much more. Back 
then we didn’t have to buy all that much from the stores as we grew a lot of our own foods.

We were never poisoned or got sick from eating the foods we grew and made and perhaps it’s time we went back to a more civilized time. I know it would be safer 
for us and our pets. Back then our dogs and cats ate the leftovers and were perfectly healthy and lived long lives. I think people today are in such a hurry they don’t 
take the time to do some of these things, but perhaps it’s time we did.

When big companies cut corners by buying products out of China because the labor is so cheap, they put Americans at risk. They charge enough for the toys and 
products that they could pay higher prices to have them made right here in the US.. That way they could check all materials before any of them were ever used in 
making the toys. Seems to me the safety of our children should come before cheap labor and cheap materials being used in the products they use to make toys that 
will be sold to millions of our children from a country that is trying to poison us.

Not counting the many food products that have poisoned us sent from China, of the 152 product recalls announced by the commission since January, 104 have been 
for products made in China. Do we ever learn? Why are we still buying products from China knowing that they may be poison to us and to our children? The 
government doesn’t check most of the foods coming into this country and so it’s easy for them to ship poisoned foods to us. They know it won’t get checked.

We shouldn’t have to worry when we put peanut butter on our toast in the morning that we may die from eating it and yet we may die or get sick. Seems to me our 
government would care enough to check every food that comes into this country. Hire more checkers if there is too much food for the few people who do the 
checking. Stop buying so much of our food from these countries.

This is after China killed and made sick over 39,000 of our cats and dogs with poisoned pet foods and treats. I stopped buying pet food after that and I now make my 
two dogs food by cooking up rice, vegetables and then mix it with cooked chicken, chicken livers, beef livers, hamburgers and other meats along with a daily vitamin. 
They are both quite healthy. It doesn’t seem as if our government cares enough for our pets or us for that matter when they don’t regulate what comes into this 
country.

China, the leading exporter of seafood to the U.S., is raising most of its fish products in water contaminated with raw sewage and compensating by using dangerous 
drugs and chemicals, many of which are banned by the Food and Drug Administration. In China, 3.7 billion tons of sewage is discharged into rivers, lakes and coastal 
water – some of which are used by the industry. Only 45 percent of China has any sewage-treatment facilities, putting the country behind the rest of Asia. And we are 
buying and eating the seafood from this country?

Maine has fish and seafood so why aren’t we buying more from there instead of having it brought in from China? Dried apples preserved with a cancer-causing 
chemical and catfish laden with banned antibiotics, scallops and sardines coated with putrefying bacteria and mushrooms laced with illegal pesticides came in from 
China.
The US Inspections show that foods from China were unfit for humans to eat, and they just sent them back. But instead of going back the ships would go to another 
port and the food items would find it’s way to our tables.

FDA inspectors - who are able to check out less than 1 percent of regulated imports - refused 298 food shipments from China. By contrast, 56 shipments from Canada 
were rejected, even though Canada exports about $10 billion in FDA-regulated food and agricultural products to the United States - compared with about $2 billion 
from China.

Now it seems as if we’re going to have to worry about eating chickens as China is trying to get permission to send their poultry over. This has raised concerns because 
of salmonella but also Chinese chickens if not processed right could be a source of avian flu. This is in the works to be approved and is moving ahead because the 
USDA audits found China's poultry slaughterhouses to be equivalent to those here.

Tony Corbo, a lobbyist for Food and Water Watch, a Washington advocacy group, said that finding - which is not subject to outside review - is unbelievable, given 
repeated findings of unsanitary conditions at China's chicken slaughterhouses. Corbo said he has seen some of those audits. "Everyone who has seen them was grossed 
out," he said.

Vegetarians have the right idea and if we all cut out the meat in our diets, we’d be safer and probably healthier. Maybe alive. We need more regulation but I don’t 
see it coming. Money is where it’s at and no matter how many foods China sends to us that are poisoned, we’ll still be buying it.

Other than food items, some of the products that have hurt our children were the baby swings that entrapped the babies resulting in many reports of injuries, and 
then the swimming pool ladders that broke resulting in 127 reports of injuries of broken bones. We bought our baby carriers made in China that left our babies falling 
out and being hurt. The Easy Bake ovens for little girls were another toy that trapped the child’s fingers resulting in burns. Circular saws with faulty blade guards that 
result in cutting users, not wood and the list goes on.

Maybe if enough people complained to these companies and stopped buying the toys they’d take more of an interest in our safety. Perhaps if Americans started 
growing their own food items, or at least buying only products grown or made in the US, we'd stop a lot of these poisonings.

Posted by shirley Dicks at 8:45 AM 0 comments  

Thursday, August 9, 2007

A Long Road Home 

A Long Road Home 

By Trevor Dicks 

"I was eleven years old when I heard the judge exclaim, "Jeffrey Dicks, you are to be executed by electrocution until you are pronounced 
Dead, Dead, Dead!" 

It was at that moment life as I knew it would never be the same..." 
My first eleven years started in the peaceful New England village of Concord, NH in 1967. I am the youngest of four children. I have two older sisters, Tina and Laurie, 
and my older brother, Jeff. "Please Don't Pick the Daisies" was the TV show of the times with charming characters such as a big shaggy dog and two boys, Trevor and 
Tracy. Tracy was my father's first choice for my name, but my uncle's new baby girl was named Tracy so from that moment on I have been known as Trevor Dicks.

My father, Nelson, had recently taken an honorable discharge from the US Marine Corps where he served a tour in the Vietnam War (1965-1966). These years would 
prove to have been some of the most brutal and heaviest years of combat and violence throughout the whole ten-year police action. Dad came home to stay with the 
family because my mother had attempted suicide after seeing friend after friend return home from the war, only to be laid to rest (closed coffin). 

While I was still in diapers, the family (including grandparents, aunts and uncles) relocated to Asheville, N.C. We set up house as Dad found work as a mechanic and 
Mom sold Fuller Brushes to make ends meet. We settled into the community and found a church where we enjoyed taking part in the weekly services and activities. 

We were happy, really happy, at least temporarily. Dad was finding it harder and harder to adjust to family life after being exposed and subjected to the levels of 
violence in Nam. He turned to alcohol to deaden his inner turmoil. He experienced 
flashbacks. These flashbacks often led to an eruption of violence from his own hand. It didn't happen overnight. But as the years progressed, so did my father's alcohol 
consumption, which went hand in hand with the flashbacks and emotional outbursts. 

Looking back through the years, I can vividly picture what became a typical Saturday night in our family. Instead of packing all six of us in a car to take in a pizza and 
movie, which we couldn't afford, we would gather in the living room as Mom played the piano. Gospel music filled the air, and our souls. We would sing, hymn after 
hymn, with my voice, young and uninhibited, bellowing out the lyrics with a smile on my face and joy in my heart. 

Our voices exhausted, we would sit back, relax and wait for Mom and Dad to set up the projector. Now it was time for our movies, family movies. We'd watch and 
laugh at ourselves as the screen recounted past gatherings and holidays. There was no shortage of footage and my favorites were of Christmas. 

At Christmas, I would be propped on Jeff's lap, smiling and eager to see what was hidden beneath the bows and ribbons. The only thing gleaming brighter than my 
expectant eyes, was the smile on Jeff's face as he helped me unwrap present after present, leaving his own to pile haphazardly in a corner. 

Jeff and I were close, really close. We use to sit and talk about everything. I can remember, during one of our talks, when he was explaining to me that he was ready 
to leave home to make his own way in the world. He was going to marry his girlfriend and work and have his own place. Naturally I was sad, but he said I could come 
and stay with him anytime I wanted and that some day I would be moving out to start my own family, too. In the mean time, I got to stay in his old room downstairs. I 
loved hanging out with him there, because it was away from Mom and Dad's room and very private. Now the room was mine but it just wasn't the same without my big 
brother in it. 

Looking back, as if watching one of our home movies, I see my brother standing at the door of my new room. "Hey, you little sh#t. What are you going to do, sleep all 
day?" he greeted me, with a twinkle in his eyes. I leapt from the bed to his arms 
as my eyes filled with excitement and a smile burst from my face. I proceeded to interrogate him. "What are you doing here?" "I'm here to see you dummy." 
There was a smile on his face, but his eyes clouded over. I was just eleven, but I knew something was up. Okay," I said, and enjoyed the hug. "Come on, little brother, 
we are going to have a party." 

As we climbed to the top of the stairs, I saw my mother with tear-filled eyes, the sound of sniffles caught my attention and my head snapped around to find my oldest 
sister sitting at the front door. Tina sat with her head buried in her lap and I could see her body quiver. Instantly a feeling of dread encompassed my body and I knew 
something really bad had happened. My mind raced to figure it out. At first I thought our dog, Nicki, had died, or worse yet, my grandfather who had been sick for a 
long time. 

With all the authority my voice could muster, I demanded to know what had happened. I sat tentatively, my soul in tune with the truth of the events that were now 
revealed to me. With every crackle of desperation in his voice and the helpless cries from his heart, my brother's every hope and fear became my own. 

Jeff and his new bride, Betty, had been living in Kingsport, Tennessee, only sixty miles from Asheville. Jeff was selling Fuller Brushes as he had done back home. 
Kingsport was an area that had growth potential for sales and he worked very hard to obtain a regular customer base. As they were expecting their first child, Jeff 
poured an enormous effort into establishing himself in the business. 

It was a realistic goal to be given the entire Kingsport area, with salesman working under him. The future was looking bright: a growing business, a growing family and 
making new friends. As they were just starting out, they lived poorly, in a one-room efficiency barely making ends meet. Jeff was used to this lifestyle, as money was 
never abundant at home. We were raised to believe that it wasn't money that mattered, but friends and family; helping one another as we were taught as Christians. 
Jeff, caring and softhearted, befriended a boy, Donald, who was somewhat down on his luck. They had met when they were neighbors at a previous address. One day 
he showed up at Jeff's door with his girlfriend, Barbara. They had nowhere else to go and so Jeff and Betty opened their home to the couple. 

Donald, who liked to be called Chief, was obviously a troubled young man. He had been in trouble with the police throughout his juvenile years and into his short 
adulthood. He had a great deal of anger and resentment built up inside of him and constantly told stories to project how tough he was. He'd tell of people he had 
assaulted and battered; how much pain he could inflict upon other people, all in an attempt to gain respect. 

Chief told so many stories that Jeff hesitated to believe them all, but instead of 
questioning him, Jeff let it go, not wanting to threaten his ego and anger him. 
Chief and Barbara were without a car and Jeff took on the responsibility of chauffeur in the attempts to get the couple back on their feet. As Chief was finding it 
difficult to secure work, Jeff often found himself financing many of their personal needs, from doing their laundry to buying a six-pack of beer. 

I remember going to visit and meeting Chief for the first time. There was something about him that I couldn't put a finger on it, except that he wasn't the same 
quality of friends that my brother had back home. I knew all Jeff's friends because they were my friends too. I can recall many happy times when Perry, Jeff's best 
friend, would come over and we'd all hang out and listen to music. 

I was blessed with the privilege of being a little brother who was allowed to hang out with the big brother, even when he had his friends to the house. Perry, and 
Jeff's other friends were good people, even Mom considered them family. When my eyes first met Chief's cold black eyes staring back at me, I was instantly 
intimidated. The movie Jaws provoked the most fear I had ever encountered, until that moment. I stood there feeling as if I was the vulnerable prey to his great 
white shark and I was frozen to where I stood. It wasn't until he forced a smile that my feeling of dread started to subside. 

It was evident to Jeff that Chief was starting to fl a certain degree of guilt for having to rely on Jeff's kindness in order to survive. He would boast continually of how 
one day he would pay Jeff back for looking out for him. While driving Chief to the store to pick up some clothes Chief wanted to stop at a second hand shop. Jeff 
waited in the car unaware of the events that would transpire.

Chief returned to the car and insisted that Jeff hurry up and drive. When Jeff questioned Chief, he stated that he had to hurt the old man, but he would be all right. 
A robbery had taken place, suddenly, all Chief's boasting took on a whole new meaning. Not wanting to be any part of this, but not knowing what else to do, Jeff 
drove as Chief pressured him to do. Jeff took none of the money when offered and once depositing Chief where he was told immediately severed all ties. 

Jeff learned on the news what his heart dreaded, "shop keeper murdered." Not knowing what to do, he called Mom to come get him. Mom left right away and when 
they returned Jeff told us that he had decided on his own to turn himself in. This was why he was home. This was the reason for the tears and the party. 

I sat in awe and joined in the worry and sadness. Jeff had already spoken to the chief investigator for the case. He told them everything he knew and this confirmed 
what they had expected. Chief had already been apprehended. With his prior record of violence and the blood soaked clothes, they knew they had their man. Jeff 
was told he would have to serve some time in jail as an accessory to robbery for not going straight to the police. 

So, this party was going to have to last us all for a long time. At least a few months and maybe even a year! It seems like such a short time now, but back then, it 
seemed like an eternity. 

Time that night neither lagged nor raced, but allowed for time to think and feel, to laugh and cry, to hope and to thank God for what we had: each other and each 
other's dreams. We listened to Mom's favorite Gospel song, Will the Circle be Unbroken and to Jeff's new favorite song, by Leonard Skynard, Free bird. We had time 
enough to pray, and we did. I prayed, selfishly, that God would return my brother to me swiftly and safely. 

The next day I watched the detective's car carry my brother away until it was out of sight, a single tear rolling down his cheek and a simple way good-bye. Everything 
I had learned told me that he was doing the right thing, turning himself in, but I continued to sit on the front porch and stare down the road. 

I already missed him and the only comfort I found were in words he'd spoken to me earlier, trying to reassure me and let me know everything was going to be all right. 
"I'll be back before you know it, Trev. You'll see." Jeff lunged toward me with arms out, ready to snatch me up to wrestle with me, but I didn't feel like playing, 
especially a cat and mouse game. 
I just wanted a hug. As Jeff drew closer I wrapped my arms around his neck and hung on for dear life. Jeff stood up and I brought my knees up and locked my feet 
behind his back. I could feel Jeff's arms tighten around me and I knew he was feeling the same as I was... 

By this time, I'd given up all pretense of playing the big boy and I gave into the child within me. I rested my head on his shoulder. The tears flooded my eyes and 
rolled down my face. 

This was my first experience with the feelings of loss and helplessness. 
A minute passed, maybe two, before Jeff bent down giving me the chance to plant my feet back on the ground. I was reluctant to let go, but I didn't want to act like 
a baby. I took a step back and wiped my eyes before focusing on Jeff. His eyes were glossy too, I knew he was holding back, probably for my benefit. 
He lunged at me again, he was still going to whip my butt. I jumped back and a smile broke through the sadness, he always did know what to do to make me feel 
better, to make me laugh... 

I sat there for hours trying to make some sense of it all. I don't know if it was an exceptionally spectacular sunset or if my mind was searching extra hard for the 
strength to get up, but it reminded me of the awesome power of God and nature. 
I suddenly longed for church day to come, so I could talk to God. I knew he would make things right and make sense of all the things that were now baffling me. 
I made a conscious decision to try and carry on as if everything was normal.

I grew up watching shows like Perry Mason. It was one of my mother's favorites. In every episode the bad guy ended up going to jail and the innocent were always set 
free. This is how I thought the justice system worked, I didn't know any different. 
Mom and I had a standing date whenever Perry Mason or The Fugitive was on TV. We'd curl up next to each other on the couch and have some quality time, just the 
two of us. The Fugitive, Mom's other favorite show, and mine too, was about an innocent man, wrongly convicted, who had escaped from jail. He was trying to prove 
his innocence while being chased by the police. I can remember thinking that that could never happen in real life, especially if he'd had a lawyer like Perry Mason who 
would have proven him innocent before he went to jail. 

When I was older, I found out that The Fugitive was based on a true story. I am a close friend with Sam Sheppard Jr., whose life was destroyed by violence and 
injustice when he was a child. His father was accused and found guilty by the court of murdering Sam's mother. Sam's father spent eleven years in prison before he 
was set free, his sentence overturned because of improper procedures. In addition, there were leads that were never perused in the investigation, and today Sam, 
whose life has already been irreversibly damaged by the incident, is still trying to prove his father's innocence. 

I recently accompanied Sam in Ohio on a walk to promote alternatives to the Death Penalty. The event started with the exhumation of his father's casket in order to 
perform DNA testing that would prove his father's innocence of the crime for which he was prosecuted. Dr. Sheppard was finally laid to rest along side of his wife, 
Sam Mother, as he should have been many years ago. 

I, like so many other Americans, was under the assumption, that if you tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth you would get proper justice. I woke 
up to find that it just isn't so. I learned that families are destroyed, for no other reason, but because of their skin color or lack of wealth. I quickly learned that truth 
and justice no longer played a role in the courts, but it had been replaced by politics and how many votes a death penalty conviction attracts. 

With the help of gruesome headlines from the news, they set the stage to sell the public an act of vengeance; a guise to solve their ever growing fear of crime and 
violence problem with a quick fix. Even after twenty years, it's still being bought and sold like a commodity. 

We were considered second class citizens - poor. But my family was just like millions of others; we went to church every week and watched fireworks on the Fourth of 
July. We never went without food or clothing because my Dad worked six days a week and our mother made most of our clothes. 

I didn't understand what was happening inside of me at that time. I was being shunned by society and rapidly filling up with anger toward any and all authority. 
Everything I had been brought up to believe I found myself doubting. My mother tried desperately to hold my family together and save my brother's life, but the heavy 
strain was taking its toll on my father, who was drinking every day now. This became an even heavier burden to carry. He was out of work now and all their savings 
were exhausted, so they sold our house and divorced after seventeen years of marriage. 

I could not find a single friend to express these feelings with because I was also condemned. Adults literally pulled my friends away from me, like I was some kind of a 
beast because I had a brother on death row. I could not understand why this was happening to our family. I thought even God had abandoned me, and it was many, 
many years before I found my way back to Him. 
I tried to carry on with school but my teacher seemed to have it in for me also. I began to get into trouble for fighting because my classmates and teachers were 
saying these terrible lies about my big brother - being a murderer. 

I remember one day I felt so bad. That was the day my neighbor and best friend of 6 years told me he wasn't allowed to play with me anymore. We shook hands and 
went our ways. I don't think he understood why either, but we never saw each other again. 

I prayed daily and waited for an answer, but it seemed like there was one bad thing happening after another. My family was separating. By now my Dad and Laurie 
were in New York. Tina, now 16, stayed in Asheville, NC and found work to help with Jeff's attorney fees before going to trial. We were told by one attorney that he 
wanted $100,000 minimum to defend Jeff, and if not, he would die. I left the fourth grade behind and Mom and I set out on the road. 

My new stepfather, Donald, gave up a lot to try to save my brother. He sold his land, his trailer; everything of value along with our house and cars, but it still wasn't 
enough. I remember being at the flea market in North Carolina, shortly before we set out on the road. We were selling every thing of value in our home, things we 
had accumulated as a family our entire lives. I remember seeing Mom crying and I asked her why, she told me she was just sad because she didn't know how she was 
going to come up with all the money for Jeff's attorney. 

Without hesitating, I quickly surrendered the few dollars I had made selling some of my old toys and things, but this only made her cry harder. 

After a few moments she pulled me to her for a hug and told me what a big helper I was. It felt pretty good to think I was helping my brother too, still I knew from 
overhearing conversations we were a long way away from raising that money. 

My Mom did see the potential in the flea market and after exhausting every other option except robbing a bank, she decided she would write "hot" checks to purchase 
tools and things that we could sell at the markets. She knew this was illegal and so did I but it was either that or Jeff would surely die! So, we set out to the biggest 
markets we could find. 

It felt great and I became quite the little salesman. We had two booths and Mom would let me sell by myself at one, while she and Donald sold at the other. I was 
pulling in 500-600 dollars a day and there seemed to be some hope. Mom raised thousands of dollars in the months that followed and sent nearly every cent of it to 
Jeff's attorney, Larry Smith. 

I remember the trial well. My mother was upstairs in jail for contempt of court because she dared cry out to the jury when evidence was not allowed in my brother's 
behalf. "That's a filthy lie!" got my Mom ten days. Laurie and Tina were both kicked out for crying. My uncles were kicked out of the entire state, and my Dad, of 
course, was in no shape to be in a courtroom. 

I'll never forget the look of terror on Jeff's face and the feeling of dread as the judge read the sentence. DEAD, DEAD, DEAD!! 

I could see his whole body shaking as he turned around in the courtroom looking, searching desperately for someone to rescue him from this nightmare. The guards 
had a firm hold on his arms that were shackled to his waist. They immediately started to escort him from the courtroom, pulling and tugging vigorously. I could hear 
the sound of his leg irons as they dragged on the floor over the noise of the prosecutor’s celebration. I watched, helpless to save him, as they dragged him closer to 
the door. Everything in me told me they were taking him straight to the chair. 

Nana and Pop could offer no words through their tears and we made our way out of the courthouse. My heart was racing and at the same time breaking. No one was 
telling me squat to put it bluntly. 

That's when I heard my mother's screams coming from the bars over the courthouse. If there is an actual 'Moment of Terror', I was in it. Visions of my Mom watching 
my brother being executed from behind her bars overpowered my mind. Her screams were long and agonizing and I wasn't about to wait any longer for answers or 
actions. 
I began pulling on my step dad desperately pleading with him to help me save my big brother and maybe even Mom too. 

I was jumping up and down ready to burst into an all out run, an all out fight if necessary, back into the courthouse through all those policemen. I guess good sense 
told me to go get reinforcements as I pulled Larry and Donald. Mom's screams had stopped but mine were still going strong deep inside. I guess it was at that moment 
everyone realized that I didn't have a clue, and my Grandma and step dad began to educate me on the appeals process and that we still had some time. 

The following days, weeks, months were a blur. I guess I went into shock and I don't know if I've ever really come out of it. 
There were some 23 mistakes at Jeff's trial. Witnesses were told not to testify in Jeff's behalf. Please read the Jeff Dicks story for all the facts about Jeff's case. 
These facts come straight from trial transcripts. The police were hot and heavy after Mom in the days that followed the trial, and there was probably a truancy 
officer looking for me. We had some close calls but I guess we were lucky, they never did catch us. Every close call was kind of like a round won against the heavy 
weight champion, the world, the system that started this bout and was by no means playing by the rules. 

Mom turned herself in to the FBI, as she wanted to be there for Jeff. Knowing Mom was desperately trying to save her son's life she received probation with 
restitution. 

I couldn't find a single reason why all this was happening to our family and I thought even God had abandon me. I began to truly believe what almost every one else 
was saying about us. That we was "white trash!" 

I had a talk with God and told him I wouldn't be talking or praying to him anymore. I felt as if he was punishing all of us for something that escaped me. But when I 
got older and could figure out just what it was we had done to be punished like this, I would speak to him again... When he wasn't mad at me anymore.. I said 
goodbye to my God that I loved so very much and the pain in my heart was unbearable. Now the only person in my life I could count on, was my mom. 

I became very confused and angered and I searched for things to make me feel better. The things I found along the road that now laid before me, included drugs and 
alcohol. When just a little bit would no longer ease the pain it led to serious substance abuse. I traveled from state to state looking for something to change the way I 
was feeling inside, never staying more than a few months in any one place. 
I settled back in Asheville, NC, and it was there I met Darlene. We married and started a family of our own, but my low self-esteem and lack of trust in society made 
it impossible to maintain any kind of relationship. We soon divorced. 

I moved from NC back to Tennessee. My mother was there and I hoped to find some work. But what I found was myself in and out of jail, mostly for fighting or public 
drunkenness. My depression seemed incurable. I had tried everything but nothing seemed to change the hopeless outlook I now had on life. 
All I wanted to do was go to sleep. Forever.... 

I found a field close to my trailer, and in the early morning hours I laid down beneath the stars. I waited and watched until those big bright stars slowly faded, until at 
last I found peace. 

I remember hearing sniffles and a soft whimpering, I could feel a hand caressing my cheek and head. I struggled to focus my eyes, but there was still a haze. I felt a 
few more strokes to my face, and then from the darkness she began to appear. It was Mom, her eyes were swollen and her eyeliner stained her face. She cringed up 
and I saw the tears come streaming down her face. "Oh, Trevor," was all she could muster. 

It had taken doctors 67 stitches to stop the life from pouring out of my wrists. I felt so ashamed, as if it was Mom and I against the world and I had left her there to 
fend for herself. 

"Oh, Trevor," she said again, "I've fought so hard to save one son and I may loose him, I can't take losing you too." I could almost feel how hopeless she felt. I knew it 
was the same helplessness she felt as my brother's death sentence came down. I knew she would take away all my pain and put it on herself if she could. 
I promised her I would never try that again. 

I felt like a kid again as I entered my apartment to find my clothes washed and folded, dishes done and some macaroni salad on the counter with a note that read, 
"Love, Mom." I felt so guilty taking so much of Mom's time in her already full schedule. I tried to shy away some, but it didn't seem to work very well. 
My Mom can be a very stubborn lady when she sets her mind to something. Mom tried desperately to find someone to help me with my depression, someone to help 
me sort through all the mixed up distorted feelings that were reeking havoc deep inside my soul. 

Mom and I spent a lot of time together after that, but she would soon be by my bedside again. 

I was a victim in a violent crime and was robbed, beaten, pistol-whipped and left to stare death in the face. The anger inside me manifested into hatred directed at 
almost everything. I found myself unleashing it at my car, beating it in a rage, or at anyone who dared try to tell me anything I didn't want to hear. I can still see the 
burning hatred in their eyes and hear the gunfire like it was yesterday. 

I began to realize once again, just how precious life is. There was no more room for anger, my body simply could not harbor it. It was time for change. I was 22 years 
old, homeless and in trouble with the law again. I was searching for a bed at a rehab center to escape my problems for a short time, with out much luck. Another job, 
another home, another relationship down the tubes. With suicide no longer an option for me, I dropped to my knee's and cried out out to God, Why? Why? Why?... 
Why 
do you hate me so? What's wrong with me?... Either let me die or help me! GOD PLEASE! Please help me! Forgive me... 

I screamed and I cried, and then I felt it. I felt a bit of peace. Things began to happen fast for me. With in minutes the phone rang. It was a rehab, they had a bed for 
me. With in an hour I was on my way. I checked in and it was a bit late. All the counselors had gone home for the night. I was given some work sheets to fill out. It 
was the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and fourth step of the 12 step AA program. I took them to my room and filled them out, honestly. 

I wrote down all the bad things I had ever done in my life. It all flowed through me so fast. The more I wrote the more I could see how many mistakes I had made in 
my life. And how many people I had hurt because of my anger and drug addiction. I truly felt sorry full in my heart and I asked God for forgiveness... 
It was granted to me. I felt as if the empire state building was lifted from my shoulders. I cried and I laughed. I was filled with so much joy there is no words to 
describe the feeling. 

Hatred no longer consumed my soul, instead I was given the gift of reconciliation. I no longer looked for vengeance or alcohol to ease and suppress my feelings of 
anger. 
I began to understand that I was in fact a victim. I realized that God did not hate me. That it was me that shut him out of my life for so many years, and he had been 
waiting a long time for me to come home. I was re-united with my best friend, and my healing process began. 

The burden I carried for so many years was lifted from me and words can not express to you how it came to be. I can however tell you, for the first time in many 
years, I feel alive again. 

I was baptized for the first time a few weeks after that night and received the holy ghost. Again, the joy in my heart was overwhelming. Openly now, I could see the 
miracles God was working in my life. Everything from clothing when I was cold to money when I was in need. 

Today I can truly enjoy watching my son, Riley Christian's, first steps and hearing those precious words, "I love you, Daddy." God has opened up these doors and many 
more that I thought had been locked forever. 

Since 1994 I have taken an active part in The Journey of Hope, which has enabled me to share my personal experiences with other people and my goal is to continue 
to reach out to victims. I founded Journiers for Justice, Inc. in 1996 after becoming disabled from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, due to the levels of violence I have 
encountered in my life. 

Take my word for it, there is a better way! It was a long hard struggle and has taken nearly two thirds of my life before I found my way back to God...the help I 
needed. With regenerated hope of a bright future, I am now free to pursue a better tomorrow for my son and newborn daughter, but never, ever losing sight of 
yesterday... 
Today I have my best friend back in my life, God. If it is his will I will have my brother back in my life as well. 

I don't know Gods purpose for me. I do know that Jeff's best friend is also God. God promises not to put onto any man a burden he could not handle. I know in my 
heart there is a reason for Jeff being on Death Row. If only to help one of Gods children there. I'm proud that God chose my brother. Don't get me wrong, I wish he 
had not. But seeing my brother through the years, all he's done for the guys on the row, I am proud to call him my big brother. 

A better man never lived, except for Jesus. He too was sentenced to death for a crime he did not commit. He accepted his fate and did not ever complain to God for 
his lot in life. Jeff never lost faith in God. He never said a hated word or participated in a violent act. He teaches about God. He teaches to men who is commended, 
never judging them for their acts. I truly believe in my heart, their was not another man alive to fulfill Gods will except for Jeff. 
So today I except my lot in life. 

Changes take time! There are still times I want to strap on my six shooter and go take my brother home, or at least die fighting. I know today this is not an option and 
what scares me is there are millions of people out there whom still don't know this type of behavior is unhealthy to say the least. That Violence begets violence and 
like a virus it destroys everything that it comes in contact with. 

I lost an uncle to the act of murder. I hate the "act" of murder and I can't help but love life today. The taking of a life creates victims regardless of what acts they 
committed. I know there are people who knew them before; as a child learning to walk, or a father who lovingly tucked them into bed at night. I would not wish upon 
those innocent children and mothers to have to experience, in the name of justice, the same needless pain and suffering as I did. 

I've experienced violence in many different arenas, from the victim’s standpoint to the contributor. I am an avid believer that anyone can change their behavior, as I 
am proof of this fact. 

Many people tend to forget that the family members of the condemned are victims. When they lose someone to the death penalty, they feel all the same pain and 
loss of their loved one, just as a murder victim’s family does. It was nineteen years ago that I heard those works, "dead, dead, dead!" and have lived with the 
knowledge that the state of Tennessee is going to kill my big brother for a crime he did not commit! 
They call one an act of murder and another a mistake. Some even say the innocent are expendable, but I say no life is expendable... 

We are teaching our kids that killing is the answer. We need to stop the violence cycle and look more to ways of prevention. Life without parole works! More policing 
works! We could use some counseling for our young people to help them deal properly with the many problems they face in the world today. 

I am not saying I have all the answers, but I do know the death penalty is a primitive and barbaric method punishment. If we, as Americans, are going to continue to 
call ourselves a civilized nation, we need to abolish capital punishment. 
On May 10,1999, My Big Brother, Jeff Dicks died of heart failure. Through improper diet, lack of exercise and medical neglect he was allowed to die by this so-called 
humane system. For three days Jeff begged to see a doctor because of his chest pains. It wasn't until he collapse did he get his request. By this time Jeff had suffered 
great damage to his heart and was told he would not survive another heart attack. This was last year. a few weeks ago they took him off his medication, he 
complained of chest pains, and collapsed again before seeing a doctor. 

"FREE BIRD" 
By Trevor Dicks 
On your last night of freedom you played us a song, before turning yourself in, because you had done no wrong. 
It said, " If I leave here tomorrow would you still remember me, for I am free as a bird now and there's to many places I've got to see. 
Well the Answer is... Yes brother! 
and all to clearly, every hour of every day since they took you away from me. 
The only places you've seen have been from behind your steel bars, except for our letters, pictures and post cards. 
Your heart was pure Gold and your strength won't be denied. 
You're the bird they couldn't change no matter how hard they tried. 
This long await day Is my living Hell... 
This day all whom loved you must bid you farewell... 
You've earned your wings brother, Its time, you must fly. 
And I will be brave Jeff, I'll try not to cry. 
And I will make you this promise, your story will be heard! 
My voice will speak for you, 
My dearest brother, "Free Bird" 

I miss you brother, I love you, and this is my voice... 
I hope, at least in your eyes, I have fulfilled my promise. And brother, as it's been said, "I have yet begun to fight"... 
Trevor

** On June 7th 2005 Trevor was killed in a one car accident in NH. His memorial site is www.trevordicks.com
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A Mothers torment 

How far would you go to save your child’s life? Would you write hot checks to pay attorney fees, sell your home, attempt a-jail break as a 
last resort and, - be on the run for a year with two young children? This mother did.

Fighting the system while running from the law, living on the lam with her eleven year old son, Trevor and baby granddaughter Maria, A MOTHER’S TORMENT is a testimony to 
family love; a system’s indifference; a mother’s desperation; and finally, an unjust death. 

Jeffrey Dicks, who languished on death row for twenty three years for a robbery he didn't commit and a murder he didn't even see. A Mothers Torment, told by Shirley is the tense, 
personal and highly moving true story of the bloody crime of which eighteen year old Jeffrey was accused of. 

At the trial, they watched in horror as VITAL evidence was never presented to the jury. Jeff, who had no history of violent or criminal behavior was convicted of a murder and sentenced 
to die in Tennessee's electric chair. Jeffrey Dicks is one of the many victims of our legal system who became trapped in the over burdened and insensitive cracks of our time. Without the 
weapons of MONEY, Savvy, or Connections, Jeff was defenselessly slaughtered by an obsessed detective and a judge who disallowed pertinent testimony that would have proven him 
innocent. 

Read of this mother’s dramatic battle with the system to save her innocent son from the state’s execution. A family’s thrilling true-life adventure trying to save a son, and brother, on death 
row. A poor, but law-abiding family originally from Concord, NH, now living in the state of Tennessee, Shirley breaks the law to raise money for the defense of Jeffrey Dicks, a beloved 
son and cherished brother. 

Strong bonds between mothers and their children, especially their sons, is the emotion that grabs the READER, and squeezes him in a stranglehold. Read on in a crescendo of 
heartbreaking pain until the bitter end And a bitter end it is for the author, fighting to save her innocent son in any way she can, as the legal clock ticks toward the final hour.

A dramatic page-turner written about a family running from the law, living on the lam, while, all the while, fighting the legal system. It’s an inspiring story of strength and determination of 
a woman, her eleven year old son, and baby granddaughter, trying to keep mind and family together. 

Ms. Dick’s most gripping legacy in the book indeed arises from the contemplation that while Jeff sat in prison and his trial turned into an unbelievable travesty with only one possible 
outcome, it is a scenario that has no doubt played countless times throughout the United States, exacting as its toll the anguish of countless mothers and sons like Ms. Dicks and Jeff. 

Fighting the system while running from the law, living on the lam, and trying to keep mind and family together, Shirley Dicks own story is as heart piercing as the one she tells of her son. 
Shirley continues to fight for her son's life and the abolishment of capital punishment. Her warning of petty crime and getting involved with the wrong people is something every young 
person should read. 

Shirley spent the next twenty five years speaking out against the death penalty and talking to teens about the dangers of drugs, alcohol and hanging with the wrong person. Her youngest 
son Trevor also went to the colleges and schools speaking with her, warning kids how easy it was for him to get involved in drugs and alcohol himself over the years. He married and had 
three children himself, visiting his big brother Jeff who sat on death row. Their story is one crisis after another until the ending. 

Shirley lost the battle to save her son and the death of Jeff Dicks due to medical neglect while on death row had a devastating effect upon Shirley and her family. Not just one son, but she 
lost three sons in all from this one battle to save Jeff. Yet from this devastation, she has risen to dedicate her life to helping others avoid this pain. She had the courage and strength to pen 
A MOTHER’S TORMENT, a tremendously candid and passionate account, in the hope of saving others. She has had ten books published, mostly on crime and the justice system.

Shirley Dicks now speaks at schools, colleges and churches to educate and inspire others. In addition, she has produced a video called, The Choice Is Yours, in which five men on TN 
death row talk about the mistakes they made and now find themselves waiting to die. Shirley uses the video to educate children. Through her wonderful book and dramatic video Shirley 
Dicks hopes to make a difference in the lives of people in danger of traveling down the wrong road

Jeff Dicks was killed in 1999 due to medical neglect and Trevor Dicks was killed in 2006 in a one car crash in NH.

www.trevordicks.com
www.jeffdicks.org
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The Jeff Dicks Story

The Jeff Dicks Story

Jeff Dicks was living with his pregnant wife in Kingsport Tennessee in February of 1978. He had befriended Donald Strouth and was trying to help him. One day they were out 
riding when Strouth told Jeff to pull over in front of a used clothing store. Jeff pulled over and Strouth jokingly said he was going to rip the store off.. Jeff thought he was fooling 
around and he laughed. 

Strouth went inside the store and Jeff sat there waiting for Strouth to come back out laughing about everything. Five minutes went by and Jeff became worried. Strouth came 
runing out and Jeff knew in that instant...something had gone down. 

Jeff learned later that night the shopkeeper had been killed and robbed of two hundred dollars. Jeff had taken no part in the murder, and had taken none of the robbery money. Jeff 
turned himself in to authorities. At that time we had no idea how the justice system worked, or didn't work as it turned out. We had been brought up watching Perry Mason where 
the good guy went free and the bad guy went to prison. 

So many errors occurred from this point on, it almost becomes a comedy except that the end result is a sheer horror story. Jeff had turned himself in to NC authorities because that 
is where I was living at the time. The Tennessee TBI came over to question him. Detectives refused a stenographer as is usually done in these cases when they question a suspect. 
Detectives said we did not need an attorney present during questioning as they knew Strouth was the one who had murdered the shopkeeper and spent the robbery money. 

`Jeff gave a statement without an attorney present, telling the whole truth like we'd been brought up believing. His statement put him at the scene of the crime..outside in the car. 
The two boys were tried separately, which was smart on their side because during Jeff's trial, all testimony was ruled heresay and not admissible for his jurors to hear. 

During Strouths trial, his girlfriend Barbara Davis testified that Strouth had blood on his jeans...then she took police to where they had buried them. She admitted that Strouth told 
her he had done what he had to do. He had bought an old used car for the two hundred dollars robbery money. Another witness told police Strouth told him he had killed someone 
during a robbery. The pathologist testified that the old man was unconscious with Strouth standing over him, when he slit his throat. The blood squirting upwards to the bottom of 
Strouths jeans. The blood stains were on the both pant legs at the bottom. 

Detectives tried telling the jurors at Jeff's trial that they found two sets of footprints outside the store that day...trying to implicate Jeff in the crime. They hadn't taken any plaster 
footprints, which is standard when finding footprints. They said they had gone back and taken two rolls of colored film but the camera malfunctioned. Yet the pictures of the 
victim lying in a pool of blood all came out. The camera hadn't malfunctioned at that time. Jeff wears a size 11 boot....not too many footprints are that big. The store had a back 
alleyway where winos drank and partied. There were plenty of footprints there, and if the camera had malfunctioned, they could have gotten another camera. 

During Jeff's trial, they only had his statement putting him there as he told the truth. He also said Strouth said he was going to rip the store off, but he hadn't believed him. 
Testimony was not allowed as to anything Strouth told anyone. It was ruled heresay. The pathologists changed his testimony to "someone could have held the old man up while 
his throat was being cut. They were trying to place Jeff inside the store. They didn't address the fact if the man was standing in an upward positon when he was being killed, the 
blood would have spurted on Strouth's shirt and not on the bottom of his pant legs the way it happened, and the way it was testified to at the first trial. 

Jeff didn't have a competent attorney who had ever handled a capital case before. Money talks and attorneys want one hundred dollars and up to handle a capital case. For eighteen 
years Jeff has been on death row. He watched his daughter grow up while being on death row. He doesn't have any attorney but does his own appeals. We have a letter written by 
a minister here in Nashville that reads...."I know from Strouth's own mouth that you are not guilty but unless you get an attorney, you will die." This is what he sent to Jeff, yet he 
will not come public with it because it is privilegd conversation he had with Strouth.. 

We need for people to write to our governor asking for clemency for Jeff, or at most for him to look into this case. 

Governor Don Sundquist 
State Capital Office 
Nashville, Tn. 37209 
E-mail:  dsundquist@mail.state.tn.us 

For more information about Jeff Dicks, read the book, "They're Going To Kill My Son," written by Shirley Dicks. Review...They're Going To Kill My Son makes us realize that 
even after a so called fair trial, an innocent person might be put to death. Jeffrey Dicks, the son of an impoverished Tennessee mother, languishes on death row for a robbery he 
didn't commit and a murder he didn't even see. His mother Shirley Dicks, tells this tense, personal and highly moving story of the bloody crime and aftermath which changed and 
may end her son's life. Shirley was unable to hire a competent legal defense. At the trial the family was shocked when vital evidence was never presented to the jury. Jeff, who has 
no history of violent or criminal behavior, was convicted of murder and sentenced to die in Tennessee's electric chair. 

Jeff's loved ones have never lost faith in his innocence, but theymust share his daily burden of deadly uncertainty and experience the painful frustrations of their atempts to set him 
free. 

●     Jeffrey Dicks.....an idealistic 18 year old with a penchant for helping others, goes for a car ride with .... Donald Strouth....a charismatic wanderer, befriended by jeff....later 
confesses he has done what he does best..robbed someone...

●     James Keegan.....a storekeeper, is found lying in a pool of blood with his throat slashed..
●     James Keesling...the obsessed police inspector, promises Jeff will be held as an accessory, then charges him with murder one
●     Shirley Dicks....an impoverished Tennessee mother, fights to save the son she knows is innocent...anyway she can
●     James Beeler....the court appointed attorney, belives Jeff is innocent but has never handled a capital case before
●     Judge Calhoun...labels hearsay, the testimony that proves Jeff innocnet.

This book was published by New Horizon Press and can be ordered in any bookstore....or you can get an autographed copy by sending $23.95 plus postage too...Shirley Dicks, Po 
Box 321, Murfreesboro, Tn. 37130. 

Last updated May 7, 1997 

http://home.c2i.net/sissel.norway/jeff.html2/14/2008 3:46:04 AM
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Chapter Six

Chapter Six 

Back in Asheville, I wondered what we were going to do.  We’d decided that we’d go to Florida and do the flea market there and sell the load of merchandise we’d already gotten.  

As we sat at the kitchen table, I said to Donald. 

“I think I’ll break Jeff out of that jail they’re holding him in.  It’s a small place and there isn’t ever more than three or four guards when we visit.” 

“You’re crazy.  You’ll never get away with that and what if you get shot and Jeff too?  What will the other kids do without their mother?  You’d better get your thinking straight or 

you’re going to get in big trouble.”  I knew I was thinking crazy thoughts but at the time, I didn’t’ know what else to do.  My other kids needed me and I knew that, but I couldn’t let 

anyone kill Jeff. 

“I think I can do it.  All I’d need is to find about three men to help me and on visiting day two of them could go down to the Sheriff’s office and the other one could come with me to 

visit Jeff.  I could pull the gun out because there is only one person there watching the visitors and of course I wouldn’t have any bullets. Then, I’d take Jeff and run while the men 

held everyone there giving me time to get away with him.” 

“No!  It’s too dangerous and something could go wrong.  Give it a chance on our getting the money in time.” 

“You can say what you want, but time is running out.  I’ve thought it all out.  I won’t have bullets in the gun, and I’ve made out my will already.  I’ve given Mar power of attorney 

for me so if anything goes wrong, she can sell the house and take care of the kids.  I’m going to go over and visit my parents.”  

Donald and the kids went with me and he told Mar what I was planning.  She agreed that I was going crazy and as much as she loved Jeff, she didn’t want me to do that.  I told her we 

were going to Florida and Betty and the baby would stay home.  Trevor was going with us and we’d be back during the week and go back on the weekend.  

The week in Florida was hot and sticky.  I hated the hot weather but they had a huge flea market where we set up.  We sold things at half price and it went fast bringing up money.  I 

knew I was showing Trevor the wrong way of life, but I had to think of Jeff.  I explained to him that sooner or later I would have to go to jail for what I was doing, but I felt it worth it 

to save Jeff’s life.  Soon we were heading back to North Carolina, a thousand dollars richer and I knew I had to start looking again for an attorney.  I knew we wouldn’t be able to 

raise the money for his bond quick enough so the only way was to break him out of there. 

“Betty,” I said to her that night.  “I’m going to try and find some guys to help me in a jailbreak.  I’m going to go down to the bar and see if I can find some guys that look tough.  I 

wish I knew how to contact the Mafia people, but I don’t.” 

“Can I go with you,”: she asked. 

“I guess so.”  We waited until dark and as we pulled up to the bar, it was dark and scary.  I’d never done anything like this before and I felt my heart pound.  I was scared, and yet I 

had to keep going.  The music was loud and as we walked in and sat down, I saw mostly men laughing and drinking beer.  I felt uneasy and so many of the men were Mexican and I 

couldn’t understand what they were saying. 

“There aren’t any women in here,” Betty whispered to me. 

“I know.  We’ll be all right,” I whispered back.  I looked up and saw two men walking to us.  They looked tough all right, greasy looking with mustaches.  They sat down next to us, 

and laughed.  I felt uneasy and wondered what I’d gotten us into. 

“Do you speak English?” I asked. 

“A little,” one of them said.  “Want to party?” 

“No.  But would you and your friend like to earn some money?” 

“Sure.  Doing what?”  He took a swig of beer from a bottle he’d carried over. 

“I need some men to help me with a jailbreak.”   He started laughing and I scowled at him. 

“I’m serious.  I need three men who will help me break my son out of jail.” 

His laughter stopped and he looked at his friend.  Turning back to me he spoke in broken English mixed with Spanish I couldn’t understand. 

“Crazy broad,” he stood, then yelled to the others and I felt eyes on us.  My face began to heat up and I knew I was blushing.  God, this was harder than I’d thought.  I hadn’t been 

able to do the check writing, and grandmother’s card, and now I couldn’t even find someone to help in a jailbreak.  My head pounded as I stood.

            “Let’s get out of here, Betty.” I said.  She stood and together we walked to the door. Very fast I might add.  Music was loud, someone was arguing in the corner and I wanted 

to get out of there.  A large man stood in front of the door, staring at us.  I felt my heart flutter.  What if they gave us trouble? How could I protect us when my gun was in the car 

glove box.  What if these men took us and killed us.  Who would know? My mind flashed back and forth and my imagination ran wild. 

“Laugh, “ I said to Betty.  She looked at me as if I’d gone crazy.  I began to laugh and she did the same. The man moved to the side and we passed.  As we ran to the car, loud 

laughter followed us.  We jumped in the car and sped away. A sigh of relief came when we were moving up the road. 

As we drove up to the middle of town, I saw Tina’s car and she was motioning to me to stop.  Great, I thought. What is she doing in this part of town.  It wasn’t the safest place to be.  

I stopped and stepped out of the car. 

She ran over to me, sobbing, and threw her arms around my neck.  “What are you doing, Mother?” she screamed at me.  “I know what you’re doing.  Please go home, before you get 

hurt. I’m scare of you being out here at night.” 

I hugged her tight.  I loved all my kids, and wished I could protect them from all the evils of the world, and right now, Jeff needed me.  Tina was worried about me and I felt as if I 

were failing them all.  Nothing I did was turning out right anymore.  

  “All right, Tina.  We’re going back to the house.  We couldn’t find anyone to help us at the bar anyway, they thought we were crazy.  I’ll think of something.” 

“Are you going home?” 

“Yes, I’m going home.  Don’t worry.  Let’s all go back and have some coffee.”  I knew I needed some, my knees were still shaking from being in the bar. 

“All right, mother.  Promise you won’t do this again.  I’d die without you, Mother.” 

“I’ll meet you back at the house,” I said evading her question.  

I found a man who’d come in the store where my mother worked.  He’d told her so many stories that she’d asked him if he’d ever help in something like that.  She knew I’d keep on 

looking for someone and she’d known this guy for quite awhile and thought he could be trusted.  She hated that I was going to keep on until I could get Jeff free, but I felt that was 

my only option. 

I talked to the man and he assured me that he had a couple of friends who would help us and we agreed on the money.  He asked me to make a diagram of the jail and I did.  I showed 

the small jail and where the sheriff was located and where the guard sat while visitors were visiting their loved one.  He said he’d check out the jail the next visiting day and we’d 

make the break the week after.  I felt happy that at long last we’d be freeing Jeff.  I knew they were abusing him although he never told us. He’d lost so much weight he was actually 

skinny, his eyes sunken and black and he looked like a refugee from a war camp.  

We had the kids and drove to Blountville to visit that Sunday.  As we went over the Tennessee line we could see police cars all over the place and I wondered what was going on.  

They were every few miles the whole way and when we drove into the jail and parked, it was unusually quiet.  No prisoners walking around like normal.  Nelson had come down and 

was with us and we’d driven two vehicles.  

Jeff didn’t seem to know what was going on either but I noticed there were four guards where usually there was one.  He told us that all the prisoners were on lock down and no one 

knew why. 

“I feel like we’re being watched,” I said to Donald and Nelson.  “They’ve never had this many guards here and that big old female guard is glaring at me.  I was five foot seven and 

weighed only a hundred twenty pounds but this woman would make three of me.  I’d smiled at her when we’d signed in, but she never cracked one back.  Her face was hard, her eyes 

staring at me the whole time until I felt uneasy. 

“Don’t’ worry about it,” Nelson said, “as long as they aren’t after you.”  

After our visit we headed back to North Carolina and saw the same police cars parked on the side of the road the whole sixty miles to the border.  No one said anything to us, and yet 

felt as if they knew.  I know it sounded crazy but I knew they knew something.  

Two days later I received a newspaper in the mail from Kingsport.  I opened it up and saw on the front page a story about a jailbreak.  I yelled to Nelson and Donald to come and 

listen while I read the paper to them. 

“I can’t believe it but they did know,” I said.  “Listen to this.”  I began reading from the Kingsport paper. 

“Jailbreak plans foiled, Sheriff says; Extra deputies spent much of Sunday watching the Sullivan County Jail and guarding all roads leading out of Blountville for an expected 

jailbreak officials confirmed Tuesday.  Sheriff Mike Gardner said ten extra deputies spent seven hours stationed around the jail at lookout points and along side the roads leading out 

of the county seat after he received a tip two days earlier.  Gardner said he believed the alleged plot to break into the jail and free an inmate was to have occurred during a weekly 

three-hour visitation session on Sunday afternoon.  We had increased security, the sheriff said because we received information that we might have a jailbreak.  Sharpshooters were 

waiting on the roofs of the buildings waiting for any trouble all day long.  

 No successful jailbreak has occurred during his two-year tenure.  Saying only the information came from a reliable source, Gardner said the escape plot could not have succeeded.  

Other witnesses who also viewed the stakeout said deputies were watching the courthouse with binoculars from a distance with cars parked along side the roads leading out of 

Blountville.  We have information who was supposed to have taken part in the escape planning, the sheriff said, but said no arrests have been made.  He confirms murder suspect was 

center of reported jailbreak plan.  Last minute delays in deciding on defense attorneys have postponed a murder trial for suspect Jeff dicks, whom official confirmed was the center of 

the suspected jail break.  Sheriff Gardner said, “I was called from another law enforcement in another state.”  

“No wonder that man didn’t call me back,” I said.  “I wondered why I hadn’t heard from him.  He went straight to the police with it.  That’s why he wanted me to make a map of the 

place, so he’d have it in my handwriting.” 

“I told you it wouldn’t work,” Donald said. He took a sip of the hot coffee, a frown on his head.  “Now, they will arrest you and you’ll serve time in jail.  Now you won’t be able to 

save Jeff and what of the other kids?” 

I could tell he was worried and angry at the same time.  I didn’t know what I was going to do.  I didn’t know how much time a person could get for planning a jailbreak, but the only 

thing I was sorry about, was it hadn’t worked. Again I wondered how criminals did what they did.  Nothing I’d planned had worked and I knew they would kill my son.  All because I 

wasn’t rich. 

“What are we going to do now?” Betty asked.  Tina was feeding the baby because Betty didn’t want anything to do with her.  She’d said she wasn’t going to take care of her, and 

she’d meant it.  I couldn’t understand how she could turn her back on a beautiful child as Maria. 

“I’ll think of something,” I said. 

“Don’t forget we have to go to the hearing tomorrow for Jeff.” Donald said.  He stood and gave me a kiss.  I’d forgotten about it that’s for sure.  With all that was going on, I couldn’t 

keep track of everything. 

I wondered how long it would be before they came to arrest me.  I couldn’t run because I was going to my son’s trial no matter what.  The next morning we sat in the courtroom in 

Kingsport.  Judge Calhoun walked in and sat down.  Jeff was brought in, his short curly hair neat and combed.  He sat at the table next to the attorney and looked back at us. He gave 

a small smile at me and I wanted to hold him.  I wish I could grab him away from this place I thought. Judge Calhoun began. He said he would not grant a change of venue in the case 

and have Jeff’s trial somewhere else.  He knew Jeff was not guilty.  He’d been at Chief’s trial and heard the evidence. 

When he was almost finished, he began again.  “In matters as serious as the charges facing Dicks,” he said.  “he would be committed to the custody of the State Department of 

Corrections for his own protection and will be taken from the Sullivan County Jail to an undisclosed prison.  This jail is old, it is crowded, and after receiving an anonymous 

telephone call saying that someone was going to break him out of jail, the safest place would be in another place.” 

I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.  They were going to move Jeff and not let us know where he was. The judge stood and began walking out of the courtroom.  I was angry at him 

and stood up, shouting. 

“You’re just prejudiced.”  I watched as he kept walking.  “Come on, let’s get out of here.  They’re not going to let us see Jeff or talk to him.” 

We began walking down the stairs when Jeff’s attorney came running over to where we were. 

“You’d better get out of here fast.” He said.  “The judge realized what you’d said to him and he’s ordered your arrest.  Call me tonight.” 

We did as he said and left quickly.  Once in the car, Donald turned to me.  “Can’t you ever keep your mouth shut?  You’re going to be in so deep we’ll never be able to get you out.” 

I burst into tears and looked out the window.  I knew he was right, but for some reason, I couldn’t hold my tongue.  They wanted to kill my child and I was supposed to sit back and 

let it happen.  I wouldn’t do that, no matter what they did to me. 

We learned later that they’d moved Jeff to Brushy Mountain Prison in Knoxville.  I knew I’d never be able to get him out of there, so the only thing left to do was raise the money for 

a good attorney.  Roger had told me about Larry Smith, an attorney in Asheville who said he’d take the case for twenty five thousand dollars.  I didn’t know how good he was, but we 

could get that money before trial. 

Nelson, Donald and myself went to Mr. Smith’s office to talk to him about the case.  He walked in the room where we waited and I saw he was very young.  He wasn’t very tall, had 

curly dark hair.  After we’d talked to him telling him all about the case, I sat back.  Nelson held my hand and Donald on the other side had his arm around me. 

“I’m sure I can get Jeff off with probation,” Larry said.  He smiled at us and seemed pretty confident, and eager to take the case. 

“We only have six thousand dollars today, but every weekend we go to the flea market so we can send you money orders from Florida each Monday until the money is paid.”  I felt a 

little better, but still not sure about Larry.  Perhaps he seemed too confident but he’d said what I wanted to hear.  I’d told him about my grandmother’s credit card and the stuff I’d 

bought using it, and about Donald writing checks as well. “Don’t tell me anything else,” he said.  “Just a word of caution here.  If you’re writing checks, keep them under a hundred 

dollars so it won’t be a felony charge.” 

I thanked him and we stood.  “My secretary will give you a receipt for the money and leave the address of the campground you’ll be staying at in Florida.”  Larry stood and shook our 

hands and we left.  He’d promised to go and talk to Jeff in a few days.  We walked to the elevator and Nelson was happy. 

“I told you Jeff wouldn’t get that much time,” he said. 

“I don’t know,” Donald said.  “He seems awful young and he’s not handled a capital case before either.  Not sure if I believe him when he said he’d get Jeff off on probation.  You 

know what Mr. Beeler said.” I did know what Beeler had said.  He’d been worried about the statement putting Jeff at the scene and that made it felony murder.  

The next few weeks went by fast.  We’d go to the flea market and go back to the campground where we had our camper.  Soon it was time to go and visit Jeff and we’d pick Betty up 

on the way.  We’d rented her a trailer in Blountville so she could visit Jeff while we tried to raise the money.  We knocked at the door of the trailer and no answer.  I wondered why 

she hadn’t answered, she knew we’d be here to get her.  “Maybe she’d next door,” I said.  “Let’s go inside and make sure she isn’t in the back room. 

We went inside and the house was filthy. Trash was thrown all over the place, it was cold and I saw dirty dishes in the sink, lining the counters and the table.  Donald had walked to 

the back bedroom to see if Betty might be sleeping, and he found Maria on the bed.  She was alone in the trailer, and soaking wet. 

“You poor thing,” I said as I picked her up and hugged her.  I took off her diaper to change her, and told Donald to find a diaper.  He found one diaper but no clean clothes. Bags of 

trash were in every room and I felt like I was going to be sick.  Donald said he’d look next door to see if Betty was there.  I was so angry I could spit.  I wrapped Maria up in a dirty 

blanket and went to see if she had any food in the refrigerator.  There was nothing there.  Going out to the car I found some milk left in our cooler and made her a bottle. 

“Where was Donald, “ I fumed.  I knew we had to go soon or we’d miss the visit.  We still had a couple of hours to get to Brushy Mountain Prison.  I rocked the baby and fumed.  I 

was getting madder the longer it took.  An hour later, Donald walked back to the trailer. 

“I couldn’t find her,” he said.  “I asked everyone if they’d seen her. One lady said she’d left a couple of hours ago with some guys.  She thought the baby had been with her or she’d 

have come over here and looked around.” 

“That bitch,” I shouted.  “We’ll take the baby and leave.”  I stood and we heard a car drive up.  Betty came walking in the door as if nothing had happened.  “I didn’t think you’d be 

here this early,” she said in that voice that I hated so much. 

“That’s obvious,” I shouted at her.  “What do you mean leaving Maria here all alone.  It was cold and it’s filthy.  She could have suffocated, or froze to death, or rats could have 

gotten to her with the filth in here.  We’ve been here over an hour and you left before that.” 

“I wasn’t gone that long,” Betty whined.  “I get tired of taking care of that baby.  Jeff was supposed to be the one to take care of her.  Remember, I wanted to get an abortion and he 

begged me to have it.” 

“Do you know what I should do to you,” I began.  I was holding Maria in my arms and she started to fuss. “If you want her so bad, you keep her.  I don’t want her.” 

“Let’s not argue right now,” Donald said.  “Let’s get your things and go see Jeff.  And don’t let him see you two arguing, the two women he loves the best in the world. 

“All right,” I said.  “But the baby is going back to North Carolina with us.  If you want to come with us, that’s fine but don’t’ say anything to Jeff about this and hurt him.  He can’t 

do anything about it.” 

“All right,” Betty said as she rounded up her clothes and we went to the car.  I was so angry I thought I’d blow up, but I kept my mouth shut the rest of the way to the prison.  Visiting 

with Jeff was terrible.  He’d lost even more weight and I wondered if they gave him anything to eat.  He was worried about us, but we said everything was fine.  All too soon the visit 

was over and we headed back to Asheville.  

Once there, Betty told us that she’d been abusing the baby, and that she’d been in the hospital twice.  She said she couldn’t stand to hear her cry and she wasn’t cut out to be a 

mother.  I wanted to slap her but Donald held me back.  To think of someone hurting a child was beyond me.  Betty was taller than I was and I knew she could probably beat me if we 

fought but I was so angry I didn’t care.  Donald was trying to fair and to keep the peace but I was so angry I was shaking. 

“I’m going to give her up for adoption,” Betty said next.  “I’ve already talked to the orphanage in Knoxville and they will take her.”    “You will do no such thing,” I turned and 

glared at her.  “That baby is Jeff’s and if you don’t want her, I’m going to adopt her legally.  I’ll have my attorney draw up the papers and you will put in them what you did to her, 

the abuses and all.  There is no way you’ll come back years from now and try and take her.  When Jeff is freed, that’s a different story, but for now, this child is mine.  She will never 

be hurt again.” 

“That’s fine with me.  I’ll sign the papers.  I never wanted a kid to begin with but you and Jeff made me go on with the pregnancy.”  

A few months later, Maria belonged to me.   Nelson had come down for Christmas and we went to a motel in Knoxville, put up a small tree in the room, and Christmas day the kids 

opened their presents, pretending to be happy.  Then we headed to the prison to visit with Jeff.  The day was dark and dreary, and matched our mood.  We all tried to act happy while 

visiting, but the ride home was silent. 

It was decided that Laurie would go to New York with her father since she was sixteen now, and Tina was going to stay in Asheville.  She had a boyfriend and was eighteen years 

old.  The rest of our family was there so I knew she’d be all right.  Trevor and Maria would go with us after the trial because the warrants would be out for us by then.  The trial was 

fast approaching and I felt scared at the thought of what was going to happen.   

February 3, 1979.       

            The trial had been moved to Greenville, Tennessee.  Not what we wanted, but the judge ruled that’s where it would be held. Our attorneys had tried for Knoxville where the 

people were more open and from all parts of the country.  Greenville was another small southern town and we knew the people there would be as hard as they’d have been in 

Kingsport. 

            The weather was cold and windy and we all got rooms at the Holiday Inn.  We had a baby sitter to watch Maria, as she was only a year old.  Mar and Pop had one room, and 

Donald and I had another.  My sister, Brenda, was there as were my two brothers, Mike and Roger, my daughters, Laurie who was fifteen now and Tina who was seventeen and 

finally Trevor who was eleven. Nelson had flown down as well. 

            I went down to talk to Larry and make sure he’d sent for the two witnesses from South Carolina.  Their testimony was crucial because they had said they’d seen the long 

Army coat and hadn’t seen any bloodstains on it.  I also wanted to make sure he’d called Dwayne McMahan.  After knocking for five minutes, Larry opened the door and I could tell 

I’d interrupted something between him and his secretary. 

            It looked like they’d just come from the shower and he said he’d talk to me later, for me not to worry about anything.  I stomped back to the room with my parents and told 

them about it.  The man was married and was carrying on with his secretary.  I didn’t care what he did but he was here to work and to save Jeff’s life.  That meant he was supposed to 

be conferring with the other two attorneys.  Finally that afternoon, we met with the attorneys to talk about the case and what was going to happen. They told me I’d be testifying so I 

couldn’t be in the courtroom during the trial.  My mother and Nelson also would testify. 

            “I want you to be on your best behavior, Shirley,” Larry Smith said to me.  “No yelling, screaming in the courtroom or it will look bad on Jeff.” 

“I’m not planning on it,” I said. He was talking to me as if I were a child I thought.  Of course I had yelled out in the courtroom before, and I’d had the gun on me during Chief’s trial, 

but that wasn’t my fault.  It was my fault about the attempted jailbreak and going against the law but I didn’t need him to tell me how to behave.  I couldn’t see where he’d done 

much himself on the case and was beginning to worry that I’d made a mistake in hiring him. 

“Another thing I want to tell you both, Shirley and Donald.  The FBI has been asking about you two.  They want to question you about the check charges so they may come here to 

talk to you.  I’ll tell them you can not say anything until the trial is over and then you can leave here.” 

“All right,” I said.  I’d known this day was coming, but it didn’t matter.  Whatever I had to face was nothing compared to what my son was facing.  

The first day in the courtroom was much like at Chief’s trial.  They spent all day questioning potential jurors that had not formed an opinion on the case.  Jeff sat at the table in front 

of us in his new beige suit we’d bought for him.  He looked so young sitting there with the three lawyers at his table.  It took two long days of questioning but finally a jury was 

selected and the trial was due to start. 

Jeff sat in the courtroom, glancing over at the twelve jurors who would decide if he’d live or die.  He thought they looked like normal everyday people as he looked around the room, 

then he looked at his family.  He felt like crying when he saw their faces lined with grief and pain.  His mother smiled but he saw her pain, saw how thin she’d gotten the past year 

and felt guilty at what he’d put her through. And most of all he felt so guilty that she’d sold her home and was now wanted. 

God, he wondered if anything in his families lives would be good again.  His mother had done so much to try and help him, and it had been all for nothing.  She sat behind him in the 

courtroom in a two piece pantsuit, her long brown hair hung past her shoulders, her green eyes filled with tears.  He saw Nelson on one side of her, and Donald on the other.  One had 

his arm around her, the other holding her hand. 

            He was worried about his grandfather with his bad heart and was afraid the trial would be too much for him.  Mar smiled and tried to be brave, but he saw her pain as well.  

Looking at Betty, he whispered, I love you and she smiled back at him.  He loved her so much and even though she’d given up her child, he felt pity for her.  Betty was different than 

anyone else he’d met, and he knew she didn’t get along with anyone in the family. 

             Not that they hadn’t tried to get along, because he knew they had. In a way he was glad his mother had adopted Maria because he wouldn’t have to worry about her and knew 

she’d get all the love his mother had to offer.  She didn’t know that Betty had told him about abusing his daughter.  He’d forgiven her and had known from the start she hadn’t wanted 

kids to raise but he’d thought he’d be out there to help her. 

            Mr. Beeler reached over and put his hand over Jeff’s hand as if to give him strength to get through the trial.  He liked Beeler and knew he’d do the best he could for him.  The 

judge told everyone who was to testify they had to leave the courtroom and Jeff watched as his mother, Betty, Nelson and his grandmother left the room.  He felt alone all of a 

sudden, a chill went up his back.  The jurors were starting at him, no one smiling.  The room was quiet with the soft voices of the attorneys whispering back and forth. 

            The room was called to order and General Wells was to give the opening statement.  Wells was young, not very tall with brown hair.  He stood facing the jurors and began. 

BY GENERAL WELLS 

            Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.  I would like to make a fairly brief statement to you.  There will be a number of witnesses called and we intend to prove that Jeffrey 

Dicks is guilty of felony murder.  I think our proof will show that before February 15, 1978, Mr. Keegan was an elderly businessman living on East Sullivan Street in Kingsport.   I 

think our proof will show that Jeffrey Dicks moved into an apartment in Kingsport about three blocks from the Budget shop.  And they became acquainted with an individual by the 

name of Donald Wayne Strouth, and Mr. Strouth girlfriend, Barbara Davis.   

             I would expect that you will hear testimony that on February 15, 1978, that Mr. Strouth came to Kingsport during the early hours and went to the apartment of where Mr. 

Dicks was living and went to the Budget Shop with the intentions of robbing the owner, Jimmy Keegan.  I think the proof will show two sets of footprints leaving the back door of the 

Budget Shop after the murder had taken place.   

             The evidence will show that the Defendant and Donald Strouth entered the store and hit Mr. Keegan on the head with a rock or a similar type object rendering him 

unconscious, that he was robbed of his money, and that the testimony will show that while Mr. Keegan was lying unconscious on the floor from the blow to the head, that his throat 

was cut from ear to ear to a death of approximately two minutes.   

Mrs. Keegan went down and found her husband lying dead in a pool of blood.  The proof will show that Mr. Dicks and Strouth ran from the Budget Shop and ran back to his 

apartment.  They got into a car belonging to Barbara Davis and drove to Bristol, then to Johnson City where the proceeds of the robbery were used by Mr. Strouth to buy a car.  And 

while in Johnson City, they got with Barbara Davis and Strouth gave her a brown fur coat that had been taken from the Budget Shop.   

I think the proof will show that the Defendant with part of the proceeds that he got rented a motel room and he and Strouth went to North Carolina in the car that he purchased with 

the proceeds from the robbery, and that Mr. Dicks called his mother, Mrs. Shirley Dicks in the vicinity of Asheville, North Carolina where she lived and asked her to come and get 

him and his girlfriend. 

The testimony will show that Mrs. Dicks did in fact come to Johnson City to pick them up.  She then took them to Greenville, South Carolina and obtained an apartment for them.  

She later moved them to Erie Pennsylvania.  The testimony will show that Agent Keesling and other law enforcement officers after the arrest of Donald Strouth went to Asheville, 

and interviewed Shirley Dicks and that conversation lasted late at night, and she went home.  Mr. Keesling and others followed her and while outside her residence, they observed a 

ball of flame, hurdling out of the back door of the residence where she was living.  And subsequent to that, the charred remains of a long green overcoat was recovered from Mrs. 

Dicks.  The proof will show that Jeffrey Dicks came to Asheville, and turned himself in to the North Carolina officials and gave a statement.  We contend that part of that statement is 

true and part of it false.  That’s all for now. 

  THE COURT:  Does the Defense have an opening statement? 

MR. Smith:  Yes, Your Honor.   

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, while you’re listening to this evidence, I would ask that you realize that Jeffrey Dicks is a living, moving man, a human being with a heart and mind 

and soul.  Regardless of what the state may say, the presumption of innocence.  He has pleaded not guilty in this courtroom and maintains that he is not guilty.  Remember that he is 

human, that his mother, Shirley Dicks is human, and that he’s married and has a baby daughter.  That he is entitled to all of the benefits of the law.  

Now there is something to be said that the first thing you hear is what you would believe, and I ask you, to keep your minds open.  Remember that Mr. Dicks has a clean slate and 

you have promised to do that under oath.  And that is to hear the evidence and not make your decision until all of the evidence has been heard.  Remember ladies and gentlemen, not 

to allow the state to make you sit here and smell blood when it may not necessarily be on the hands of Jeffrey Dicks, and we will prove to you that it’s not.  And that the jury system 

while it is not perfect is the best in the world and I hope God Almighty can give me the words—   

GENERAL WELLS; Your Honor, I’m going To Object to this.   

MR. Smith:  To give the Defense counsel to represent this man as honestly as we know how.  You will hear testimony from that the State tried the case first against Donald Strouth, 

also known as chief.  He called himself an Indian, that he is the leader, that he did do the heinous things that the State says he did, and that he was guilty of a terrible brutal act.  We 

don’t deny that, you’ll hear that evidence, and we don’t deny it.   

 But you’ll hear Jeffrey Dicks testify and you’ll hear other testimony to the effect that in his mind and in his heart, he had no contemplation that this man who called himself Chief 

and remember the implication of that name, was a leader whose ambitions had become distorted, perverted, and you will hear testimony from Jeffrey Dicks that while he befriended, 

Chief, he had no idea in his mind that this man named Chief was capable of the kind of terrible acts that he perpetrated on James Keegan.   

You’ll hear testimony from his mother that while she did help her son, while she did involve herself in these things, she was doing it as his mother and that she was doing it as a 

person who thought that her son was involved in something that he’d never contemplated being involved in.  I ask you to consider in the first phase of this trial that you are a juror 

that will hold the state of its proof beyond a reasonable doubt.    That about sums up the opening statement.   

Jeff knew what was to come.  They’d lied to his mother about not going for the death penalty on him. He felt fear like he’d never known before and he leaned over to Beeler and 

whispered. 

“They said the coat came flying out of the window the night they followed Mom home and yet when I turned myself in, they hadn’t known about the coat because they asked me 

about it.  And when my Dad told them about burning everything that had been left in the apartment,  and brought it in to them, they decided to use that lie. They told Dad they could 

tell if there was blood on it even if it had been burned.  They said the laboratory would say if any blood had been on the coat and he’d believed him. If they’d seen a burning ball of 

fire come out of the window after midnight, one of those detectives would have run over and tried to put it out.” 

Beeler nodded and wrote something on the legal pad in front of him.  Detective Keesling was sworn in. They asked a lot of questions about the night of the crime and about the 

photos taken at the scene.  Keesling told the jury how they’d questioned Shirley Dicks at her place of work at the Holiday Inn in Asheville, North Carolina.  

Q.  After you completed interviewing her there, you say, you went and surveyed her home which was located out of Asheville, North Carolina and watched the whole night? 

A.  After we completed our interview, Mrs. Dicks immediately left the Holiday Inn and traveled toward her home.  We watched from a distance in an unmarked vehicle.  We were 

observed her pull into a driveway of her residence.  We then got in a location where we could observe the residence from a street, which was located, where we could see.  Shortly 

after she had gone into this home, we observed something which was a ball of fire and it came out of the back of the house. A round type ball of fire.   

Q.  And later at a time have you recovered a green overcoat which had been burned? 

A.  We recovered what is partial or pieces of an overcoat which was burned. 

Q.  You and along with how many officers confronted her at her place of employment? 

A.  It would have been myself, Detective Williams, Mr. Forrest Weaver, and, Mr. Waldrop who is an investigator.   

Q.  And then did you all take her to a room to talk to her, all of you? 

A.  We did not take her, as I started to explain, we met her at her place of employment which was in the lounge of the Holiday Inn, and told her that we would like to talk to her, and 

asked if she would go to the managers office.  She agreed to do this, and we interviewed her. 

Q.  And the purpose for going there and interviewing her was an attempt to locate her son, is that correct? 

A.  That and to obtain information that she was alleged to have in reference to her son's involvement in the homicide and robbery of Mr. Keegan. I told her that her son was charged 

in Tennessee with first degree murder and armed robbery.   

Q.  Are you sure...are you sure that you told her first-degree murder? 

A.  I told her that it would be in her son's interest to surrender himself, that if he did not eventually we would find him. 

Q.  And you deny that you mentioned that he was only wanted for an accessory to the armed robbery and that it would be better for that reason to come back and tell the truth?   

A.  There was no mention of that only. She was told as I told you prior that he was charged with first-degree murder; and that there was some discussion made that he should not be 

charged with that.  I told her we had a warrant for that and that's what he was charged with. 

Q.  Were you...you and the other officers were there with this lady, nobody else was present from seven until twelve?   

A.  The manager came in on several occasions to get something out of his desk. 

Q.  So for five hours, you all were interviewing her? 

A.  Well, partly the five hours was used to try and solicit the information that we already knew that she possessed pertaining to information that her son had told her in reference to 

this killing and robbery. 

Q.  Did she contact you later about her son coming back in? 

A.  She contacted Mr. Weaver and advised that he would be surrender on Sunday at 4 p.m. 

Q.  And he did that, didn't he?   A.  Yes sir, he did.   

THE COURT: That’s all for now, we will have a recess and resume after lunch. 

  Chapter Seven             

            After lunch the trial began again.  Jeff had asked to speak to his family during recess but they’d refused.  Mr. Weddington, one of Jeff’s attorneys was going to cross-examine 

Keesling.  

Q.     You and how many officers confronted her at her place of employment? 

GENERAL KIRKPATRICK: Your Honor, we object to the wording.

THE COURT: Overruled 

A.     It would have been myself, Detective Charles Williams, Mr. Forrest Weaver who is an investigator for the Buncombe County Sheriff’s Office. 

Q.     Is that all? 

A.     That’s all I can recall right now, yes, sir. 

Q. Did you all then take her to a room to talk to her, all of you? 

A.  We did not take her, we met her at the Holiday Inn in Asheville, North Carolina, told her that we would like to talk to her, and asked if she would go to the Manager’s office.  She 

agreed to do this and we interviewed her.   

Q.  And the purpose of that was an attempt to locate her son, is that correct? 

A.  That among, to obtain information that she was alleged to have in reference to her son’s    involvement in the homicide and robbery of Mr. Keegan.  I told her that her son was 

charged in Tennessee with first degree murder and armed robbery. 

Q.     Are you sure—that you told her first-degree murder? 

A.     I told her that and that it would be in her son’s interest to surrender himself and if he did not that eventually we’d arrest him. 

Q.     Did she then after you and the other officers interviewed her say she would contact her son? 

A.     No, sir.  She said she would have to think about it and she’d let us know one week from that day.   

Q.     And you deny then, I assume that you told her that he was only wanted for an accessory to    armed robbery, and that it would be better for that reason to come and tell the 

truth.  Do you deny    that you mentioned that to her only? 

A.     There was no mention of that only.  There was some discussion that she made that he should not be charged with that.  I told her we had a warrant for that and that’s what he 

was charged with. 

Q.     So, some five hours, you all were there interrogating her? 

A.     We were not interrogating her, we were interviewing her. 

Q.     You talked to her for five hours about this homicide in Kingsport and her son’s involvement in this homicide? 

A.     Well, partly the five hours was used to try and solicit the information that we already knew that she possessed pertaining to information that her son had told her in reference 

to this killing and robbery. 

Q.     You already knew she had this information? 

A.     Yes, sir.  We had been told by people that she had told this to.   

Q.     Now Agent Keesling, you made a comment when you were at her place of residence you saw a ball of fire as you described it come out of the back door.  How far away were 

you? 

A.     We were sitting on the side of the road. 

Q.     And you made reference that you had recovered a green coat that had been burned, is that correct? 

A.     Yes sir. 

Q.     Now, you’re not leading the Jury to believe that you went there on that occasion and got that fireball and it turned out to be a green coat? 

A.  No Sir.   

Jeff looked at the jurors and could see they believed what Keesling was saying.  He knew Keesling was lying because the coat hadn’t been burned that night.  With a wood burning 

stove in the basement of the house they’d be no need to start a fire and throw it out the window for everyone to see.  He knew his mother hadn’t lied about the coat.  She had no 

reason to.  Nelson had burned it along with everything else that had come from our apartment a week before they came to question her.  Donald had been at the house that day as 

well.  

He’d remembered his mother telling him about it and although they hadn’t known that the officers would lie about a ball of fire, she’d known something was wrong and had told 

Nelson not to say anything about it.  Jeff knew everything was stacked against him and most of the evidence had been furnished by his own family in trying to clear him.  His own 

father had believed the officers and trusted in the system, and that trust was going to be his undoing. 

Keesling then read Jeff’s statement telling them Chief had said he was going to rob the store and that he waited in the car.  Beeler had told Jeff that had been the worst mistake 

anyone could make, to give a statement to police without an attorney to advise a person what to say.  In telling the truth, he’d put himself at the crime, and also that Strouth had told 

him he was going to rob the place.  Jeff hadn’t known Chief would hurt the man.  Never in a million years would Jeff hurt anyone. 

At the time the statement had been taken Jeff had wondered why the Tennessee officers, Keesling and Moore, had refused a stenographer and a tape recorder. Now he knew it was 

because they’d changed some of the wording in his statement. 

Q.     Now, did you write down here everything that he said during that interview. It’s in your handwriting, isn’t it? 

A.     I wrote what is in that statement, yes, sir. 

Q.     The question is did you write down everything he said? 

A.     No, sir.  I didn’t .   Q.     What time did the questioning begin? 

A.     4:30 PM   

At that point there was a discussion and the jurors were ordered out of the courtroom.   

It seems that the transcript that was typed up by their secretary two weeks later, and was done by a recording from Keesling.  The wording was different from the hand written 

statement.  The state said it was immaterial, as whether the secretary’s finished transcription was different from the written statement.  The attorney asked about Jeff’s behavior when 

he was brought in and they admitted that he was quiet, not violent, answered the questions in a quiet voice. Finally, the jurors were brought back to the courtroom. 

Detective Williams was the next to testify about the two sets of footprints he said they saw outside the Budget shop that day.  Of all the color pictures they took of the victim, with his 

neck slashed, all of them came out with the exception of the sixty they took of the so-called footprints.  Jeff knew in a homicide investigation that the police always took photos of the 

footprints if there were any and also they took plaster casts of them.  That was to prove footprints were there and also match it to the person on trial.  They’d admitted to having a 

Polaroid camera that day, so if those photos hadn’t come out, why hadn’t they gone and bought more film and made sure they had them.  

Jeff knew the answer to that question.  His boot prints were not outside the back door.  He’d worn boots and always had, and knew they were size twelve and if they’d seen his boot 

print, they would have made casts.  His prints were not there because he hadn’t stepped foot outside the car, and actually even though Chief was outside the alley, so were a lot of 

other people who’s prints would have been all around the area.  Mr. Keegan’s prints would have been there as would his wife’s when she came down to look for him, and yet they 

said they only saw two sets of prints.  He wondered why the jurors didn’t realize that. 

Q.     Mr. Williams, you are a salesman at Anderson Ford at this time, are you not? 

A.     Yes sir. 

Q.     Prior to this you were a Detective with the Kingsport City Police Department and were you on duty on that day on the morning and afternoon? 

A.     Yes, sir I was.   Q.     And how long were you a Detective? 

A.  About nine years. 

Q.   Mr. Williams, I believe that you and Bob Moore, both took photographs there that day at the scene. 

A.  Yes, sir.  We took three rolls I believe didn't turn out. 

Q.   And how long was it after you had that discussion with Mrs. Dicks until you and Agent Keesling saw the ball of fire go out her back door? 

A.  We sat there a few minutes and then we saw a fire.  It appeared to be coming from the side of the house like out the window or possibly out a back door, where the fence came 

from out in the yard. 

Q.  And how long before you received what is now exhibit number 11? 

A.  It was several days   Q..  Did you take pictures of the footprints? 

A.  Yes, 

Q.  And it turned out none of the pictures turned out, do you know why? 

A.  No. I don't know what went wrong. 

Q.  And these officers that were with you when you went to Swannanoa, were they with you when you saw this fire out there. 

A.  Yes 

Q.  And did any of the officers go out to make an investigation about what kind of fire it was? 

A.  Not to my knowledge. 

Q.  Well, you would have known if somebody had gone out there to make an investigation right after it happened. 

A.  Yes sir. 

Q.  And when you went out that back door to the alley, what did you see? 

A.  I saw two sets of footprints leading from the back door.  One set of footprints went up—straight out the door and up the walkway in that direction and across a fence that was 

attached to the Keegan residence and over to another building.  The other set of footprints went behind the house and across the fence, which is attached to the other side of the house 

onto another building.   

CROSS EXAMINE. By The Defense   

Mr. Smith:   Larry walked to the seat where the officer was sitting.  He turned to face him and began speaking.   

 Q.  Are you trained in photography? 

A.                 I’ve had a small course in photography, yes, sir. 

Q. Now Sergeant, these are very good photographs, aren’t they?  The resolution is good, the colors are good.  And how many rolls of film did you take? 

A.  I think I used about four rolls of film. 

Q.  You made photographs inside and out, didn’t you and you used a single lens reflex camera, a thirty five millimeter camera on that occasion, did you not? 

A.  We had two cameras that day, a thirty five millimeter and a Polaroid. 

Q.  And did you take any photos of the footprints? 

A.  Yes, sir. 

Q.  Did you bring any of your plaster casts that you tried to make? 

A.  No.   

Q.  Did Sergeant Moore help you mix the plaster Paris up? 

A.  No, sir. 

Q.  And did you see any beer bottles out in the alley? 

A.  I can’t remember, I think there might have been. 

Q.  You know the place and your know it’s a place where people who like to drink beer would hang out back in those alleys? 

A.  I don’t recall ever arresting anybody back there. 

Q.  But you know other officers who have, don’t you? 

A.  Yes, sir.   

Q.  Did you send the coat off to the FBI laboratory? 

A.  Yes, sir. 

Q.  And do you remember telling Mrs. Dicks about this coat.  Do you recall telling her if the   coat had any blood on it or evidence of blood that you could find it, didn’t you?  

That you could find blood on it whether it had been burned or not? 

A.                 I don’t recall saying anything to that effect.   

Q. When you brought your two cameras and took photos when did you discover that some didn’t come out? 

A. When we got the photographs back several days later.  I’m sure it was three rolls that didn’t come out. 

Q.  And do you remember testifying about two rolls before that didn’t come out> 

A. I don’t remember.  Could have been. 

Q. Now when you were outside Mrs. Dicks home, how many cars were you in? 

A. I believe we had two cars up there. 

Q.  You don’t know if you had two cars up there or not? 

A.  Well, there was one car on another road and we were on the side road.  There were two cars. 

Q.  Did any of the officers go out to make an investigation about what kind of fire it was? 

A. Not to my knowledge.   

THE COURT; Anything Further? 

Mr. Smith: That’s all   

      Next they called Maggie Casteel.  She’d been at the Dale Street Laundromat on that day.  She told how she’d been doing her laundry.  She said she’d been folding clothes at 

the table.   

GENERAL KIRKPATRICK:   

Q. While you were standing there at the window folding clothes, did you observe anything or notice anything unusual out on the street. 

A.  I saw two young males running up the street across Poplar. 

Q.  All right.  And where were they when you first saw them? 

A.  Right next to the alley coming down, they were coming up going towards the bicycle shop.  After they went past the bicycle shop, I did not see them anymore. 

Q.  And what time of day was it you saw them? 

A.  11:45  I looked up at the clock and it was 11:45. 

Q.  And have you seen either of the boys since then with the exception of Mr. Strouth when you saw him at his trial 

A.  No, I have not.   

THE COURT:  Cross examine.   

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. SMITH 

Q. You say you met Mr. Dicks 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  And what you’re saying is the only thing you noticed was that they went by? 

A.  I just said I seen them running by there and they were running. 

Q.  What you’re saying is that you didn’t notice if they had anything in their hands or not? 

A. I didn’t see anything. 

Q.  That’s all.   

WITNESS EXCUSED.   

      Jeff sat in his seat quietly.  He wondered why the witnesses were lying.  How could she have seen them running past the Laundromat and not see anything in their hands.  

Chief had taken a load of clothes including a fur coat.  Where had the stuff gone.  If they’d had all of the clothes they’d both have their arms full of them. 

 He knew Keesling had made these people lie against him.  He was up for promotion and this case would do it for him, and Detective Williams had been fired from the police 

force.  The back seat of the car had been filled with what Chief had brought out from the store, and in order to have witnesses say they saw them, they had to be on foot.  He 

wondered why the jury couldn’t realize that.  They’d been told how many clothes and other stuff Chief had taken along with the money.  What happened to it?  Police were there 

before twelve o’clock according to the news report that was fifteen minutes later.  They couldn’t have stashed the stuff and gone back there to get it with the car later because the 

police had been there.    

            Peggy Boardman was the next to take the stand and told how she’d met Jeff and Betty as they had an apartment next to hers.  She’d met Chief and Barbara Davis when they 

visited the apartment and she told that Jeff was selling Fuller Brush Products. Jeff was glad of that because they’d tried to say he wasn’t working and needed the money from the 

robbery, when in fact they knew from Chief’s trial that Jeff hadn’t taken any of the money. 

            The next witness was Detective Moore. Jeff sighed as he glanced at his grandfather.  He felt sick to his stomach, and fear.  He wanted to be home with his parents, his sisters, 

and his family.  He wanted this all to have been a nightmare, but he knew it wasn't.  They were going to kill him, knowing that he was innocent.  He knew this because the witnesses 

were all changing their testimony, which was in the trial transcript of Chief's.  

             Jeff looked back at Detective Moore on the witness stand and heard him say he had gone with Barbara Davis to get a pair of bloody jeans.  He did not say they belonged to 

Chief as they had in his trial, but tried to insinuate that they may have been worn by Jeff. 

Cross Examination by Larry Smith: 

Q.  Mr. Moore, these jeans right here, they are the jeans of a small man aren't they? 

A.  They appear to be. 

Q  As a matter of fact, you determined that those jeans belonged to Donald Strouth, did you not? 

A,  I was told that.  We'll stipulate that they're Strouth’s.   
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Chapter Six

The court was recessed until the morning and the first one on the stand was Barbara Davis.   

             The jurors were taken outside while the Judge instructed her as to what to say.  She was ordered not to say anything Chief told her about Jeff freezing up on him.  She was not 

to say anything that Chief had told her period.  That way the jury would think that Jeff took part in the murder. 

 The judge ruled: 

            "Barbara, you've testified previously in the trial of Donald Strouth.  Although during the course of your testimony, you might be asked questions what.... but your previous 

testimony, you are not to give any answer to the jury verdict and the judgement and sentence in that case.  You may cross examine her about any statement made in the other trial that 

are in conflict with the statement that she makes in this trial.  But in the area of the hearsay, that is statements alleged to have been made to her by a third person, Strouth are not 

admissible in this case.   

Mr. Smith:  "Well your Honor, if he made, Donald Strouth is a co defendant and he made an exculpatory statement with respect to Jeff Dicks, then we have a right to ask him about 

it.  And if he's not available for testimony, if he cannot be made available, and his attorneys object to his testimony based on the Fifth Amendment, then it becomes necessary for us 

to ask this lady right here what he said.   

The Court:  "You understand you are not to make any statement as to what Mr. Strouth said to you...That's hearsay in this trial as to this defendant.  Do you understand that?"   

Miss Davis:  "If they ask me a question and all I could answer would be hearsay, should I say that?" 

The Court:  "Just ask me if you can answer the question. In other words, any statement made to you by Mr. Strouth are not admissible in this trial. 

Mr. Smith, Well, Your Honor, I can see the point, but if we ask a question regarding something that she stated in the other trial or something that she stated to the officers or before 

the Grand Jury, o rin her statement, I think those things as they related to the chain of events immediately after what occurred on the 15th of—during the time that she was Mr. Strouth 

and Mr. Dicks that is not hearsay.  That’s very clear and –   

THE COURT; Well, it’s hearsay unless it is part of the res deste,  In the area of the hearsay, that is, statements alleged to have been made to her by a third person, Donald Wayne 

Strouth are not admissible in this case against this Defendant.  That was one of the reasons the cases were severed, one of the rules of law we must follow.  The area of the hearsay, 

that is, statements alleged to have been made to her by a third person, Donald Wayne Strouth are not admissible in this case against this defendant.   

Mr. Smith: Your Honor, if he made—Donald Strouth is a co-defendant and he made an exculpatory statement with respect to Jeffrey Dicks, then we have a right to ask him about it.  

And if he’s not available for testimony, if he cannot be made available for testimony, and his attorneys object to his testimony based on the fifth amendment, then it becomes 

necessary for us to ask this lady right here what he said.  I believe that would be the law very definitely.   

GENERAL WELLS: If the Court please, it would still be hearsay.   

Mr. Weddington: We didn’t have any intention of calling Donald Strouth.  We all had the impression that we could get into the record about what she’s testifying to, and the 

statements that relate to—  

THE COURT: Well gentlemen, don’t hand me a subpoena, I don’t serve subpoenas.   

MR. SMITH:   I have another motion to make Your Honor  

THE COURT: All right.  What is the other motion?   

MR. SMITH:  That her testimony in the former trial be made a part of the record for this trial outside the presence of the jury.   

THE COURT: Mr. Smith, you know how to get such testimony in the record.  You have a law license, and you have it in another state. Now, you advise with counsel in this state and 

ascertain how to properly introduce that.  Now, let’s proceed.   

Mr. Smith: If Your Honor, I’d like to get something in the record about that. 

THE COURT: Well, you’ve already made your motion and stated it, what do you want in the record. 

MR. WEDDINGTON: What she said Donald Strouth said.  We think its part of the res jeste. 

MR. SMITH:  I think it qualifies under other exceptions of the hearsay rule too, Your Honor, an exculpatory statement made by the co-defendant.   

THE COURT:  You understand you are not to make any statement as to what Mr. Strouth said to you.  That’s hearsay in this trial as to this defendant.  Do you understand that? 

MISS DAVIS: If they ask me a question and all I could answer would be hearsay, should I say that? 

THE COURT:  Just refer—ask me whether or not you should answer the question.  In other words, any statements made to you by Mr. Strouth are not admissible in this trial.  Bring 

the Jury In.  

WHERE UPON, the Jury returns to open Court.   

            Jeff poured a glass of water as the attorneys fought to get the information included.  He knew the jurors were not going to hear anything Chief had said about it being him that 

committed the crime or that he alone kept the robbery money.  He looked back at his family sitting quietly behind him.  His grandfather smiled but he could see the frown on his 

face.  He was pale and Jeff was afraid he wouldn’t make it through the trial.   

Q. Following the time you left the place that evening, when did you next see Donald Strouth? 

A.  I saw him on Saturday when I picked him up over in High Point, NC. 

Q.  At some point after you returned, did you and Mr. Strouth go to a location on Sneed Hill Road.  Let me show you a pair of blue jeans and ask you if you have ever seen them 

before.   

A.  These were Chief's pants, these are the ones that he was wearing when he came back on Saturday. 

Q.  And do you know what he did with them? 

A.  He took them off and laid them down on the side of the road. 

Q.  You didn't appear voluntarily did you? 

A.  No.  Keesling told me that I could be charged with the same crime unless I co-operated with him.  He told me to quit playing games, and to sign the papers.  I was scared so I 

signed. 

Q  And did you say from earlier testimony that you were offered a joint or a beer from an officer? 

A. I don't know if he's the police...he's got something to do with the police.  He's been around here.   

Q. Now during the time either at your place of employment did anyone give you anything? 

A. Chief gave me a fur coat. 

Q. Miss Davis, let me show you what has been marked as State’s Exhibit Number four and ask if this appears to be the fur coat that Donald Strouth gave ou? 

A. I would think it is, yes, sir. 

Q. Were you given anything else? 

A.  I was given a calculator.  Well, can I explain one thing? 

Q. Yes 

A. I was told where I could find a calculator.   

MR. WEDDINGTON:  Your Honor, if she’s going to testify to that, she ought to be able to say who told her. 

THE COURT: You can’t testify as to what anyone told you unless Mr. Dicks made a statement to you.   

Q.     When did you next see Donald Strouth? 

A.     On Saturday morning when I picked him up over in High Point, North Carolina. 

Q. Where did you go? 

A. We rode around in his car.  We started driving both cars back to Elizabethton. 

Q. Did you both get back to Elizabethton? 

A. Both of us did, but just my car, the white car broke down that he had bought. 

Q. And what happened to the white car? 

A. We left it somewhere around Winston Salem.   

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. SMITH:   

Q. You have known Mr. Dicks for several months, hadn’t you? 

A. Yes 

Q. And during that time Jeff was selling Fuller Brush 

A. Part of the time 

Q. In the morning when Chief left with your car, did he have any beer or marijuanna? 

A. He didn’t have beer, I wouldn’t know about pot. 

Q. That evening when you met him when you got off work, he was drinking beer, wasn’t he? 

A. Uh-huh 

Q. And Jeff was not drinking beer, was he? 

A. Chief was the only one drinking.  

Q. Jeff was sick, wasn’t he? 

A. He was sick –I don’t know.  He was nervous. 

Q. Upset? 

A. Bouncing around. 

Q.  When you saw Chief in High Point you said something to him about what had happened in Kingsport on Wednesday did you not?   

GENERAL WELLS:  Objection, Your Honor 

MR. SMITH: I’m sorry 

THE COURT: Sustained. 

Q. I’m not asking what you said or what he said to you, but was the conversation relating to— 

GENERAL WELLS: Objection, Your Honor 

MR. SMITH:  I’m not asking what was said, Your Honor 

THE COURT: Finish your question and then I’ll rule   

Q. Let me ask you this, did you make small talk or did you talk about something that wasn’t small?   

THE COURT: Well, I’m going to sustain it that’s too vague. 

MR. SMITH:  That’s all. 

THE COURT: All right.  You may step down   

Jeff felt sorry for her.  He knew she loved Chief and had been forced into testifying against him at his trial.  She glanced at him as if to say she was sorry she couldn’t help him.  

They’d tied her hands by saying she couldn’t tell anything that Chief had told her 

THE COURT: Gentlemen, before anybody leaves, I want to make one thing clear.  I do not want the family of the Defendant crowding around or approaching the rail behind the 

Defendant when Court recesses or adjourns.  I want that perfectly understood.  Any violation of that rule will result in that person being ejected from the courtroom and the 

courthouse for the remaining proceedings of the trial.   

Jeff sat quietly and knew the judge was making sure he could not even speak to anyone in the family, in fact the judge would like to get all of the family out of there.  It made him 

angry that he couldn’t even speak to his grandfather or sisters, or his little brother that sat so quietly behind him in the courtroom. 

After the lunch break, court resumed with Dr James Wilford to take the stand.  Dr Wilford testified to the injuries to Keegan's head and explained his theory as to how Keegan's throat 

had been slashed.  He said that he believed Keegan was unconscious at the time that the fatal blow wound was inflicted.  He came to that conclusion because the wound was clean 

and showed no signs of struggle, and, because Keegan did not have blood on his hands.  A man who had just had his throat cut would grab at his neck, Dr Wilford said.  He said a 

strong man such as Jeff could have held the victim up while Strouth slit his throat. 

EXAMINATION BY GENERAL KIRKPATRI CK 

Q. Approximately at what distance, do you think that blood would spurt from a human 

     being’s neck who was being cut, whose throat was being cut in this manner? 

A.     Well, it’s hard to be exact.  But it would easily spurt twelve inches, a foot to two feet 

       with no problem. 

Q.                 Does this photograph using it as an item to be considered in your determination, can you determine with reasonable medical certainty whether or not this man was 

conscious or unconscious when his throat was cut? 

A.                 I feel it is reasonably medically certain that he was unconscious.   

THE COURT: Now, does the absence of blood in that photograph allow you to base an opinion within a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to whether the deceased was 

conscious or unconscious at the time that his throat was cut?   

DR. WILFORD: Yes, sir. I think it supports the fact that he was unconscious.  There is an additional fact that supports that also, and that would be the fact that the knife wound 

was so clean, and there was no evidence that the victim had been moving while the knife wound was being rendered.   

THE COURT: All right.  So, there are two factors that support that than?  The absence of blood on the hands and the cleanness of the cut on the throat.  

DR. WILFORD: Yes, sir. 

Q.                 Doctor, in your opinion you feel when the victim’s throat was cut, he was already lying in a position, which is parallel with the floor. 

A.                 He could have been supported, but there are problems with certain positions with producing a wound like that. 

Q.                 And if the victim had been small, shall we say, restrained, then he still could have put up a struggle, so that he would have cut jagged. 

A.                 Yes, sir.  It is always possible to restrain with enough force, you know, to totally immobilize somebody. 

Q.                 But Doctor, in this particular situation, would this man lying there and being unconscious is perfectly consistent with the wound on his neck, the smooth wound? 

A.                 Yes, sir.   

GENERAL KIRKPOATRICK: Your Honor, the State would rest it’s case.   

            After the pathologist finished with the testimony, it was noted that the state failed to show that the wound was inflicted while Keegan was lying on the floor, already knocked 

out cold as they had in Strouth's trial.  They had changed the testimony. 

The transcript from Chief's trial and in it Dr Wilford said that the victim had been lying prone on the floor, unconscious when Strouth reached down, straddling the victim between 

his legs, and slit his throat.  He’d stood there in the courtroom and facing the jurors showed them exactly how the crime had been committed.  

That was why the blood was on Strouth's jeans from the feet to his knees.  The blood would have spurted upwards from that position.  The way he said it now, if Mr. Keegan was 

upright being held by Jeff, the blood would have been on Chief's shirt instead of down at the bottom of his jeans.   

 Agent Holt from the FBI laboratory.  He answered questions about the items he’d examined for the state in this case.  He told about the jeans of Strouth’s with the bloodstains from 

the ankle to the knees. 

CROSS EXAMINATION by Mr. Smith: 

Q. And on the occasion that you examined items like this overcoat here from Jeff Dicks, you examined other items of clothing that belonged to him too, did you not? 

A.  I examined other items of clothing identified to me as being from Mr. Dicks, yes, sir. 

Q.  A pair of boots? 

A.  Yes sir. 

Q. What else? 

A.  A shirt and two pair of trousers.   

Well, that was something, Jeff thought as he listened.  At least it showed there wasn’t any blood on the clothes he’d worn that day.  If he’d been holding Mr. Keegan upright as the 

District Attorney was now saying at this trial, blood would have been on the top of the jacket and not the bottom of it, as well as his shirt.  And if they’d gone back to the way Mr. 

Keegan was really cut, with him lying unconscious on the floor with Chief straddling him, the blood would have been on Jeff’s boots and jeans as well as the lower half of the coat. 

 Surely the jurors would know that.  How could that much blood as was seen in the photos get Chief’s shoes, and jeans, and just spurt to his jacket and not pants and boots?  They’d 

have to see that, he told himself again.  And yet, by the look in their eyes, Jeff felt as if they didn’t really care if he’d been in the store or not.  He felt a guilty verdict from these 

jurors.  How could Prosecutors lie like they were doing.  They knew he hadn’t been in the store, and they knew he hadn’t taken any of the money from the crime.  Why did they want 

him so bad as to lie throughout this trial and make the witnesses change their testimony from Chief’s trial to his trial?   

            That night we all sat in my parents’ room talking.  The attorneys were talking about what had gone on that day in court. 

“How come you haven’t called on Mr. Clayton?” I asked Larry while he stood by the window.  He looked very young standing there and I knew I’d made a mistake in hiring him.  I 

should have listened to Jeff.  He felt Larry wasn’t the man for the job, and in fact put his faith in Mr. Beeler, the court appointed attorney.  He was right. 

“Let me worry about that,” he clipped back at me.  His face was red and I knew he was angry.  Beeler looked at me and I saw pity in his eyes as if he knew what I was thinking. 

“I want to know why those witnesses aren’t here.  You were supposed to call on McMahan, Clayton and the two witnesses from South Carolina to testify about the coat.” 

“I decided not to call them.”  Larry began speaking to Weddington as if he hadn’t dropped a bombshell. 

“Why the hell not?” I demanded.  I saw my parents sitting on the bed, waiting for Larry’s answer.  They’d wondered as well where the rest of the witnesses were. 

“Listen, Shirley.  You hired me to do a job, now let me do it.  That’s all I’m going to say on the subject.” 

I started again, but he was talking with Weddington and they decided to leave and go to their room and finish the talk.  I noticed he ignored Beeler and suddenly I wished I’d stuck 

with Beeler.  I knew he’d have called on the witnesses.   

Early the next morning we were back at the courtroom.  I saw reporters roaming the halls, and sitting inside the courtroom taking notes for the morning paper.  Nelson was the next to 

be called and I watched as he went inside.  I stood up and walked down the hall and back.  Mar had already testified to Jeff’s character and hadn’t been on the stand very long. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY Mr. Smith 

Q. Your name is Nelson Dicks, is that right?   A.  Yes 

Q.  And you were married to Shirley Dicks and I believe you’re divorced now, is that right? 

A.  Yes     Q. Mr. Dicks, do you remember when first Jeff was – had been suspected of being involved. in the killing of James Keegan, and when did you first learn of it? 

A.     About a week or so after it happened, maybe three days, something like that.  

Q.     Did you and your wife have occasion to come back to Tennessee?  And what did you do? 

A.     We emptied out the apartment they were staying in 

Q. Can you state what happened to the items of clothing that Jeff had in his apartment? 

A.  Some went with him when I took them up to Erie, some came back to the house. 

Q.  When did you first talk to Mr. Keesling 

A.  I guess it was the Sunday evening that Jeff turned himself in. 

 Q.  Can you state whether or not you remember the time when Officers interrogated Shirley at the Holiday Inn? 

A.  Yes, I remember that night.  She came home about 12:30 very upset.  I was sleeping, I'm usually asleep by that time.  But she woke me up and apparently from what she told me, 

they gave her one heck of a hassle. 

Q.  Do you remember seeing Jeff's coat, that long green army coat? 

A  Yes. I burned the coat.  I burn all my garbage.  That coat was garbage, and as I explained to these 

      Gentlemen, they could come over and look in my back yard, and buried underneath is where I've burned my garbage.   

Q At the time you saw the coat, did it have any stains on it? 

A No.  There was nothing on it.  He wore that coat around Greenville for two weeks after the murder.  There was nothing on it. 

Q.  Who brought the coat to the police? 

A.  I did.  The coat was the one important item that could prove Jeff innocent and the laboratory would get it and prove that...   

General Kirkpatrick.  Your Honor, we're going to object to all of this.  He stood and walked up to the bench, then back in front of the jurors.  He was playing a part and doing it well.   

The Court: Sustained.   

            Jeff sat there quietly wondering why Kirkpatrick was so adamant about Nelson telling about what Keesling had told him.  He knew Keesling had told his father that if the coat 

was burned, they could analyze the ashes and tell if there was blood on it or not.  Of course, they now knew Keesling had lied to Nelson about that when he had gone to them and said 

he had burned the coat.             

Q.     When Jeff was growing up, would you state whether Jeff had a propensity for violence, did he ever get into fights? 

A  No.  He never was violent in any way.  

Q.  And you were willing to destroy any evidence of his guilt that you had in your possession? A. IF we had anything to hide, they would never have seen the coat and Jeff would 

never had turned   himself in. 

Q.  Can you state with respect to any tests that he wished to perform on the coat? 

A.  Yes, he told me that the lab...   

General Wells; Objection. 

The Court: Sustained.   

Q. Well, who did you talk to about the coat? 

GENERAL KIRKPATRICK: Your Honor, may we approach the bench. 

THE COURT: Take the jury out for just a moment.   

THE COURT: Let the record show the Jury is out.  Now, sir, let me advise you.  You cannot state your opinions, or your theories about what might prove him innocent, what might 

not prove him innocent.  You cannot testify about matters that you did not see or observe yourself.  You cannot testify about what someone else told you.  Now, Mr. Smith, of course 

you cannot ask him questions when you know the response is going to be of the nature that the responses have been. 

Mr. Smith: Do I understand you correctly, Your Honor, that testimony as to what conversations were had with the officers, Officer Keesling with the other officer is not hearsay.   

THE COURT: It is hearsay because I don’t recall having—hadn’t Mr. Keesling testified that Mr. Dicks had told him something or that—I don’t recall Mr. Keesling testifying about 

any matter regarding Mr. Dicks here.  So, therefore, anything Mr. Dicks says about his conversation with Officer Keesling is not of—would not go to Officer Keesling’s credibility 

and would not impeach his credibility.  It’s just simply hearsay and not admissible.  And this witness referred to a conversation with Officer Keesling before Jeffrey Stuart Dicks 

turned himself in.  That is pure hearsay at this point.   

Q. At the time you first saw the coat, can you state whether it had any kind of stains on it? 

 A.  No, there was nothing on that coat.  He wore that coat around Greeneville two weeks afterwards, at least. 

GENERAL KIRPATRICK: Your Honor, we object to that unless he was in Greeneville and saw him wearing it. 

THE COURT: Were you in Greeneville for the week or two afterward?

A.  No, I wasn’t Your Honor. 

THE COURT: The Jury will disregard that response.   

Q.     How did the coat come by your possession? 

A.     Shirley went to Greeneville, and took them to Erie.  We put what we could in the car and left a couple of boxes there and some clothes.  When we got back, I went to work, 

Shirley went down there and brought the stuff back to my house, and I cleaned the house. 

Q. Do you know whether or not when he was growing up if he ever carried a weapon? 

A. No  

GENERAL WELLS: Objection, Your Honor 

THE COURT: Overruled   

Mr. Smith: That’s all. 

CROSS EXAMINATION BY GENERAL KIRKPATRICK:   

Q. You stated that he had this coat when he came to North Carolina prior to going to Greeneville. 

A.  He never came to North Carolina prior to going to Greeneville 

Q.  You had this coat and it was Jeff’s favorite coat 

A.  If you say so 

Q.  And after your wife came home on the night of March 14th after she’d talked to Agent Keesling, 

      that’s when this coat turned into a ball of flame and came hurdling out of the back of your house into the yard, is it not? 

A.  Not it is not.  That coat was burned Monday evening. 

Q.  And this was his favorite coat 

A. You said it was his favorite coat 

Q.  Why did you take the coat and burn it into that condition? 

A. Because it was garbage.  When I came back to the house that Monday, it was garbage.  Why did I burn the coke bottles and the milk containers and the cans?  

Q.     And you were willing to destroy any evidence of his guilt that you had in your possession. 

A.     That was not evidence.  

Q.     You were hiding him and had transported him to Erie preparatory to his fleeing into Canada, isn’t that right?  It’s just across the lake from Canada isn’t it? 

A.     Yeah, but it’s a long swim.    Q. No further questions   

REDIRECT BY Mr. Smith: 

Q.     Mr. Dicks, did you dig up this coat? 

A.      I did. 

Q And at who’s suggestion did you dig it up? 

A.  Keesling’s 

Q.  Can you state Mr. Dicks, whether or not you had any conversation with Officer Keesling here with respect to any tests that he wished to perform on the coat? 

A, Yes, he told me that the lab—   

GENERAL WELLS; Objection 

THE COURT: SUSTAINED.  Mr. Smith— 

Mr. Smith: That’s all.   

            The day wore on as Jeff sat at the defense table.  He knew things were looking bad for him and he wondered why his father hadn't listened to his mother when she said not to 

mention the coat.   They didn't know at the time why it was important, but Nelson was so sure that you had to tell the truth and all would be right.  He believed in the justice system.  

Jeff told Beeler that he’d take a lie test to prove there was no blood on the coat, and Nelson had also said he’d take one. 

            The other piece of evidence they had on Jeff was the picture his mother had given them.  Jeff remembered the day the picture was taken, right after their wedding had taken 

place in Greenville, South Carolina.  He had been cleaning out his mothers car, and found her old 22 pistol in the glove box.  It wasn't loaded, and he knew his mother didn't even 

carry bullets in it.  She felt safer carrying it when they were collecting money from the fuller brushes, that she kept it there.  

            Jeff remembered taking the gun out, laughing because there were chocolate pieces stuck to it where it had been in her purse.  He laughed at his mother and asked her if she 

were going to shoot M&M's at the robber if she were robbed.  Having a camera in her hand, which was usual for Shirley, she snapped a picture of Jeff holding the gun, and never 

gave it a second thought.  Now the picture had come back to haunt him.  At any rate, the Detectives had told her that if she had any pictures of Jeff wearing the coat, they could blow 

it up and see if there were stains on it.  

            Shirley had believed their lies too, and since it was the only picture of Jeff with the coat on, she had given them the picture.  Now, they used it to show that Jeff used guns, and 

weapons.  And what was worse, they couldn't defend themselves, or even say what Detective Keesling had told them.  What kind of trial was this anyway Jeff thought to himself.  He 

knew from the look in Beeler's eyes that things were not going well, although he tried to pretend that it would come out in the end. 

            Mr. Hagy, the used car salesman was to testify next and he was sworn and sat in the seat.  He didn’t look at Jeff but kept his eyes on the District Attorney.  They asked him 

about the day the car was bought, what kind it was and who had bought it.   Hagy said he didn’t remember who had bought it so the jurors would think Jeff took the money and 

bought a car with it. 

CROSS EXAMINATION by Mr. Smith 

Q. Mr. Hagy, you remember testifying in this case before? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And you remember Mr. Strouth as being heavy set muscular, short Mexican looking young   man?       A.     Yes 

Q. So, you’d know the difference between what Mr. Strouth looked like and what Jeff Dicks   looked like, wouldn’t you if you saw them together?      A.     Yes, sir  

Q.     And you testified before, you gave a statement before to the officers to the effect that Mr.     Strouth was the man who approached you in person, was he not?      A.     Yes.  

Q.     In other words, of the two people, according to your conversations with the officers, Mr.       Strouth was the one who initiated the sale of the car, is that right? 

A.     Yes sir.  Of course that’s been a year ago, it’s hard to remember. 

Q.     And he’s the one who paid you the money?  

A.     I don’t—I don’t really know who as far as just handing me the money because like I say the  two of them talked. 

Q.     You made the tag out to the one named Chief, in other words, Mr. Strouth. 

A.     I don’t know, I made it out for the one that was –the name that was on the bill of sale.  

Q.     Well, you testified—let me see if this was the way you testified, Mr. Hagy.  The question was: “This was the tag” when making reference to the drive out tag—“that went 

with the        Comet that you sold to Donald Wayne Strouth for a hundred dollars, and your answer was,   “Yes sir,” is that right? 

A.     Yes.     Q.     That’s all.   

Officer Moore was next to Testify and they went over the scene of the crime, his taking of photos and the supposed footprints.   

Q.     And Sergeant Moore, you say that you walked up that little space way between the two buildings and this was the time you saw footprints?    A.     Yes, sir 

Q.     You didn’t measure them, did you?   A.     No, sir, I did not 

Q.     And you say they went in different directions?    A.     Yes sir 

Q.     And isn’t that area where lots of people such as drunks go back in that alley? 

A.     I know that’s an area for drunks, but I’ve never worked in uniform. 

Q.     You’re saying that a lot of these pictures were made after a long time when you first went to the scene? 

A.     I don’t know about the ones at the actual crime scene, I’m saying the pictures that were made a long time after were the pictures of the area. 

Q.     Are you familiar with the rolls of film that did not develop? 

A.     Two sets of prints. 

       Jeff sat back and listened.  They questioned Moore about the rolls of film that they said never came out and even he could tell the Officer was lying and yet the jurors were 

like everyone else.  They thought police did not lie.   Strouth had been subpoenaed to testify, but the jury was called out so they could not even see what he looked like.   Shackled 

and under heavy guard, Strouth was brought into the courtroom for a brief appearance, with armed deputies guarding every doorway and the corridor of the courthouse as he was 

led in by Sheriff Colyer. 

            On advice from his attorney, Strouth refused to answer any questions.  Strouth's attorney said his client was not going to answer any questions of any nature.  Jeff looked at 

Strouth and wondered why he wouldn't tell the truth.  Why was he going to get him convicted for something he hadn't done, and Jeff had thought he was a friend.  He had taken Chief 

in and helped him out when he needed it, but now Chief was determined to take Jeff down too. The jurors hadn’t been allowed to see him and Jeff wondered why.  All was quiet in 

the courtroom.  

            Mr. Keegan’s family sat on one side of the courtroom, which was only three people.  All elderly and Jeff had been told it was his brother and sister. He felt so sorry about Mr. 

Keegan and wished he’d have gone inside with Chief. He never would have let him hurt the man. 

            Jeff watched as Chief was taken from the courtroom and the jury was brought back in.  Why were they so afraid of the jurors seeing Chief, he wondered aloud.  Larry scowled 

at Jeff to remind him to be quiet. 

            "You're the next to testify," Larry told Jeff 

            "But I thought Betty and my mother were going to testify, and what about Mr. Clayton and the two people from South Carolina.  I believe Jeff McMahan was also supposed to 

be here too and a couple of character witnesses." 

            "That's not for you to decide Jeff." Larry snapped.  "Let me do my job will you.  After all, that's what your mother paid me for.  I didn't put your mother on because of her 

temper...you know she'd mess it up.  I know she'd go off the handle about something.  So, let me do my job and you get up and testify." 

            Jeff looked at Beeler, but saw Beeler had turned his head.  His hands were tied, and it was evident the two attorneys didn't agree on how to try the case.  Jeff felt the tension 

between the two, and again wished that his mother hadn't hired Larry Smith.  He got up and went to the witness stand, looking right at the jurors and the Prosecutor as he answered 

the questions.  After all, he was telling the truth and he had nothing to hide.   

Q.  Your name is Jeff Dicks     A.  Yes sir 

Q.  Can you state whether or not you've ever been charged with anything other than the worthless checks?    A.  No, sir, I have not     Q.  Did you ever get into fistfights? 

A.  No sir        Q  And while you were in Kingsport, did you work 

A  Yes sir.  I sold Fuller Brush products from Mr. Clayton who lives in Knoxville. 

Q  And can you state whether or not your mother was helping you 

A  Yes sir.  She brought me food every weekend and she would give me money, and usually she paid my rent for me.  The money I got from Fuller Brush was extra money. 

Q  Tell how you met Chief   

A  I met him while I was living in the Southern Motel through another friend of his that I had known at the hotel.  I had met him and Barbara Davis at my apartment in Elizabethton.  

I liked him...you know, I felt sorry for him and I wanted to be his friend. 

Q  When you first met Chief were you afraid of him?       A  Yes sir 

Q  And did you know  that when you were talking to him on that day what he wanted to do?        A  Well, like I stated he had said that he was going to rob the store, and I told him...   

General Kirkpatrick: Your Honor, I object    

Mr. Smith: Your Honor, I don't see how in the hell they can call it hearsay 

The Court: I’m going to fine you fifty dollars for contempt of court for the use of that language you just used.   

Mr. Smith: I’m sorry Your Honor, but I.... 

The Court: Well, you just....do you want to go to jail for ten days? 

Mr. Smith: No Sir, I don't but....   

The Court: All right.  Now make your objections to the court. 

The jury was excused.   

Mr. Smith: Your Honor, the statement that was place into evidence by Officer Keesling is replete with references to conversations and activities that occurred with regard to this man 

and Chief, and if your Honor please, I would respectfully contend that if Jeff Dicks cannot testify as to what conversation he had with Chief then, it's just, he's strapped into a position 

where he can't defend himself.   

The Court: All right.  I'm overruling the States objection as to hearsay where the hearsay is part of the transaction or leading up to the transaction, the planning.  Because the State had 

introduced evidence as to that, as to statements that were allegedly previously made, and of course the State will be allowed to cross-examine.   

The Jury was brought back in. 

Q. And did you and Chief leave the apartment later on? 

A  Yes sir.  We walked out the door and out the back of the yard. We were walking towards...I don't   know...Five Points.  I don't know the name of the street. 

Q  And can you state whether or not you wanted to rob a store. 

A  I told Chief that it was stupid to do anything like that because you don't get away with it, and that there were a lot of different ways to get money.   

Q.  And did you believe him when he said he was going to do it? 

A  No sir.  I did not believe him because he always told me that he's robbed banks, and he'd robbed six banks before, and he's always talking about it and I never did believe him. 

Q  All right.  And so did you later come back from the Budget Shop? 

A  Yes sir.  We came back to my apartment.   

Q  And do you remember approximate time of day it was when you went back down there for the second time? 

A  I do not know exactly what time it was sir. It was before noon. 

Q  What was in your mind when you...when you drove the car down.  Did he have a weapon on himthat morning? 

A  He had showed me the knife that morning when he came up.  Said his girlfriend had gotten it for him.  It was a little pocketknife.   

Q  And on that occasion that you went down the second time, did you know where you were going? 

A  Not until I had gotten there.  He had told me to pull over just before we got to the Budget Shop. 

Q  Were there many people walking around outside? 

A  Yes.  There were a few people walking up the side street, and there was an older man in a black   pick up truck across the street from where I was parked. 

Q  Did you get out of the car?      A  No sir, I did not.   

Q  Did you go in the store with him?    A  No sir.    Q  How long was he in the store? 

A  I don't really know.  I was scared, I didn't know what was happening.  I wasn't thinking.  Close to fifteen minutes. 

Q  Jeff, and when he came back out, what did you do?   

A.  He had come back out, and he put a jacket in the car and he told me to move the car to the alley   in the back.  I didn't know what to do, I didn't know what was going on, like I 

say, I was scared   so I just moved it on back into the alley, I didn't know what else to do. 

Q  All right, then after you got back into the alley, did you stop the car? 

A  Yes, sir.  I stopped the car.    Q  Did you get out? 

A  No sir, I sat in the car the whole time     Q  And then what happened? 

A  he got back in the car and told me to get moving. 

Q  And during that time what was Chief doing?   

A  As he got...after...as I was going down the street, I turned to the left, and I got to the next street,   and I noticed him pulling out a rock out of his pocket and it was a rock.  He said 

that he had   robbed the man, and he had hurt him.  And that is when I got really scared, I didn't know what to do then.   

Q  And when you got to the apartment, what did you do? 

A  I had walked back to the stairs and got Betty and came back to the car. 

Q  When did you first hear that a man had been killed? 

A  It was about three that afternoon and I heard it on the radio.  I got sick to my stomach, very   scared, and didn't know what I was going to do. 

Q  At some point during the day, did Chief give you something?   

A  Yes.  He gave me a watch, which I did not want. 

Q  You went with him to Johnson City and he bought a car? 

A  Yes.  Chief did as we were coming back from Bristol, and we stopped at a service station, and at first, I thought he was getting gas.  Then he went in t he store and came back after 

five minutes talking to a man, and he said he was going to buy a car.  Me and Betty sat in the car, and Chief and another guy in a tow truck, took Chief somewhere to look at a car.  

They came back and me, Chief and Betty went down there to look at a car.   

Q  And who paid for the car?    A  Chief did. 

Q  When was the last time you saw Chief?   A  That evening after he finally left the motel      Q  Jeff, why did you come back from Erie Pennsylvania? 

A  Because I was not guilty, and I wanted to prove that.   

Q  Did Mr. Keesling ask you questions as he went along or did you just tell him exactly everything that you remembered? 

A  Mostly, he asked me questions and I'd answer them 

Q  And did you talk with regards to what you were going to be charged with? 

A  He told me I was charged with First Degree murder and I'd have to be charged with first degree murder up until the time I went to court.  But that was where the charges would be 

reduced.   

Q  Can you state whether or not he told you that you needed a lawyer? 

A  He read a piece of paper with my rights on it.  I don't know if he said anything or not, but he had read a paper that had my rights.   

Cross Examination:   

Q.  Why were you running from bad check cases and fleeing from the law? 

A  Because I was running from the checks because I was guilty of writing those and I am not guilty of murder, and that is the reason I turned myself in. If I was guilty, I would not 

have turned   myself in just like I never turned myself in on the checks. 

Q  You've never had a knife or a gun in your life? 

A  No sir.  I never owned a gun in my life.   

Q  Never had a knife or a gun in your life, that's what you just said.  Now, do you want to change that for the jury?    A  No sir.  I never owned a gun in my life   Q  Never had a Gun? 

A  No sir.  My mother had a pistol and I've handled that to take pictures with.  WE all play around like that, even my little brother handled my mother's unloaded pistol. 

Q  And you've carried knives before haven't you?   A  No sir, I haven't. 

Q  Never had a knife?    A  I have never carried a knife before in my life 

Q  You and Chief murdered James Keegan by hitting him in the head with a rock and cutting his   throat form ear to ear, did you not? 

A  No sir,  I did not.  I have never hurt anybody in my life.   I would rather die myself than to see someone else hurt. 

Q..  And you went out that back door the two of you, jumped over the fence and went down that    alley, the two of you running.    A  No sir.   

Mr. Dicks, is that a picture of the man that ran the Budge Shop? 

A  I believe so 

Q  Is that the overcoat that you were wearing the day that the place was robbed? 

A  Yes sir 

Q  Is this the remains of that coat that you were wearing on the day the place was robbed?     A  Yes sir 

Q  I have no further questions for this witness.  Court will be adjourned until morning. 

  Chapter Eight   

  During the recess, Donald told me what had gone on inside the courtroom and I was seething with anger.  I couldn’t understand why we couldn’t go inside and listen but in 

Tennessee any witnesses could not sit in the courtroom and hear any of the testimony.  

            We were all sitting in the restaurant eating lunch and I turned to Donald.  “Those witnesses are lying and not saying what was said at Chief’s trial.  Keesling is lying about the 

ball of fire because a week after he followed me home, he asked Jeff about where the coat was.  I’m not a stupid person.  If that coat had blood on it, I would have gone to the Army 

Navy store and bought another one just like it. 

       They all look the same and no one would have been the wiser.  I’m also not stupid enough to burn something and throw it out my back window at midnight for everyone to see 

and call the fire department and especially since I have a wood burning stove I could have burned it in.” 
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Chapter Six

            “Don’t worry, Shirley,” Nelson said.  He took my hand and held it tight.  “The truth will come out and the jurors will know that Jeff isn’t guilty.” 

            “No they won’t,” I yelled.  “I should have robbed a place myself and gotten the money we needed to get him out on bond.   Now you see why I didn’t want you to say 

anything about that damned coat.  I didn’t know what they would say about it, but I had a feeling.  Everything we did makes Jeff look bad.  The jury is going to blame him for I did 

and for what you did.” 

“We have to have faith,” Mar said.  “We didn’t know the law or what was going to happen but it’s not going to help anyone to blame ourselves.  You did what you thought was right, 

and I know God knows that.  He won’t take Jeff from us. Even though the police lied and said Jeff wasn’t working, that Boardman lady said he was selling Fuller Brush products.” 

“I hope you’re right, but I think the jury will believe those cops.  I wish they had to take a lie test so they’d know they were lying.” 

“You know the FBI is here and waiting for the trial to end,” Nelson said.  “Larry told them to wait and you’d talk to them.” 

“Well, after the trial we’re going to run and try and pay off everything before we come back in.”  I tried to finish eating, but I didn’t feel like food.  I looked at my parents and saw the 

worry on their faces even though they tried to hide it from me.  Pop looked terrible and I was worried about his heart.  He saw me looking and he smiled.  Just like him to not want 

me to worry over him.  

We’d tried to get him to stay in the motel room but he wouldn’t do it.  Said he was going to be there for Jeff.  I felt so thankful for my family and knew how wonderful they all were.  

Lunch was finished and it was time to get back to the courthouse.  I saw our attorneys sitting with the enemy.  They’d explained to me that they were adversaries in the courtroom, 

but not after and it was best to keep on their good side.  I couldn’t see it.  The way they went after each other at Chief’s trial, they sounded like mortal enemies..   

Soon everyone was back in the courtroom for the next witness that was to testify.  Larry still hadn’t called on me and I was getting a little perturb about it.  That was the reason for 

sitting in the hall, because I was to testify.             

            They brought in Dr McMillian who had studied Jeff and he was to testify about his character and what he was capable of doing.  The jury was taken outside and the judge 

asked the Dr what he would testify to if he were allowed to testify. 

            Mr. James Beeler:  "If it please the court what we would expect the doctor to testify to would be Jeff's capability to act and to do the acts which were alleged to have been 

done.  The State has at least attempted to establish that Jeff Dicks was there and actually did participate in the act by the insinuations that the coat was burned because of bloodstains 

on it, that he either did the act or helped hold the man. 

             I think the Doctors testimony will relate directly to that issue whether Jeff would be capable of doing such as that.  And further, we're dealing with felony murder here, the 

robbery itself, I would expect the doctors testimony to relate to whether Jeff could carry through an act such as robbery.  The Court will I believe, instruct that he has to be there, not 

in mere presence, but helping and furthering the offense of the crime or at least willing and able to participate in it.  And I think his testimony will run to those lines, and therefore, I 

think it is abundantly pertinent to the first phase. 

Q.  In common language doctor, would you classify Jeff as a leader, or follower? 

A  He would be a follower.  I would say that Jeff has what we call a desert personality and couldn't initiate and carry such a definite act as a crime out by himself.   

Q  Doctor, would such an act such as robbery, would that be in his personality? 

A  In Mr. Dicks' history, there is some...I believe it is fact now, that he has written some checks or something like that, there were bad checks.  Mr. Dicks way of dealing with his 

problems is to be subtle and passive, not to be direct.  It would be unlikely for him to go by himself to directly initiate something as definite as going in.  I would find that unlikely in 

his case.   

The Court: Now in your opinion can he determine right from wrong? 

A  Yes he can.   I would say that he has some sort of mental defect.  It’s not a serious one, it’s not a problem with reality or like a problem with psychosis that we would find that a 

person might need to be hospitalized for.  It's more of a characterological problem   

The Court; The essence of your testimony would be then, that he is a weak, moody, fearful person, and is a follower instead of a leader.  Is that the essence of what you just testified 

to from your tests? 

A  That's correct.   

The Court; Now, gentlemen, I am going to sustain the objection of the state to this witness testifying in the presence of the jury on the grounds that his testimony is not relevant to the 

issue at this stage of the proceedings and that it would be mere speculation.  Now, call your next witness.   

            Jeff sat listening to all that was going on.  He looked back at Betty and smiled.  He was trying to look calm for their benefit.  But underneath he was scared.  He knew things 

were not going good, you didn't have to be an attorney to know that.  Half of the witnesses that should have been there hadn't been called, and the ones that were there couldn't say 

anything because of the so-called hearsay rule. 

             Jeff wished that Chief and him had been tried together, and that way the jurors would have heard all of the testimony.  Now, they only heard what the judge wanted them to 

hear, and it seemed as if he were on the side of the prosecution in the way he ruled in their favor in all matters.  The family was all in the courtroom now that all had testified that was 

going to.  Jeff saw his mother’s face when she was allowed in the courtroom and knew she was angry at not being able to testify.  Larry had made her sit in the hall knowing he 

wasn’t going to call her as a witness. 

            Jeff listened as the assistant district attorney Wells began with the closing arguments: 

            Ladies and gentlemen, we've been here now for several days, and you have heard all of the evidence.  We've told you all of the testimony that you're going to hear regarding 

the guilt or innocence of Jeffrey Dicks.  Mr. Keegan on the morning of February 15, got up and did what he normally does.  From the testimony, I think it is clear that after being 

opened for awhile, he closed the store for a few minutes and went down to the bank and got some change.   

            Again, from all the evidence, all the proof that you've heard, I don't think there's any question, but what he went back down to his store, where within a few minutes, Donald 

Strouth and this man seated before you today that you're trying came in that front door and got that old seventy year old man, and hit him up in the side of the head with a rock and 

rendered him unconscious, knocked him on the floor, robbed him, turned his pockets inside out, and with a knife or some other sharp instrument while the man was lying defenseless, 

unconscious, no threat of anything to these men, they slit his throat from ear to ear."   

Suddenly Jeff heard his mother screaming in the courtroom and he looked back.  He could see Nelson on one side of his mother trying to cover her mouth with his hand, and Donald 

on the other side trying to pull her back on the seat.  Jeff felt his heart pound, his mouth went dry and he wanted to comfort her.  His mother was screaming that he was innocent.  He 

could see the tears streaming down her face and the look of pain in her eyes.  How he wished he could put his arms around her.  He tried to stand, but he felt Larry's hand on his arm, 

warning him to sit tight.    

“Mrs. Dicks:  “He’s innocent and you know it.  You lie. You know he didn’t do it. He wouldn’t have come back if he were guilty.” 

THE COURT: Sheriff, take the Jurors out 

Mrs. Dicks:  “They’re lying.  He didn’t –“   

THE COURT: During the course of this trial and pre trial hearings and during the course of the trial of the companion case, a gun was taken from this lady who just made this 

outburst in the companion case while she was in the courthouse during pre trail hearing, as I left the courtroom, this lady yelled, “Your prejudiced: after I had granted a motion to 

change venue in the case.  The court is— 

Mrs. Dicks:  “Your Honor, I gave that gun to them, they didn’t confiscate that gun from me. 

The Court has ignored all of these matters up to this point understanding that this lady is the mother of the Defendant.   

Mrs. Dicks: They didn’t take the gun from me.   

THE COURT: For this outburst, the court finds this woman, Mrs. Dicks, in contempt of Court and sentences her to ten days in jail and to a fifty dollar fine.  Execute the sentence, 

Sheriff’   

Mrs. Dicks: “You know he’s innocent.  They didn’t confiscate the gun, I gave it to them.  

THE COURT: Any further outburst during the course of this trail will result in the punishment—after the trial, the results of identical punishment to any other person.  Further, all 

parties should be advised that it is a felony crime punishable by the penitentiary sentence in the State of Tennessee to threaten a witness, court officials, jurors, or any person involved 

in a civil or criminal proceedings.   

            The guards were closing in and Jeff felt tears welling behind his lids.  He didn't want to cry in the courtroom, but to see his mother jumping up in her seat, crying and carrying 

on, was almost more than he could bear.  He knew this whole thing had been too much for her and he felt guilt. 

Why, God, he wondered, was this happening.Jeff felt as if his heart were breaking...and he wondered how much more he could take.  Mar and Pop were sitting in the seat behind his 

mother and he saw the pain etched on their faces too.  He watched as the guards took his mother, one on each side of her and escorted her out of the courtroom.  

            How he wanted to grab those guards and tell them to take their hands off her, but other guards had surrounded his table and he knew it would do no good.  He wouldn't get 

anywhere before they had him in chains, and he wouldn't be any good to her that way. 

            As his mother was being taken from the courtroom, he saw his two uncles stand up and begin to walk down the isle behind her and the officers.  He heard Judge Calhoun ask 

them where they were going.  Mike said to the judge that they were going to walk to the jail to make sure his sister got there in one piece and not beaten.  

            Judge Calhoun ordered the Sheriff to take a warrant for the two men who just stood up in the courtroom, and Mike and Roger had to leave the courthouse and head back to 

North Carolina.  Jeff wiped the tears from his face and looked at his grandmother.  

            She was wiping tears away and his grandfather's face was white, almost as white as his hair.  Jeff wished with all his heart that they hadn't come for the trial.  He wondered 

what he had ever done that was so bad that this could be happening to him, and his family.           Betty's eyes met his and he tried to smile, but it didn't quite happen so he turned 

around to face the judge. 

The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you will disregard any remarks made by any spectator during the argument just before you were sent to the jury room.    

       General Well: Ladies and gentlemen, you heard testimony of the Doctor that examined Mr. Keegan's body to determine what caused his death and it was not the fact, the simple 

fact that his throat was cut from ear to ear.  It was the fact that his heart was still beating, and that he was still alive while he lie there on the floor.  He could have lived for fifteen 

minutes if anyone would have gotten through that front door and saved his life.  No, they couldn't because this man and his companion and accomplice, Donald Strouth fled out the 

back door, ran up to the alley and out. 

            This man was down there with Donald Strouth with the intentions of robbing Jimmy Keegan, with the intention to commit a felony, an armed robbery.  In order to find him 

guilty of felony murder, you’ve got to find that he had intention to commit the felony, to commit the robbery.  Ladies and Gentlemen, during his opening statement, Mr. Smith told 

you we will prove to you that Jeff Dicks does not have the blood of Jimmy Keegan on his hands. 

             Ladies and gentlemen, I submit to you that the proof here shows that this man here had the blood on his Jimmy Keegan on the hem of his coat, that long, green army type coat 

that you have seen the remains of.  You have seen what happened to that coat.  The man's stepfather, who raised him, burned the coat, and I think from the testimony and from the 

proof of these officers, these policemen and Agent Keesling who did outstanding work in this case.  And after they talked to this man's mother the first time, and informed her that 

they wanted her son on a charge of first degree murder, they followed her to her home. 

             She had been in the house only a few minutes when a ball of flame came out the back of the window.  Well, I think you've seen what that ball of flame was.  Was that 

garbage?  I burned garbage in my back yard all the time, and that was merely garbage.  Folk's it was this man's coat, the coat he was wearing, the coat he was wearing in South 

Carolina, but not the coat he wore to Erie, Pennsylvania. 

            Why would you throw away a coat, because it had blood on it, and it was the blood of Jimmy Keegan that this man got on his coat as she stood there within one or two feet of 

the body of Jimmy Keegan as his heart pumped his blood out from the slash across the throat.  If you believe the testimony of this man, you're going to have to believe that on 

February 15 all this man was wanting to do was try to talk Donald Strouth out of robbing Jimmy Keegan, and after the robbery happened trying to figure out how to get away from 

him.  And there has been no testimony at all that this man was under any force or any compulsion to go along with Donald Strouth down to the Budget Shop either the first time or 

the second time or to Bristol or to the motel room or the place where Barbara Davis words.  

            There is no testimony that this man was forced to do that, he went of his own free will because he was going with his friend whom he liked, whom he looked at and admired, 

whom he thought was a gentle...the man tells you with his own mouth that Mr. Strouth is a gentle person.  I submit to you under the proof you've heard that neither of these men 

deserves the term of gentle.  

            It was a brutal, cold, it was calculated, it was planned. And it was effective because Mr. Keegan is not alive here today to point the finger at and accuse Jeffrey Dicks of 

robbing him and Donald Strouth of robbing him.   Mr. Keegan is never going to get up in the morning and walk out his front door, because he's dead at the hands of this man and his 

accomplice.  The law is not that we have to prove that he had the intention of killing Mr. Keegan when they went in there.  What we are required to prove is that they went with the 

intention of committing a felony, to wit, robbery. 

            And during the course of that robbery, Mr. Keegan was killed.  Folks, they told you that they were going to prove that he didn't have the blood of Jimmy Keegan on his hands, 

but I submit to you that we have proven that he had the blood, has the blood of Jimmy Keegan on his hands.  I submit to you that under the law and under the evidence, which you 

have taken your oath to follow, the law and the evidence, I submit to you that we have proved beyond a reasonable doubt that Jeff Dicks is guilty of first-degree murder.  Thank 

You."   

            Jeff sat there stunned at what they were saying.  There was no way he could ever kill anyone....and yet with the defense he had, he couldn't prove it.  Larry had sold him down 

the river, and as he glanced at Beeler, he knew the attorney felt the same way.  None of the witnesses had been called that would have cleared up what they were saying....and the 

coat.  That damned coat was going to get him killed.  He had left it in South Carolina that day...but the jury never got to listen to anyone talk about it, never heard the witnesses who 

said there was no blood on it.  

            Jeff felt sick to his stomach because he knew what was coming, and his family were going to be sitting in the courtroom to hear it all.  How he wished he could make them go 

back to North Carolina before the verdict came down.  He could tell from the looks on the jurors’ faces that they had believed every word Wells had said to them.  He turned and 

looked at his grandfather, worried about him as Larry Smith got up to give the defense's argument.   

Argue for the Defendant: Mr. Smith: 

"I have never in my life, had a more sobering experience than being here in this courtroom.  This is one of the most important things you have ever been involved in, in your life.  

Because you represent somebody who has been indicted for a crime in which the State of Tennessee demands of you that you can sign his life to oblivion, send him out into eternity, 

that's what they are asking you to do. 

We talked about the presumption of innocence, and we talked about the indictment being a piece of paper that formally brings the Defendant into the courtroom, and about how it's 

really no evidence and it has no value, it's just a piece of paper that formally brings the defendant into the courtroom, and about how the defendant here, Jeff Dicks, and I'm sure you 

know much more about him now than you did before, didn't get a chance to go in front of a grand jury.  He didn't have a lawyer. 

 Let me tell you something about the powers of the State, any State.  They have millions of dollars they spend, they fly witnesses into your airport here in their airplanes, and they 

bring the FBI in from their fancy laboratories.   They have their high functioning cameras, and they have all these people trained in how to testify in front of a jury, trained for every 

aspect of a criminal investigation, all the technology that is available to the government of the United States through the Law Enforcement Aid.  

And Jeff Dicks here has little ole me here and Mr. Beeler to represent him and the only thing that stands in between him and that awesome thing down there in Nashville that they use 

to consign these people to oblivion with is us three lawyers here that don't prosecute these felony cases all the time, and don't have the access to all these millions of dollars in 

technology and malfunctioning cameras.     

I can see footprints because there's a plaster cast in the courtroom.  I see footprints because there's pictures of them.  I know Jeff was in the Budget shop because some of the clothes 

that you didn't see here in the courtroom were sent to the FBI lab, the officer testified that he had five items of clothing.  But you didn't see those in the courtroom because these 

gentlemen right here don’t want you to see them in the courtroom. They don't want you to see something that says Jeff Dicks is not guilty.  They want you to see something that says 

all the prejudicial things that relate to Donald Strouth. 

That's what they want you to see.   You came in the courtroom, and you look at witnesses, and see how they answer question and how they respond on the stand, and you can tell if 

they're lying.  They don't look you directly in the eye as Jeff did.  They don't look Officer Keesling in the eye and say, " Didn't I say that, Mr. Keesling.  Isn't that what I said?"  And 

did you see him, did you see Officer Keesling look down, look away from the eyes of that young boy there, those green eyes that looked of honestly to everyone of you and told you 

what happened, what he did, what his involvement was.  

 I tell you, it would make me sick if he had a mother who didn't cry.  And this boy here, Jeff Dicks came to the light.  He did, he turned himself in, he came back and he said, "I wrote 

bad checks and I ran from the law because I wrote those checks and I was guilty of that, but I came back because I'm not guilty of murder.  The law is not perfect but it is the best that 

we know, and if there's anything that approaches perfection, it is.    

            Because it recognizes that this man, Jeff Dicks here, this young boy who is impressionable and yet can sit in that chair and tell you specific clear instances of times that he 

sold Fuller Brush, and I thought he was eloquent.  He was fighting for his life, he was fighting for what he deserved and what he wants.  And he wants his life.  I've seen many a 

mealy-mouthed witnesses get up on the stand and make a fool of themselves because they were lying. 

             But he trusted Officer Keesling, he trusted these people that told him when he came in and gave himself up that he'd be charged with first degree murder, but when he came 

over here, they would be reduced.  But Jeff Dicks trusted everybody, he trusted his mother, he trusted...he even trusted himself to be able to convince Donald Strouth who is a 

psychopathic killer, couldn't go into a place and rob it and do what was done in there.    

And I really think that you will agree with me when I say that their was a picture there taken....a lot of this evidence by the way was turned over to these people by the family.  But I 

submit to you, that Jeff Dicks trusted too many people. He was in the wrong place at the wrong time with the wrong person, and that's bad. 

Take a young boy that's got family, that acts meek the way he does, and that has the mannerisms that he has, that can look you in the eye and talk to you about the way things really 

happened, and look Mr. Keesling right in the eye and says "I trusted you." 

And you talk abut somebody that's got some character.  He may be foolish and stupid, and hang around with a bad man, he may give himself the vulnerability of being impeached in 

the courtroom by living with a woman without the benefit of clergy, and having to be subsidized by his mother for his groceries and having to go down to the welfare office every 

once in awhile.  But it was Donald Strouth that came into his house that morning, the 15th with a hawkbill knife.  It wasn't Jeff Dicks'.   

 That coat that so much is being made of was photographed in Greeneville.  Now I don't know if the blood had been washed off of it that these officers are talking about.  I don't think 

there was any blood on it.  Because any blood that was on any garment could have been washed off.  I don't know if he burned the coat on that particular night or not when this so 

called fire came out of the window, but I do know that if it was evidence being destroyed or if there....these officers, were there, two cars having this house under surveillance, and 

something went flying out, that was a fire.  It seems to me like they would have wanted to go and get it right quick and see what it was. 

Or at least to avoid trespassing on somebody's property, go back and get some kind of process or go down and knock on the door and whoever comes to the door and just say what 

was that was just thrown in the back yard, to determine what it was, not just come back to court and say we saw a ball of fire and therefore it had to be this coat that was burned.   

I submit to you ladies and gentlemen, that the coat was brought back to these officers by his family that when a jury is called upon to make a determination of guilt beyond a 

reasonable doubt in a capital case.  Now I'm sorry that James Keegan is dead, and I'm sure Jeff Dicks is sorry that he is dead, but if you find him liable, by putting him in the shoes of 

Donald Strouth, on that kind of evidence that you've heard here, I don't think you'd do it.  I ask all of you when you go back to your room to deliberate the fate of this man, Jeff Dicks, 

that you ask for divine guidance, that you sum up all the energies of your mind, and look Jeff Dicks in the eye, and look Officer Keesling in the eye and walk down there to the scene 

where Mr. Keegan was murdered.    

He said, whenever he got a question that he didn't like, he said, No, sir.  And he said that he respected officers, and trusted Officer Keesling, and when he understood that he was 

charged with murder in the first degree, and it was time for him to come back and face up to it, and reveal what part in it he had.  And they told him that he had a right to an 

extradition proceeding, he went ahead and signed the extradition papers, and came on back to Tennessee.   I feel that the State has failed to overcome that awesome burden that it has 

to enable the State to take this man's life.  Not maybe, not probably and not even almost certain, but beyond a reasonable doubt.  Thank you. 

           Jeff was led to back to his cell while the jury deliberated.  He tried to reassure Betty and his grandparents that he was holding up all right.  He hadn't been allowed to talk to 

them, but he could turn back in his seat and see them sitting directly behind him.  It seemed like forever, but in reality was only a couple of hours before they came to get him.  The 

verdict had been reached.  As Jeff walked back in the courtroom, he saw Betty sitting next to Donald Creteur, his stepfather, and mar and pop sat next.  He could see the fear on their 

faces, but they smiled at him as he took his seat.    Jeff wondered how his mother was holding up.  He hated that she was in jail, and he had asked one of the trustees to find out if she 

were all right.    

The Court: Does the state waive the call of the roll of the jury?   

General Kirkpatrick: Yes, Your Honor, the State waives the call.   

The Court: Does the Defendant waive the call of the roll of the jury?   

Mr. Smith: Yes Your Honor.   

The Court: Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, have you reached a verdict in this case?   

Mr. Foreman: Yes, Your Honor, we have.   

The Court: And what is the verdict?   

Mr. Foreman: We find...the Jury finds the defendant guilty of murder in the first degree as charged.   

The Court: All right.  Now, ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, the Clerk is going to call your name one by one, and ask you...Clerk would you ask each juror if that is the verdict of 

that particular juror and repeat the verdict as reported by the spokesman.   

Clerk; Hugh M. Neas, what is your verdict?   

The Court: You may ask him is your verdict murder in the first degree as charged, you may ask him, is that your verdict?    Mr. Neas:  I agree, it is murder in the first degree as 

charged. 

Clerk:  Carolyn Cassidy, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged? 

Mrs. Cassidy: Guilty of first degree murder   

Clerk:  Charles Bryant, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mr. Bryant; Yes, my verdict is guilty of first degree murder as charged.   

Clerk; Joyce Miles, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mrs. Miles: Yes, guilty of murder in the first degree as charged   

Clerk:  Jimmy Jones, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mr. Jones: Yes   

Clerk:  Callie C. Broyles, is your verdict guilty of murder in the first degree as charged?   

Mrs. Broyles: Guilty as charged   

Clerk:  Ann J Cox, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mrs. Cox: Yes, guilty as charged   

Clerk:  Howard K.  Casteel, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mr. Casteel: Yes, guilty as charged.   

Clerk:  Jewell Sayler, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mr. Sayler: Yes, first degree.   

Clerk:  Jean Clowers, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mrs. Clowers: Yes, guilty as charged.   

Clerk:  Judith Gentry, is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged? 

Mrs. Gentry: Yes, guilty as charged   

Clerk:  Jenny Rollins is your verdict guilty of first degree murder as charged?   

Mrs. Rollins: Yes, guilty as charged   

The Court: All right jury, officers, would you take the jury back now to the jury room..   

The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, under the law as outlined in the instructions, the punishment phase after your verdict requires a new hearing wherein evidence can be 

presented by one or both sides of the case.  The Court has been advised that there will be evidence presented but the hour is now four minutes before seven.  Therefore it is necessary 

that we adjourn until 9:00 in the morning.  You will be sequestered tonight, and let me again advise you not to communicate with each other regarding any matter concerning the 

sentencing aspect of the trial. You should not form or express any opinion about whatever sentence might be imposed until the matter is finally submitted to you at the conclusion of 

the Court's instructions.  All persons in the courtroom will remain in the courtroom for about five minutes.  I have some other remarks.  The Jury may leave.   

            Jeff felt as if he was going to faint, he was afraid to look behind him, but he could hear his grandmother softly crying.  He knew this was tearing the whole family apart, but he 

didn't know what to do.  He was going to ask to speak to his grandmother and grandfather and tell them to go home.  Jeff felt as if his heart was going to explode in his chest, and it 

was hard to breathe.  He looked at Beeler and saw him brush away the tears as he fumbled with his papers in front of him.  

            The Court: Now ladies and gentlemen in the courtroom, I appreciate the fact that there were no disturbance no emotional outburst at the return of this verdict in this case.   All 

parties must realize that in the criminal justice system and in the judicial system that there must be order.  A courtroom cannot be a place of disorder.  The judge, the parties, I want to 

compliment the attorneys in this case for the excellent manner in which they have tried the case to this point, and the manner in which they have cooperated toward an orderly trial. 

             There has been a disturbance or two in the courtroom, and it has caused the Court to have to take actions that were necessary to preserve the integrity and the dignity of the 

Court.  I guess that if you took a poll of all the jurors in court and the attorneys, each would simply indicate that they are doing their job the very best that they can, and it's not a 

pleasant, particularly pleasant job in a serious case such as this.  But certainly, do not, as you leave the courthouse or elsewhere, I think I've already mentioned in the absence of the 

jury that there are various types of offenses that can be committed by harassment or threats as to people involved in the proceedings such as this. 

             So, do not do anything out of order even though you may be sorrowful, you may have strong feelings about the matter.  That's something that I cannot help, and that's 

something that none of the attorneys or none of the court personnel or anyone else can help so far as that goes.  With that, the Court will be adjourned until 9:00 in the morning. 

(Whereupon this was all the proceedings in this matter, the 9th day of February 1979.)   

            It was a long, horrible night for Jeff as he tried to sleep on the slab of cement that was his bed.  Looking up to the sky, he asked God why this was happening.  He loved his 

family and they were suffering.  How he wished he could see his mother, whom he knew was upstairs in another cell. 

            "Please God, help us.  You know I'm not guilty....don't make me pay with my life because I made a wrong choice.  Please help my mother, and make pop strong enough to get 

over this."  But sleep was not to come for Jeff that night as he went over and over what had happened that day and how he had come to be sitting in a jail, awaiting...God only knew 

what was ahead for him. 

            He heard the breakfast tray being delivered the next morning but he couldn't eat a bite.  He did manage to get some of the hot strong coffee down before he was escorted back 

to the courtroom.  He smiled a weak smile at Betty and looked anxiously at pop.  Jeff could see his face was a pasty white and was determined that he was going to speak to him and 

mar as soon as he could.  He wanted them to go home so they wouldn't be in the courtroom when the verdict came down.  He had a sinking feeling that the jury was going to choose 

death for him and there was no way he wanted them in the courtroom when that happened. 

            Jeff leaned over and asked the guard if he would see if he could talk to his grandparents during the break.  It was a few minutes later the guard came back and said he could 

have ten minutes with his grandparents and led him to the small room outside.  The court had recessed for a ten-minute break.  Mar came in first and went over and hugged Jeff, her 

face lined with worry. 

            "Mar, I don't want you and pop here for the rest of it...” Jeff’s voice broke as he looked at pop standing behind his grandmother.  He saw tears in pop's eyes and he broke down 

in tears himself.  Mar held on to him, then she brushed away the tears and spoke. 

            "Jeff, there is no way we're going back home.  We're staying here with you." 

            "But mar, I really don't want you or anyone in the courtroom any longer....pop's health isn't very good....and....."  He couldn't go any further, but mar knew what he meant.  

She also knew there was no way they were leaving.  Pop cleared his throat, he was too filled with emotion to say anything so he stepped beside Jeff and held him for a moment, then 

turned and went back out of the room. 

            "Jeff, no matter what happens, remember we love you...and we're here for you.  We'll fight this thing.....we love you." 

            "It's time to go back in the courtroom," the guard said to Jeff as he hugged his grandmother.   Jeff broke away knowing it wasn't any use argue with his grandmother...her 

mind was made up and she wasn't leaving.  He just didn't want them in the courtroom during the next phase of the trial.  The phase where the jury would decide if he lived or died.  

Jeff already knew the jurors were going to pick death for him, he just had a feeling.   He brushed away the tears as he let go of his grandmother, and after a long look, he turned and 

walked back to the courtroom with the guards on both sides of him.  

            As he got back in the courtroom he heard the judge start.  All attorneys would now be giving their closing arguments, each side trying to get the jury to do their bidding.  The 

prosecution would try to get the jurors to choose death, the defense would try to get them to choose life. 

            This is when the psychologist would take the stand in front of the jurors and say what they had gone over before, with out the jury present.  After his testimony, that would be 

it.  The attorneys didn't put on any mitigation for Jeff.  No other witnesses would testify as to why he shouldn't get the death penalty.   

Argument by General Wells: 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, as this case began and was in progress through last yesterday evening, there were a lot of statements made to you, and a lot of comments made.  

And that the defendant Jeffrey Stuart Dicks, as his trial started out, and as it progressed, was shrouded within a cloak of innocence.  I submit to you that that was correct.  That was 

accurate.  However, this morning the sun rose over the Blue Ridge Mountains, it was cold, and it was a snowy, wintery day, and Jeffrey Stuart Dicks stands before you once again 

and this time, he is bereft of that shroud of innocence.   

For he stands before you this morning, a convicted killer, a man who by your decision you have said is guilty of first-degree murder.  It will now in a short period of time be 

incumbent upon you to go out and decide what the proper punishment would be for Jeffrey Stuart Dicks for the crime that he committed.  I want to make some brief statements this 

morning, and I don't intend to be long.  

I submit to you ladies and gentlemen, that prior to me standing up and talking to you that by your verdict last night, you have found already one of the aggravating circumstances, that 

Mr. Dicks committed this murder during the perpetration of a robbery or was an accomplice in the commission of this murder during the course of an armed robbery, or a robbery.  

And I submit to you that there is plenty of proof, substantial proof in the record regarding the other three aggravating circumstances that I just talked about.    

Was the murder heinous, atrocious, in that it involved cruelty or depravity of mind?  You heard the doctor testify.  You heard him testify about the wounds that this 70-year-old man 

suffered.  His skull was caved in.  His brain was bruised.  His head was cut in two or three places, all the way down to the scalp, all the way down to the bone, to a half-inch or three 

quarters of an inch of the scalp, all the way to the bone.  And his throat was cut from back here all the way around to the back.  And he was deprived of the possibility of a private 

citizen walking in and finding him lying there bleeding on the floor, and he was deprived of the possibility that an ambulance could be called, that medication could be given to him, 

and that his life could be saved because that front door was locked, and that barred any passer by on the street from coming in and saving this man's life.   

I submit to you that under those facts, under that proof, under that testimony, there is beyond any doubt that this crime was so heinous, so atrocious, that it involved cruelty, and 

depravity of mind.  Think about...think about what happened to that man.  He was a living human being.  He had not harmed this man.  He posed no threat of violence or harm to this 

individual, Jeffrey Dicks, he posed no threat of harm or violence to Donald Strouth.   

He had done nothing against either of those two individuals.  He was a man minding his own business, trying to make a living.  He died for the greed of others, and I submit to you 

that he died a heinous and atrocious death.  He was executed.  And that brings us to the circumstance of whether or not the murder was committed for the purpose of avoiding, 

interfering with or preventing the lawful arrest of the defendant or another. 

And folks, there is one reason, and one reason only, why Jimmy Keegan is dead today, and that reason sits right there in the at brown tan suit, because he knew the man.  He knew his 

face, he had seen him in his store, he had sold him clothes, and he could identify Jeffrey Dicks as being the individual who robbed him, and folks that chance, that happenstance, of 

having  purchased some used clothing from this man cost Jimmy Keegan his life. 

Ladies and gentlemen, he was killed, not to protect Donald Strouth, but to protect this man, to keep the police from finding this man, identifying him, and arresting him and charging 

him with the armed robbery of Jimmy Keegan.  That was why Jimmy Keegan died.  It was not for Strouth's benefit, it was his benefit and his alone because Mr. Keegan couldn't 

identify, he didn't know Strouth.  The cold, calculating, pain, atrocious, cruel act, and ladies and gentlemen, it involved depravity of mind to do what was done to Mr. Keegan.   

It's not enough to beat his head, and to crush his skull, they've got to go even further than that, and slit open his throat, as a throat butchered out.  He was left lying ont hat floor to die 

and bleed, and slaughtered out, and bleed and die, and slaughtered out for the benefit of this individual sitting right here today. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I submit to you that under the testimony that you have heard during the course of this trial including and up to this very point right now, there is no testimony 

that would show that Donald Strouth is at all capable of dominating or is stronger than this man.   

This man himself in his own words, after taking an oath to swear the truth told you that Donald Strouth was gentle, a gentle person, and those are not my words, folks, those are the 

words of Jeffrey Dicks.  Donald Strouth was a gentle person, but they would have you believe that Strouth initiate, completed and carried out the robbery and the murder of Jimmy 

Keegan.  They would have you believe that Strouth assaulted the old man with a rock in one hand and a knife in the other hand.  Ladies and gentlemen, I submit to you that what 

happened to Jimmy Keegan was not the act of one individual acting by himself.  It was the act of two people.  Use your common sense.  If you are going to attack an individual, 

would you have a rock in one hand, and a knife in the other, or do you keep one hand free to ward off any possible retaliation.   

This man without any doubt from this psychologist, knows the difference between right and wrong.  He knows that it is wrong to rob.  He knows that it is wrong to kill and murder. 

Mr. Beeler:  If it please the court, I object.  I don't believe that is proper argument.  The test is not whether he knew right from wrong, but whether he was impaired from complying 

with that, the knowledge is not important. 

The Court:  I'm going to overrule your objection. 

General Wells continuing.  "You can consider whether or not the defendant was an accomplice in the murder committed by another person, and the defendant's participation was 

relatively minor.  That is what the defendant would have you believe in this case, folks.  But that is not the proof.  The defense has laid it all off on Strouth, but that is not the proof.  

The proof is that this man was perfectly capable of manipulating Strouth or any other individual to do his will, to do his act, that this man could be the initiator of such a crime.  

I ask that you return a verdict of death by electrocution, and when you go back there to consider all the circumstances, all of the facts, all of the testimony, I want you to recall one 

thing, this man has never told you he was sorry for killing Jimmy Keegan. He has never expressed one word of sorry for the widow of Jimmy Keegan who will never see her husband 

again in this life. He has not expressed one iota of remorse.  I submit to you in a case, which involves the murder of a man to prevent him from identifying his assailant, there is one 

proper punishment, and that is the death penalty.  Thank you.   

Jeff turned so he could see what effect it was having on his family.  Betty smiled and squirmed in the chair.  Pop was staring ahead, his face chalky white, his arms around Mar.  She 

smiled at him trying to give him support, but he knew behind the smile her heart was breaking.  He heard someone cough, someone else cleared their throats.  They were all tired.  It 

had been a grueling week and everyone was ready to go home.  He knew where he’d be going.  He’d never watch his daughter grow up, or hold his wife again.  His life was over and 

he knew it and the hardest part was in knowing how much his family was suffering.  Such a close family that when one person was hurt, they all hurt.  Jeff smiled at Mar and turned 

back around.  He saw Larry stand and begin his closing arguments.   

Argument by Mr. Smith: 

If it please the Court, Attorney General Kirkpatrick and Attorney General Wells, gentlemen of the Defense and ladies and gentlemen of the Jury, you haven't seen Jeff Dicks sit here 

in the courtroom laughing and smiling.  It's not been a pleasant experience for him.  Your decision has been made, a very important decision, and I'm sure you deliberated on it as 

deeply and as thoughtfully as you possibly could.  You are the ultimate decides of fact in this case.  Each and every one of you bears the responsibility for upholding the law, finding 

the facts, and deciding what should be done.  Each of you is as Jeffrey Dicks is, very human, very understanding with a Christian teaching or the elements or the background with a 

Christian teaching or the elements of citizenship that each and every one of you folks has.  He didn't have the standing int he community that you have.   

He doesn't have the intellect that you have.  He's not able to go back and recall that beautiful teacher of English in the ninth grade.  He doesn't have the teachings of the New 

Testament that say that love and charity and understanding and optimism and the desire to improve one's life and to learn more about your fellow man, and to approach life on a 

rational basis.  He didn't have the upbringing that each of you very solid citizens there have. 

He didn't have the kind of resources that you have when you're able to wear nice clothes and able to eat good food, sleep in a nice, warm comfortable bed at night.  He didn't have all 

the things that it takes or that you need to live a normal life. 

Jeff Dicks is what you might call a child of society which should have had it really been doing it's job, reached out and said, Jeff, you have a lot of problems, you're going in the 

wrong direction, you're associating with the wrong friends.  You're going in the wrong direction when the wrong doors are open to you, and we have not opened to you the right 

doors, you go through the wrong ones.   

But I'll ask you to go back over the evidence in this case, and remember that even so, he did live in a neighborhood where some people knew him.  He had been introduced to Maggie 

Casteel in the Laundromat.  She knew him.  She had no reason to be afraid of him, or think that he was an evil or wicked type of person.  Peggy Bordman had no reason to believe 

that he was evil. His wife Betty had no reason to believe that he was an evil or wicked person.  If you would really like to, and I'm sure you have in your mind, if you would really 

like to think of somebody as being totally wicked or evil, and no good, and unworthy of living then you think of somebody who had absolutely no friends, and nobody to stand up and 

talk for them, and nobody to come into the courtroom and sit behind him and be his family.    

You have no way of comparing Jeff Dicks with anybody else involved in this particular case.  I'm sure all of you have a doubt as to what place Jeff was in geographically speaking 

when Jimmy Keegan died.  I'm sure all of you have a doubt about that because there's been no absolutely accurate picture about what happened except circumstantial evidence.  He's 

not sitting here....because he's not crying and getting up in front of you and going through all of the ways that you show remorse because he's not remorseful.  He is remorseful.  He 

knows that his involvement in this awful thing is accountable.  And I hope you are able, ladies and gentlemen, as I feel you are, being as powerful as you are, and having this very 

awesome decision to make to think about how deeply your decision will affect the future.   

Are we as individual able to make up our minds out of reasoning, and integrity, and decency, rather than passion or hatred or cruelty.  Do we make our decisions with regard to Jeff 

based on what is retribution, vengeance?  He did come back he did come back and turn himself in.  He did say he was running from the law because he had written bad checks.  He 

did place himself before you with his testimony.  He didn't elect to invoke a fifth amendment rights and sit over here, and let somebody else do his job for him. 

He did go up there and do a job insofar as he did it to try and help himself and to help you understand that his part in what happened was...as you have said, you have decided that 

what he done was culpable, was murder in the first degree, and now, your decision is whether or not to spare his life.    

As I said when I first started out in this trial with you, I asked you that all of us should consider our backgrounds and consider divine guidance, ask that God give us the words and the 

understanding to make the right decision. 

As he sits here today, you may not see remorse, but on the other hand, you don't see any joy, you don't see him folic back and forth in this courtroom.  You don't see him laughing or 

smiling.  I know it was a terrible, perverted, distraught thing.  It made us all sick, and I think it's the kind of a thing that can erupt and explode in a twinkling of an eye. 

I think Jeff Dicks could have backed away, but at the same time, you ladies and gentlemen, you have to decide how deeply the design in his mind with a seventh grade education with 

a passive, mild and meek background, how deeply it played a role in such a grizzly audit of death.  You have to decide that, and you have to look at yourself in t e mirror tomorrow.   

I'm not asking you to let the dead past bury its dead, forget about the death of Jimmy Keegan, I'm not asking you to be bleeding hearts, I'm asking you to consider that there were two 

people involved in this, and I'm asking you to consider the other side of the coin of justice is mercy. 

I fully acknowledge the fact that while all of you are just, each and every one of you is also very merciful,, each and everyone of you has love, compassion, humanity, and the 

teachings of the New Testament.  I'm begging of you, don't let justice fail, don't let justice die because of the inattention of just.  Don't let your hearts feel malignant against Jeffrey 

Dicks because all the stories that have been paraded before you these days. 

You have heard much said about Jeff's inability to understand the personality of this man named Chief because he said that Chief was kind.  But if you put it in context, he did think 

Chief was kind because he took a small amount of money like two dollars at Christmas time, and bought his girlfriends  present with it.  That was a kind act, but at the same time, Jeff 

realizes that it's not kind, it's not right. 

We admit that he knows right from wrong, to kill somebody, and you must find, if you vote to have that switch of voltage electricity pulled, and his body placed into a seizure, and 

his heart stops, and his soul goes out into eternity, you have to find to a moral certainty, and beyond a reasonable doubt that this man's mind is sufficiently evil or wicked that it was 

so afflicted with evil will that it was incapable of rehabilitation.   

 I submit to you ladies and gentlemen that a boy who comes back and turns himself in and say, yes, I did this, yes, I did that, and sits here in the courtroom in front of you and places 

his life on your line, before you, to the new people in the neighborhood who has no prior offenses of any kind, convictions, although he's written checks is the kind of person who is 

worthy of being saved.  Ladies and gentlemen, if you have seen a boy here who had had assault and battery convictions, who had felony convictions of the kind that are so prominent 

with criminals whose past have shown juries that their futures are impossible, then I wouldn't be so anxious to tell you about Jeff Dicks and his facts.  There's no evidence there that 

he's a juvenile offender.  There's no evidence that from the time he was 16 or 21 that he ever did anything that called the law on him to be punished.   

When you consider that Jeff Dicks trusted the law, he came back and told the law and told Mr. Keesling, what part he had in this, that after he learned of how grizzly the act was, he 

went his separate way with his wife, and Chief went his way.  And in his statement, he said, Chief wanted to go to Florida and he said no.  He calls his mother and his mother hides 

him out.  Consider all these things as being in mitigation of what Jeff's part in this is in the death of Jimmy Keegan.  And send him off to the penitentiary so that he can live and you 

won't have to look back and say you were responsible for the death of a man whose part in a crime is still not one hundred percent determined.  It is still in doubt as to his degree of 

responsibility.  Thank you.   

Jeff wiped the sweat off his head and reached for a glass of water.  He knew it wasn’t going to make any difference to the jury what Beeler and Smith had to say.  He’d seen their 

eyes and knew they would choose death for him.  He was afraid his grandfather would have a heart attack, and knew his mother would go crazy when she found out.  He gave a sigh 

as Mr. Beeler stood, shrugged his shoulders and began speaking in a soft quiet voice to the jurors.   

Argument by Mr. Beeler:   

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Jim Beeler.  You haven't heard a lot from me during the trial.  I've sat over here and I've tried to help all I could.  I didn't want to, so to speak, get 

too many hands in the pot. 

We brought Dr McMillan here to help you, to get inside this man's mind.  He might be classified as a person with little common sense. Jeff has much passivity, much dependency, 

and looks for a strong, dominant friends, that he's a follower.  He doesn't get to decide what is done, somebody else tells him what to do. 

He lets others decide for him.  That's Jeffrey Dicks here. I'm not going to tell you that there wasn't a vicious act down there, there was.   I guess, seriously, as much of a vicious act as 

I could ever imagine.   It took a...I think it took a mad man to cut this man's throat, all the way around, somebody did that.  The State wants you to believe that Jeff did that, that he 

did it or that in someway he incited Chief Strouth, that he's some sort of evil genius who can work his way in to another man's mind and soul and control it and get him to do 

something like this.    

I don't mean to be laughed at Ladies and gentlemen, but this is not Batman and Robin.   This man in front of you is not a genius, he's just a simple ordinary human being, that's all, 

nothing more 

Now, the State wants you to believe that Jeff controlled Chief.   You haven't seen Chief Strouth, you haven't heard one word from him, yet you’re supposed to decide who dominates, 

either Chief Strouth or Jeffrey Dicks?  I don't know how you could decide that, I don't, because you haven't seen but one side of this story.  You've seen Jeff.  You've seen him sit up 

there on the stand, and you've seen him try to explain to you what happened.  I think he was telling the truth, I think you realize that he was telling the truth or at least the truth as he 

understood it.  

The problem was, I think his truth just led you to feel that there was too much involvement of him in it anyway, even though he was telling the truth.  He didn't get up here and try to 

lie to you, and mislead you.  He didn't.  He's tried to corporate   

I'd like to point out as Mr. Smith did, that Jeffrey Dicks was in Erie, Pennsylvania, that's a long way away.  And somebody testified that it was a short swim from Canada.  I'd like to 

point out that Mr. Keesling, Bob Moore, Charles Williams, the North Carolina Police, nobody, nobody in this world, the police here or anywhere else knew where Jeffrey Dicks was, 

a short swim from Canada.  Jeff turned around, he came back, turned himself into the police.  

He and his family gave them the coat, the picture of Jeff with the coat, told them everything about the statement, whatever Mr. Keesling asked, he told them.  He wasn't hiding 

anything, he wasn't deceiving anyone.  He just wasn't.  You've heard the State, you've heard evidence from the stand here that Jeff never had a knife, never even owned a gun.  

There's no contradiction of that by the State.  He just never had any. 

He said he never hurt anybody, said he didn't even get into fights.  Ladies and gentlemen, Jeffrey Dicks just simply is not a vicious man.  He is not.  Here he sits, you can see him, 

you've heard him, you can judge him.  He's here in front of you for you to judge, and that's what your job is to judge him, but I want to repeat again, that you are to decide who led 

who, you see Jeff, you heard Jeff but you have never seen Chief Strouth, you have not heard Chief Strouth, you know very little about the man they call Chief.  The man that adopted 

the name Chief.   

Well, what do you know about him?  His name is Chief.  He calls himself an Indian.  You know that about him.  Well, it's kind of guessing, speculating, but let's give a little thought 

to this murder.  How did it occur, with a knife.  Jeff doesn't own a knife, Strouth did.  Maybe it's kind of speculating, but Indians always use knives, so they say on TV anyway.  

Strouth had an imagination that he was an Indian.  And I don't like details, but let's see how Mr. Keegan was killed.  His head was smashed in, knocked him unconscious.  Well, 

there's nothing particularly telling in that.  His throat was cut, maybe there's nothing particular in that, but why was his scalp cut, ladies and gentlemen, why was his scalp cut around? 

  

There's no logical motivation for it unless you take a deranged mind that considers himself an Indian Chief and he's going to scalp somebody.  Maybe that makes sense, but you can't 

look too much sense in this case.  But what little there was, you've got to apply it and determine whether Jeff did this or whether Chief did it.  And there's nothing here to say Jeff did 

it.  

The Psychiatrist, excuse me, the psychologist, testified as best he could to Jeff.  The doctor testified that, he finds it highly unlikely for Jeffrey Dicks to smash Mr. Keegan's head.  He 

testified that Jeff had a defect.  Yes, he can understand the difference between right or wrong, yes he could conform to it, but with difficulty. 

He was in over his head before he knew what was happening.  He frankly, got caught up win a whirlwind.  A whirlwind that finally dumped him out and he landed in front of you 

today on a charge of first degree murder, a place where he would never had been by himself.   

You came in here and found Jeffrey guilty of first degree murder and I seriously believe that every one of you thought that was the right decision.  It wasn't easy for you.  Not one of 

you could look Jeffrey Dicks in the eye when you walked out here this morning.  I believe that you meant to do what was right.  But I submit to you ladies and gentlemen that this 

time when you come back in that you will be able to look him in the eyes, because the mitigating circumstances are here. 

You must bring back a decision that he not be electrocuted, and that he be sentenced to life.  That's what we're asking for, that's what I think is justified, and I believe that's what 

you'll bring back on the basis that Jeffrey Dicks was just caught up in a whirlwind, that's all.  And this man you didn't see, this man you didn't hear, this man called the Chief is the 

one who did it.  Thank you for your time.   

Mr. Beeler sat down in his seat, and also took a long drink of water.  The jurors watched as 

the last attorney stood and began to speak.   

Argument by Mr. Weddington: 

Yesterday, you all found Jeff Dicks was guilty of murder in the first degree, and he is guilty of murder in the first degree.  Here today, we're talking about what punishment should he 

receive for murder.  Now, I'm a lawyer, and right now, I'm going to talk to you about the law and how it relates to the punishment.  We're talking about life and death, and Mr. Wells 

he talked to you about the law, about mitigating circumstances and about aggravating circumstances.  Now, in this case, the State has to prove to you once again by evidence beyond 

a reasonable doubt as to aggravating circumstances.   

 Now, they've got, I believe, four aggravating circumstances which they want you to believe in this case, Mr. Dicks had at the time this offense was committed.  Mr. Wells read those 

off to you.  I'm going to paraphrase somewhat.  He said, 1, the defendant committed murder for remuneration, murder for a price, to receive something for that murder.  He wants you 

to believe that Jeff Dicks received something for this murder.  We're talking about, it was stated yesterday, the State proved the case to you, the Court instructed you as to the law in 

the case, His Honor instructed you if they prove to you that Mr. Dicks was an aider and abetter to armed robbery, the law says that you have to find  him guilty of murder in the first 

degree if he was guilty of armed robbery.   

That's the reason he's guilty of murder, not because he slashed his throat.  He was an aider and abetter.  Therefore the law instructed you to find him guilty of murder in the first 

degree.  

What did he receive for this murder?  Nothing.  He got, if you believe, some of you, that he got the money from the armed robbery, not the murder.  Mr. Kirkpatrick is going to talk to 

you about that, and more besides that.  They have to prove to you beyond a reasonable doubt, at least one aggravating circumstance before you can even consider having the State of 

Tennessee kill Jeff Dicks. 

It was a terrible murder, depravity of mind, cruel.  Whose mind are we talking about.  That aggravating circumstance says that you're going to have to believe that Jeff Dicks was in 

there, which he participated in the murder.  You found him guilty of the robbery, therefore, you had to find him guilty of murder.  Look at the murder.  True, that's true, atrocious, 

involving depravity of mind, but look beyond that to his involvement in this episode.  He was there, that his mind was such that he knew an armed robbery was happening, but have 

you found that he was involved with the murder, the murder itself. 

The murder was committed for the purpose of avoiding, interfering with, or preventing an arrest of the defendant or another. Yes, Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Wells have hit upon that 

throughout the trial, and the reason they want you to believe is that Mr. Keegan was killed so he could not have identified Mr. Dicks. 

It's true that Mr. Dicks lived in the Five Points area of Kingsport and for some months had sold Fuller Brush products, and sold some clothes at the Budget shop.  It's also true that 

Chief Strouth, if you'll remember his statement, and the state wants you to believe one part of it, and not the other parts.  They don't tell you about the parts where it talks about Chief 

coming six times or more to visit Mr. Dicks on the weekends and during the week, him walking in the neighborhood where Mr. Dicks lived, him going into the Budget Shop together 

with Mr. Dicks on more than three times together.  They talk to you about that, they don't talk to you about the fact Mr. Keegan saw the Chief with Mr. Dicks on that day at least two 

times.  They want you to believe that Mr. Dicks was there by himself almost, that's the reason he had through his mind control of Chief in cutting his throat.   

Are you going to tell Mr. Dicks that he can't see sunrises no more, can't see his daughter again and his wife.  He can't read books, he can't do all those things that he loves to do.  So 

you're going to have a right to do that, the law tells you that you can do that.  

The defendant had no history of prior criminal activities.  It's been proved he wrote worth of bad checks.  He admitted that to you, and that's criminal activity, but is it significant in a 

case like this when you're talking about a violent act.  It’s not a violent act to write bad checks.  It's a person. 

The defendant was an accomplice in a murder, committed by another person and his participation was relatively minor.  You're going to have to make a determination of that.  

Whether or not the State would have you believe that he was inside and used the rock, or used the knife or was standing by to hold Mr. Keegan as he lie there dying or getting his 

throat cut, whether Mr. Dicks was inside or not.   

I could read the statement to you where it indicates that he was perhaps at most driving the so called get away car, knowing perhaps about the robbery.  That's his statement.  He came 

back to make that statement.  And I ask you if you're going to believe part of that statement, believe all of it.  The State wants you to believe portions of it and leave out portions of it. 

You can look at Mr. Dicks and see he's a young man. He is not a person with a high IQ, but he can read and write.  He can work and sell Fuller Brushes.  There's lots a person can do 

in prison to educate himself, to make something of himself.  He could have a life there, and that's certainly better than no life at all. Thank you.   

            Mr. Kirkpatrick argued again for the state going over much of what Mr. Wells had gone over, saying that Jeff was the one who had committed the murder.  Jeff sat quietly, 

glancing around to see his family from time to time.  He saw the pain etched on their faces, as if they also knew what was to come.  It was almost more than Jeff could stand and 

many times he had to wipe the tears from his eyes. 

            He wondered about his mother and how she was doing.  He knew the love she had for him and that she would do anything for him, but she was upstairs in a dirty jail cell...

waiting.  He knew what this was going to do to all his family and he dreaded the time when the jury would return. 

            IT took the jury less than two hours before they were brought back in the room. 

            The Court: Does the State waive the call of the jury? 

General Kirkpatrick: Yes, Your Honor. 

The Court: Does the defendant waive the call of the jury? 

Mr. Smith: Yes, Your Honor. 

The Court: Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury, have you reached a verdict in this case as to punishment? 

Mr. Foreman: Yes, Your Honor, we have. 

The Court; And what is that verdict? 

Mr. Forman: Punishment by death.  We the Jury, unanimously find that there are no mitigating circumstances sufficiently substantiate or outweigh the statutory aggravating 

circumstances so listed above.  Therefore, we the Jury, unanimously find that the punishment for the Defendant, Jeffrey Stuart Dicks shall be death.   

The Court; Does the Defendant have any statement to make before the Court imposes sentence and judgment?  Would you stand, please Mr. Dicks: Upon the verdict of the Jury 

finding you guilty of murder in the first degree, and fixing your punishment at death, it is the judgment of the Court that you are guilty of murder in the first degree, and that you be 

sentenced to die in the electric chair of the state of Tennessee on September 26, 1979.  You will have 30 days to file your motion for a new trial.  The Court will further order that the 

Defendant be transported back to the Tennessee State Penitentiary System, and that he be held without bond pending the said motion for a new trial   

            Now, ladies and gentlemen, in the courtroom, I'm sure the members of the family are grieved by the verdict, but let me say this: I know and I am absolutely sure, as positive as 

of the fact that I am sitting here today, that no one, certainly not myself, enjoys or can take any pleasure in imposing a judgment or a sentence of this nature.  It is a job that is required 

by law, and there are many people involved in this process.  

            I am truly sympathetic with the family of the defendant, but please do not create more problems for yourselves personally by any undue behavior either today or at any later 

day.  And I ask that you leave the Courtroom quietly and that you behave properly in and around the courthouse and at any further proceedings of this case. 

            Jeff heard his grandmother sobbing quietly and turned back.  Pop was sitting next to her, his face ashen, pain in his eyes, and Donald had his arm around mar trying to comfort 

her.  Betty had tears in her eyes and their eyes locked. It was almost more than Jeff to bear, he hadn't wanted them to hear this....he had begged them to go home. 

            He looked at Mr. Beeler, silently asking for help, but saw his eyes also were filled with tears.  Suddenly, they heard loud screams coming from the jail.  It was his mother, and 

Jeff felt as if his heart were breaking.  God, why was this happening, he wondered.  He wanted to go to his mother, to calm her down, to tell her it was going to be all right, but he 

could do nothing.  Nothing but listen to the sobs in the courtroom, and the screams as they went on and on that pierced his heart each time he heard them.   

Chapter Ten   

It was morning, the light shown through the bars and I heard keys jingle as the guard came to bring breakfast.  

“Do you want anything to eat?” the guard asked as he put the plates on the table. 

“No. I’m not hungry.”  I wouldn’t touch their food if I starved to death.  The two girls sat silently at the table watching.  

“All right.  Get your things ready.  The judge said you were free to go.  You’ll have an escort out of Tennessee.”  The guard put the tray on the table for the girls and turned back to 

me.  

I gathered up my few things and walked in front of him.  Once down in the sheriff’s office I saw Mar, Pop and Donald waiting for me.  The sheriff turned to me and began talking in 

a hard, clipped voice.  I saw Mar’s eyes pleading with me to shut my mouth and I stood silently while he spoke. 

“I don’t want to see you here in Tennessee again.  I’m sending a couple of cars to make sure you leave the state and go back to North Carolina.” 

“Where is Jeff?”  I asked, blinking back the tears again.  I wasn’t about to let the man see my pain.  He was hateful and I felt he’d rather I’d spent the whole ten days locked up. 

“He’s been taken to Brushy Mountain Prison where he’ll be until they transport him to Nashville.”  I glared at him.  I was so full of anger and hatred at that moment but there was 

nothing I could do. 
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Chapter Six

“Come on, Shirley,” Mar said, “let’s go.”  She put her arms around me as I waited for my purse. “The others have already gone home.” 

“I’m going to go and see Jeff,” I said.  “Betty can ride with us and we’ll be home after that.”  I looked at Pop and saw how pale he looked, and was afraid he’d have another heart 

attack.  We walked outside where two cruisers waited for us.  One of the officers came over to where we were getting into our cars.  The snow was covering the ground and I heard 

the crunching of feet as we walked. 

“Mrs. Dicks, I’m sorry about what happened to your son.” He said.  “I feel your son was innocent and I don’t think he got a fair trial at all.  We don’t like the job of escorting you to 

the border, but we have to follow orders.  I really hope you can get him off on appeals.” 

“Thanks,” I said, turning to get into the car.  Pop came over and took my hand. 

“You have to eat something.  You haven’t eaten since the trial began.  We’ll make it.  I love you.” 

I hugged him and felt the tears falling.  He was worried about me and it was him with the bad heart.  But that was like Pop, always worrying about us and not himself.  I tried to hold 

back the tears but they fell anyway and I clung to him. 

“I’ll be all right, Pop.  Don’t worry about me.  I love you, too.” I said and then stepped into the car hiding my face.  I watched as they drove off.  Donald started the car and the two 

cruisers followed us to the border. 

The ride to Knoxville was long and tiring.  None of us spoke much.  The road to Brushy was winding and narrow and as we turned into the prison to park, it looked so large.  

Suddenly I couldn’t breathe.  I couldn’t make myself get out of the car.  I knew I’d break down completely if I saw Jeff now. 

Turning to Betty, I said, “You go on in and see him.  I can’t face him after failing him this way.  Tell him I love him and will see him next week.” 

“All right, “ she said taking her license and began to walk to the prison gate. 

“Are you sure,” Donald said.  He was going to go inside with Betty and make sure Jeff was all right.  He hugged me tight and whispered he loved me. 

“Go on.  I can’t let him see me like this and I can’t control myself.  It would kill him to see me crying like this…and my eyes are all black from not sleeping.  I love him too much 

and I can’t stand this.”  He bent down to kiss me and ran to catch up with Betty.  I watched as they walked inside before the tears came down.   

On our way back to Asheville we saw Tina’s car parked beside the interstate twenty miles from home.  We pulled over and I ran to the car.  I was terrified Pop had suffered another 

heart attack.  She got out to meet me and assured me that Pop was all right. 

“The police are looking for you.  They have a warrant for your arrest.  Both of you.” She cried.  “First Jeff and now I’m going to lose you.”  

By then Donald had come over.  “Calm down, both of you.  Let me think.  The baby is at my sisters and Trevor is at Mars.  We’ll get a motel room here while you go back and 

someone pick Maria and Trevor up and meet us back at the motel tomorrow.  We’ll be out of here until this dies down.” 

Tina hugged me, still crying and said she’d go back and let them know where we were.  I knew Mar and Pop would bring back the truck and travel trailer along with the kids.  We’d 

always been together and now we’d have to be apart.  I didn’t know where we’d go, or how we’d make it, but we had to leave.  I’d never be able to see Jeff if I was in jail.   

“I just got the paper from yesterday,” Donald said as he came back into the motel room.  Betty had gone to the restaurant to eat something, but I couldn’t eat.  My nerves were torn 

and my thoughts never far away from Jeff.  Donald came and sat beside me on the bed, and opened the pages of the newspaper.  He began to read the article about Jeff to me while I 

leaned back on the pillows. 

The best Jeffrey Dicks, his family and friends can hope for now is a sentence of life in prison.  He was found guilty of first degree murder Friday in connnection with the slaying of 

James Keegan. 

It took slightly less than two hours for the seven women, five man jury to return the verdict even through defense attorneys felt they had built a strong case for their client.  The twenty 

one year old father of a baby girl stood expressionless as the verdict was announced.  But those of his family members who remained in the courtroom could not hold back their 

disappointment. 

Donald Creteur stood with his arm around Dicks’ grandmother, Gertrude Mthews, as she gently wept.  Creteur is married to Dicks’ mother Shirley.  Dicks’ wife Betty, who had 

successfully restrained herself through higly emotional final arguments, also broke into quiet sobs. 

Shirley Creteur, however, was not in the courtroom to hear the damaging verdict.  She had been sentenced to ten days in jail and a fifty-dollar fine for losing control of her emotions 

during an arguemnt presented by Assistant District Attorney General Greeley Wells. 

“They, Donald Strouth and Dicks slit his throat from ear to ear,’ Wells was saying as Mrs. Creteur burst into tears and yelled at the jury. “No, you can’t do this to my little boy.  

He’s innocent.  He wouldn’t have turned himself in if he wasn’t innocent,” she yelled.  With Jeff’s stepfather, Nelson Dicks, grabbing at Mrs. Creteur’s moth from the rear in an 

attempt to quieten her and her present husband holding her in her seat, Judge Edgar Calhoun announced his decision to hold the hysterical mother in contempt. 

Noting that a gun was taken from her in the companion trial of Strouth and that she had accused the judge of being prejusticed during a change of venue hearing, Calhoun said he 

could tolerate no more outbursts. 

When order was restored, Wells continued in the manner of the best hell and brimstone evengelist.” 

That’s the first paper,” Donald said while I just lay there.  “Are you all right?” 

“No, I’ll never be all right.” I cried.  “Just read the paper.” 

What more could I do?  These southerners wanted blood and they didn’t care that Jeff was not guilty.  I wished it had been me instead of him.  Donald put the paper down and picked 

up the next one and began to read. 

“Emotionally drained after Friday’s guilty verdict, Jeffery Stuart Dicks’ three attorneys summoned their energy for one final battle – the battle to save their client’s life. 

But their efforts were fruitless.  A Greene County jury sentenced Dicks to die in the electric chair and Judge Calhoun set an execution date of Sept. 26.  Calhoun told the defense they 

would have thirty days to file a motion for a new trial. 

Dicks, who had stood each time he was introduced to a prospective juror and when the verdict was read, did not rise during the reading of the sentence. 

Convicted of first degree murder of 70-year old James Keegan, Dicks faced a long wait Saturday as jurors discussed his fate.  Once the jury came in with the guilty verdict, they were 

left with only one choice, whether Dicks would die in the electric chair, or be sentenced to life imprisonment. 

It took the jury slightly less than two hours to return the guilty vercict, but the matter of life and death needed more consideration.  It took them four hours to come back with a 

decision.  As the sentence was being read, attorney James Beeler had to fight back tears.  Dicks’ relatives, who remained in the courtroom, seemed to be drained of their tears as the 

verdict was read.  All family members except Dicks’ wife Betty, who sobbed quietly on the shoulder of another family member, seemed to be drained of emotion.  

But as Greene County sheriff’s deputies led Dicks out of the jail to be taken to Brushy Mountain State Prison, loud wails were to be heard from the top floor of the jail.  Despite 

efforts by the court and family members to keep news of the decision from Dicks’ mother, Shirely Creteur, she had apparently assumed that the jury had turned in the worst possible 

decision. 

“He’s innocent.  He’s innocent,” she yelled.  “You can’t do that to my son.” 

Only one witness was called during the sentencing phase of the trial, which is required in capital cases.  Kirkpatrick contended that Dicks started the assault on Keegan by hitting 

him in the head with a rock, then Strouth cut his throat. 

“You don’t have to arm yourself with a rock and a knife, the atorney general said.  “Use your common sense,” he said to the jury.  Kirkpatrick contended that a death sentence was 

necessary to show criminals that they would not get away with killing eye witnesses to their crimes in the state of Tennessee. 

“If you say life in your verdict, you’re saying it made good sense to kill Keegan, he said. 

In their plea for mercy, Dicks’ attorneys said it was highly unlikely Jeff smashed keegan’s head or cut his throat. 

“You have not seen Chief.  You have not heard from him,” said Beeler, while askign the jury to consider the nickname Strouth gave himself. 

Strouth had a knife.  Jeff didn’t have a knife, the attorney said.  “So why was Keegan’s scalp cut?  It makes no sense unless with his deranged mind he thought he was an Indian and 

though he wanted a scalp. 

In a quiet voice, defense attorney Larry Smith pointed out that Dicks’ had no history of violent crime, although he did admit his client had written some checks.  “I’m begging you 

don’t let justice fail.  Don’t let justice die…because of the gory details that have been paraded before you in this trial.”   

“Why didn’t the jurors remember that Barbara Davis said Chief told her he hit the man on the head with a rock, and then slit his throat?” I asked.  “They were out for blood and they 

got blood and now they’re going to kill Jeff.” 

I began to cry again even though I thought all the tears had to be gone.  I wanted to lash out at someone.  I was full of anger and hatred and would have liked to bash each and every 

one of them who’d lied against Jeff, including the Judge and Prosecution who knew Jeff was not guilty. 

“It’s going to be all right, Shirley.  We’ll get him the best attorneys for his appeals.” 

“No,” I screamed.  “It won’t be all right.  You and Nelson kept saying that, but it wasn’t true.  You said they’d never give him the death penalty and they did.  Just leave me alone.”  I 

turned over and pushed his arms away.  I was tired of everyone saying, everything’s going to be all right.  It wouldn’t’ be all right.  I had to go on the run away from the other kids, 

and I wouldn’t be able to see Jeff. 

I heard him sigh as he left the room, and felt sorry that I’d snapped at him.  It wasn’t his fault what had happened and I shouldn’t have blamed him.   

Morning came and Mar and Pop brought the kids back with them.  We hugged and kissed and everyone’s tears mixed together. 

“I don’t know where we’re going,” I said.  “We’re going to drive west and find somewhere to settle down until I can figure out what to do.”  I looked at Pop, his face still white and 

fell into his arms. He hugged me tight and ran back to the car without a word.  I knew how hard this was for him. We’d never been apart for a long time since I was born, and now the 

police were looking for me. 

Mar hugged me as well and we packed the kids into the two trucks.  I’d have Maria with me driving the truck and U-Haul and Trevor would go with Donald in his truck and travel 

trailer.  Mar had given me a list of telephone numbers for calling her at. We knew her phone would be tapped as the FBI were looking for me now.  She gave times when she’d be at 

the phone booth the next day and every day after that. They’d wait at a different one each time for my calls. 

“I love you, Shirley.  Don’t worry, Pop and I will go and visit with Jeff as often as we can.   

The next day after we got the kids and said goodbye to my parents, we headed out.  Donald and Trevor in the truck and travel trailer and me and Maria in the truck I had and the U-

Haul filled with the stuff we’d gotten to sell.   

To Be Continued
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  STATE NEWS 

Story last updated at 1:35 p.m. on Thursday, July 1, 1999

State Supreme Court denies death row appeal 

KNOXVILLE (AP) -- The state Supreme Court denied the appeal of a death row inmate convicted in the 1978 killing of a shopkeeper whose throat was slit during a robbery.

The ruling Monday exhausts the appeals in state court available to Donald Wayne Strouth, said District Attorney General Greeley Wells of the 2nd Judicial District. Attorneys for 
Strouth will likely begin appealing in federal court soon, Wells said.

Strouth, 39, was convicted along with Jeffrey Dicks, who died of natural causes on death row last month at 41. The pair killed James Keegan, 70, during an attempted robbery at 
his Kingsport used clothing store on Sept. 1, 1978.

Keegan's throat was slit. Strouth and Dicks accused each other of doing it.

"I think there was overwhelming circumstantial evidence that Strouth was the one who slit his throat," Wells said.

An execution date of Oct. 8 has been set for Strouth. That will likely be delayed if he files a federal appeal.

No one has been executed in Tennessee since 1960.
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